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*
'
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i
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__________________x,g

:

5 Metropolitan Edison Company, et al. :
(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, :

6 Unit No. 1) : Docket No.
: :

7 Evidentiary IIcaring : 50-289 OLA
:

8 ----------- ------X

9 Audi to rium, Olmsted Building
Penn State / Capitol Campus

10 Middletown, Pennsylvania

11 Monday, July 16, 1984

h- The above-entitled hearing commenced at 9 :00 a.m..s
4 12 -

13 pursuant to notice.

14 BEFORE:

15 SIIELDON J. WOLFE, Administrative Judge, Chairman
DAVID L. IIETRICK, Administrative Judge, Membe r

p3 JAMES C. LAMB, III, Administrative Judge, Member

17 APPEARANCES:
.

18 BRUCE .CIIURCIIILL, Esquire
WILB'ERT WASIIINGTON, Esquire

19 DIANE BURKLEY, Esquire
(For the Licensee)

20

LOUISE BRADFORD
21 (For Three Mile Island Alert)

7
j.

22 MARY E. WAGNER,. Esquire
! JOSEPl! R'. ' GRAY , Esquire
| 23 .

(For Nuclear Regulatory Commission S ta f f)

24 TIIOMAS Y . AU, Esquire~

('For Commonwealth o f Pennsylvania)
25
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d-l PROCEEDINGSg

,m
..s s

JUDGE WOLFE: All right; the hearing is in session.,\,) 2
'!

Pursuant to the Bo'ard's Order of June 12, 1984, the Atomic
3

4
Safety and Licensing Board hearing is in session to receiveo

5' evidence regarding an amendment to the operating license

requested by the licensee to revise the' technical specificationsg

and approve _ the kinetic expansion steam generator tube repair7

at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit No. 1. The matters
8

to be litigated are th'ose: set f6rth: in the Board's unpublished9

:10 . Memorandum and ' Order "of: June.1, 1984.-
' '

-

The limited appearance statements will be taken between
11

'

12 7 : 0 0 p''. m . and 10:00 p.m. today, July 16th, and at the same time
<r~x

k*

(,j ' _- 13 tomorrow'on July 17th.
// , .

To my lef t is Judge David Hetrick, nuclear engineer. To
_14

15 - my right is' Judge James Lamb, an environmental engineer. I

-

legal member and chairman of this Board.am Sheldon1Wolfe,n; -

Begf nning to my lef t, will counsel or representatives17
.

of the parties identify yourselves for the record.ul

MR. CHURCHILL: Good morning, Your Honor. My
ny

name is Bruce Churchill. I am with the law firm of Shaw,
20

21 Pittman, Fox and Trowbridge in . Washington, D.C., representing
.

.

./

. /-

22 the licensee.

On my left is Diane Burkley of the same law firm. On
23 .

-,o
24 my right is Wilbert Washington, also of the same law firm.

(~).
MS. BRADFORD: Good morning, Judge. My name is

25
,

.
.

-,.
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1 Louise Bradford, and I will represent TMIA in this proceeding.

eq
7 ? JUDGL; WOLFE: Ms. Dorochow will not be here any

e;
'

3 time during the session; is that correct, Ms. Bradford?

4 MS. BRADFORD: That's correct.

5 JUDCE WOLFE: Pine.

G MS. WAGNER: Good morning. My name is Mary

7 Nagner with the office of the Executive Legal Director. With

8 me today on my Icft, also representing the Staff, is Joseph

9 R. Gray, Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel. On my right is

10 Conrad McCracken, Section Chief of the Chemical Erosion

11 Technology Section of the NRC. Behind me is Harley Silver,
.s . , ~ -

12 Projedt Manager for this case.

) 13 MR. AU: Good morning. My name is Thomas Au. I
s

14 am representing the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. On my right

15 is Mr. William Dornsife from the Bureau of Radiation Protection,

16 Department of Environmental Resources.

JUDGE WOLFE: Could I have the gentleman's name17 -

18 to your right, please.

19 MR. AU: William Dornsife, D-o-r-n-s-i-f-e.

20 JUDGE WOLFE: Once again, please.

D .o-r-n s-i-f-e.e21 MR. AU:
/

22 JUDGE WOLFE: Are there any preliminary matters

23 to 'bc discussed? Obviously, we will have to discuss the.

2
,

24 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's motion for leave to participate[i.
l'

25 as an interested state pursuant to 10 CFR, Section 2. 715 (c) .
,

.

_
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1 Are there any other preliminary matters to be discussed
.

2 before we get to Pgnnsylvania's motion?

3 (No response.)

4 JUDGE WOLFE: Your motion was served, Mr. Au,

5 under date of July 9th; is that correct?

G MR. AU: That's correct, sir.

7 JUDGE WOLFE: Any comments, statements or

8 objections, Mr. Churchill?

9 MR. CIIURCHILL: Your Honor, on Friday, we filed

10 our Answer to the motion. We did not oppose the participation

11 in this hearing by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. I don't

:Z ?"know I5 everybody ha's copies of our written response. We can12
>

, 13 distribute those right now to the Board and to the parties.
/

14 . But, basically, we did not oppose it.

15 (Documents distributed to all parties by Counsel

1G Washington.)

| JUDGE WOLFE: Anything more , Mr. Churchill?
'

| 17 .

18 MR. CllURCIIILL: No, Your IIonor.

19 JUDGE WOLFE: On Friday, Mr. Churchi]l called me

20 at the office to advise that he was filing *this response, and he

21 asked what he should do with i.t. I told him to do exactly what
!.

22 he is doing today; to give copics to all paruicipating. IIe

23 advised at that time substantially what he has told you, namely

-) 24 that the licensee did not object to Pennsylvania participating

)
25 as an interested state, but that, as indicated here today, he

.

_
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1 t was concerned -- can you hear me in the audience?

e
2 ~ VOICE: Not very well.

?

3 JUDGE WOLFE: He was concerned that there might

4 be delay.

5 Anything, Ms. Bradford?

6 MS. BRADFORD: TMIA will support the motion.

7 MS. WAGNER: The NRC staff does not oppose the

8 motion of the Commonwealth for participation as an interested

9 state , but I would point out that they must take the proceeding

10 as they find it at this stage of the proceedings.

11 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Au, at page three. of licensee's

#
12 Answol to your motion for leave to participate, is that an
i

13 accurate paraphrase, summarization, articulation of what you
,,

14 did state to Mr. Churchill beginning with the word "moreover"
.

15 on page three?

IG MR. AU: Yes, sir. I have read that statement,

17 and that is an accurate statement of what I told Mr. Churchill.

18 JUDGE WOLFE: Question, Mr. Au: do you intend to

19 cross-examine yourself, or do you intend to ask one of your

20 technical experts to conduct any cross-examination?

21 MR. AU: I expect; Mr. Dornsife to conduct the
||

22 exmaination.

23
. . JUDGE WOLFE: I see. And you don't plan to
} i

24j conduct any of the-cross-examination for the State?

25 MR. AU: Tllere may be some cross-examination that

.
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1 I may conduct to the extent that it would involve basic issues
..

2 and Icgal matters.,
!

3 JUDGE WOLFE: You do have our rules of practice

4 with you, don't you?

5 MR. AU: Yes.

G JUDGE UOLFE: Would you turn to Section 2.733.

7 (Counsel Au complying.)

8 JUDGE WOLFE: If the State is permitted to

9 participate, you must comply with that section. In other words,

10 such a request shall be made at the time your cross-examination

11 begins, and you must make a showing that your expert is qualified,

4 .# c
12 et cetcra, pursuant to the requirements of that section.
>

13 MR. AU: The Commonwealth is prepared to abide by
,,

li that section.

15 JUDGE WOLFE: You, Mr. Au, and your expert have

1G read the written direct testimonics of both the Applicant and

17 the Staff submitted under date of June 29, 1984?

18 MR. AU: Yes, we both have.

19 JUDGE WOLFE: And you have read the Board's

20 Memorandum and Order of June 1, 1984?

Yes, we}both have read that.21 MR. AU:

22 JUDGE WOLFE: And you are particularly aware of

23 the- contents of pages 23 and 32 of that Memorandum and Order?j
.

24 MR. AU: Yes, we are.,,

/

25 ,! JUDCE WOLFE: And is it your intention to

1
__
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1 cross-examine upon all the matters at issue as set forth at
*

)- 2 pages 23 and 32 of' the Memoran'dum and Order of June 29, 1984?
; .o

3 MR. AU: Yes, it is. It is our intention to

4 cross-examine only to clarify issues and to illuminate facts

5 as presented.

6 JUDGE WOLFE: And you will have no d3 ect

7 testimony to present?

8 MR. AU: That's correct'.

9 JUDGE WOLFE: All right. It is clear that your

10 request is quite untimely. Your motion is quite untimely. But

. , .11 you hay.e advised us that you do not intend to delay this
~

'

* 12 .procedEling and that you will comply with the rules of our

) 13 . practice. 'Is' that correct, Mr. Au?
. ./

. 14 MR. AU: That is correct.

I
15 ' JUDGE WOLFE: And that you will make the necessary

16 showings under Section 2.733 of our rules in order that your
.

17 cxpert may . cross-examine and, as Ms. Wagner points out -- this

18 is indicated generally in Gulf States Utilities (River Bond -

19 Station Units 1 and 2), ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760, 1977--that, indeed,,

20 a state must take the proceeding as it finds it and otherwise

/
21 comply with the Commission's rules of practice.

. i.

72 With that understanding and that stated obligation

anhourpart, we do allow your motion to participate as an23 *

-

24 interested state. Certainly, the State of Pennsylvania is

) '

25 i.nterested in this procedding, and there is no question as to
.
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the State's standing. -

1 '

". Any ther preliminary matters to be brought up by2
1

3 the parties or by*,the State of Pennsylvania?

MS. WAGNER: Judge Wolfe, on Friday, the Staff4

served Board Notification BN-84-131, and I don' t believe every-5

body has received a copy yet since we served it through the mai:
G

..

This is a Board Notification transmitting Staff review of the7

.recent TMI-l steam generator leakage and long-term corrosion9

9 test program.

May I distribute it to the partics?
10

JUDGE WOLFE: Yes.3g ,

. .c
* CC (Documents distributed to all parties by Counsel

12
>

Wagner.)
13

MS. WAGNER: Judge Wolfe, on the cover memorandumg4

submitting the Board Notification, in the second paragraph, the15

second line from the bottom, there is a date. That should be
93

g7 July 13, 1984.

JUDGE WOLFE: Are you finished reading, Mr. Au?
18

MR. AU: One minute, please.gg

(Pause.)20

MR. AU: Yes. ..

21 j.
L

JUDGE WOLFE: Any other preliminary matters?
22

MS* BRADFORD: Your Honor?
23 .g

' i
.

JUDGE WOLFE: Yes.
24s

g
!

MS. BRADFORD: The Board has rt:.ed out come o f
25

-

.

I
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TMIA's contentions, including those contentions on plugging.
g

.: l1 would request that TMIA 'be allowed to question both Licensee
2'

I
1and Staff eith regard to the subject of this memorandum. Tha t 'i s

3

the two most recent discoveries of leakage at TMI-1. They
4

inv lve plugging in some part. We would limit our questions
5

to the tubes that are involved here.g

JUDGE WOLFE: In light of this Board Notification
7

that was handed' to us today, you want to conduct some
8

cross-examination on the issue of plugging with respect to anyg

matters discussed in this Board Notification of July 13th;
10

correct?11
-4 .c
'* C MS. BRADFORD: That is correct.

12

JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Churchill?
g

MR. CilURCIIILL: We would ob' ject to that. ;_On the
ig

plugging contention, there has been a long history of that;
'5*

'first of all, getting the plugging contention around to a
go

format in bhe Board's original ruling on contentions that was
37

relevant to the proceeding 'and then later on summary dispositio n.
33

That issue was disposed of completely on summary dispositions.
39

There is nothing here that would indicate that there was any
20

issue lef t with respect to -pit 3gging as it relates to the kinetic*

21
/-

22 expansion of the tube.

Plugs ocassionally do leak. They always have and
23 :

I i

21 they always will. That is why we have the continuous leak.

| '| test monitoring. None of this has any indication at all
25 ,

- .
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whatsoever of the contention as admitted that somehow the

kinetic expansion of the tube would not allow the plug to hold.'

2- ,

MS. i3RADFORD: Judge Wolfe?

.

JUDGE WOLFF: Just a moment.
4

Ms. Wagner?
5

" EE U U" " ~

*

G

far as it is directed to questions concerning plugging. The-

7

"" "U " "" ' 9" " "* " " "
8

revise the iechnical specifications to recognize steam generato r-

g

tube repair techniques other than plugging as the notice of

hearing stated.

4 .e
/e In its-January 9, 1984 Memorandum and Order,-*

12

9
>

unpublished, the Board recognized this; that questions relating
s

to plugging per se are not within the scope of this proceeding.

Insofar as TMIA wishes to ask other questions

concerning the July 13th Board Notification, questions concerning

leakage, I,'believe that come questi.ons on that subject might

be appropriate on cross-examination of witnesses here; insofarg

as the recent leakage that is. the. subject of the~ Board 'Notifica--
3g

j| tion might affect prior evaluations that you made.20

UDE WOW E: Ang, comments, Mr. Au?
21

j.

MR. AU: The Commonwealth believes that this
22

Memoraridum constitutes significant new information and that
23 ',

i
.some of it may relate to the contentions of TMI Alert,,

g
./

/ particularly as to the reliability of the leak rate measurements .

3
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1

1 JUDGE WOLFE: Are you saying.this Memorandum

.

v 2 speaks to plugging?
.)
t,

3 MR.'AU: No. We are.not saying.it speaks to the

4 plugging issue that was raised by TMIA.

3 JUDGE WOLFE: What are you saying?

MR. AU: (No response.)3 j
i

i

7 | JUDGE WOLFE: First of f, Mr. Au, do you oppose or
I

8 favor support of Ms. Bradford's request, and then explain your

9 answer.

10 f1R. AU: We support Ms. Bradford's request to

11 extend -- this new information relates to issues which have
<s . , ~ -

12 been d6mitted as contentions in this proceeding.*

9
-

13 JUDGE WOLFE: Then you don' t differ from
s

14 Ms. Wagner? Ms . Wagner says "but for plugging'.' . Am . I ~.' co r re c t ',-

15 Ms'. Wagner? But for plugging, the Staff has no opposition to

16 TMIA cross-examining witnesses on the thrust of the Board

I Notificatidn? Yet again, I would think, Ms. Wagnor, that such17

18 - cross-examination is within the scope of the remaining

19 . contentions.

20 Is that your contention, Mr. Au?

21 MR. AU: That is ;, correct.
s.

22 JUDGE WOLFE: Anything more, Mr. Churchill or

23 ; Ms .- Bradfo rd?
~ i .

.

- - 24 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Wolfe, in the preliminary

)
25 notification, which Staff handed me this morning, the re is --

4
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and I don' t know if the Board has this' preliminary 60tification--
1 ;

,

.,

the number is PNO.1-8456A.'

2

e
3 JUDGE WOLFE: What is the date on that?

4 MS. BRADFORD: This is a July 9th incident. It
i

5 is to this incident that I had referred earlier. This describes

an event on July 9th and Licensee's discovery that several plugsG t
i

I

7 were missing. In particular, i.t says, "The first adjacent tube'

l
'

8 135-74, had been plugged at the top instead of tube 135-72."

9 Second, the plug programmed to be in tube 148-35 was missing and
1

10 a loose plug was found in tube 65-3A.

11 TMIA's contention on plugging had gone exactly
4 e.,e

12 to thd retention of plugs in the steam gone.rator tubes after

13 the kinetic expansion. There is not enough information here for
J

me determine if thece plugs were loosened as a result of kinetic14

n expansion. Iloweve r, TMIA would like to question further on thin

1G issue.
;

I -

JUDGE WOLFE: Your reques t is denied, Ms . Bradford.17 .

18 The matter of plugging is not in issue. You may cross-examine

to the full extent within the scope of the rema.ining matters th; t:
19

20 are in issue in this case. There is nothing now before us with

| 21 regard to plugging. v
| t.

22 Under those circumstances, the Boards wi.11 not

i
23 .exttand, and this Board will not extend or expand matters that

! j -

).|
24 are not in contention. And under these circumstances -- and it

25 .happens in every case that I am aware of -- because of the.

.

|

!
?
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dynamic process, things alway" arise, circumstances always ariac
1

2
- during the construction, during the operating license or during.

'an amendment, and if. there .is a proceeding going on and a matter
3

is brought to the attention particularly of a Board in an
4

operatJ ng license proceeding and an amendment proceeding that5

is outside the scope of the issues, tbc Board, and this Board,g

will not hear that matter.7

We are here to consider limited contentions --8

not limited, but contentions that are bo6nded, and we will only
9

hear testimony and cross-examination on those bounded issues.
10

And necessarily under those circumstances, we must rely on the
11

p.a
NRC t Qif f's close inspection and monitering of what is going''

12

forward in matters that are not in contention before this13
. . '

34 Board.

Any other preliminary matters?
15

MS. BRADFORD: Judge Wolfe, one moment; one more
10

17 thing. Ma;y I at least inquire of the licensee the reason, if

they know, why these plugs were missing, et cetera?
33

JUDGB WOLFM: There is nothing to prevent you
39

during the recess from asking Mr. Churchill or discussir.g t hat
20

I with Staff. It is no longer an issue before this Board. We
21

won't take up any more time w[LS it.
22

Are there any other preliminary matters? More
'

'

23 .

) *

are thereparticularly now,,the Board would ask the parties:
21

any exhibits to be marked for identification outside of,a

'

23

; -

|

__
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1 obviously, written direct tentimony?
.

2 MS. BRADFORD: TMIA would like to enter some
..

3 exhibits.

4 JUDGE WOT.FE: Would you identify them and give

5 them to the reporter for marking for identification, and we

G will consJ der them one af ter the other.

7 MS. BRADFORD: The first in a document which came

8 to TMIA marked " Reference 62," which is a Battelle study. It

9 is titled "Short Term Corrosion Evaluatidn of Kinetically

10 Expanded Tubes in Mockup Tube Shoots." It is dated --

11 JUDGE WOI.FE: Ms. Bradford, would you speak
.e p-

,

more b.-lowly. I am trying to write.
<

12

13 This is Reference 62, the Battelle ctudy, "Short

14 Term " and go very slowly.

15 MS. DRADFol!D: "Short Term Corronion Evaluation:

'O of Kinct i.cally Expanded- Tuben i n Mockup Tube Sheets. "

JP')CE WOI.FE: Doec that bear a-dr.te?17 .

!

18 MS. BRADFORD: Yes. The date in Novembe r 21, 1983.

10 The document in 51 pagen with an appendix.

20 JUDGE WOI.FE: All r i.g h t . If you will hand that
i
i

21 ~to the reporter for marking fo'r identificat ion.
/

22 (Nhereupon, the document was marked
an TJMA Fxhihit No. 1 fo r

23 identification.)
'

<

*
.

28 JUDGE WOI,Fl: All right. That document in marked
| ]

/

25 for identification an TMtA Exhibi.t No. 1.
' *

|
.
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1 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Wolfe, I additionally have
.

taken some excerpty from some very largo documents, which I2

| tr
3 }would like to enter the execrpts into the record. The reason

i

4 I had to excerpt them is because the documents were so large,

5 and it was really very burdensome for me to attempt to reproduc9
I

.

i
G ; all of them.

7 JUDGE WOLF 2: Do they bear face sheets from the

i

8 documents from which these pages were excerpted?'

9 MS. BPADFORD: No, they don't, but I can describe

10 that document.

11 The first is a document which came to TMIA marked
:2 6

12 Re ference Document 5'6.
.

.,

9 13 JUDGE WOLFE: Fifty-six?
s

14 MS, BRADFORD: Yes. It is the Final Report-Evalua-

15 tion of samples from TMI-1. 'I t is dated July 27, 1982. The

;G document consists of 104 pages with appendix, and there is a

17 two-page cover letter.

13 JUDGE WOLFE: From whom to whom?

10 MS. BRADFORD: I beg your pardon?

20 JUDGE WOLFE: From whom to whom?

21 MS. BRADFORD: The cover letter is from Battelle
A

'
22 to GPU, I believe. Let me check with Licensee.

23 t MR. CHU RCIIILL : Your Honor, I have this document
,

- e
,

24 under a cover letter f rom Babcock and Wilcox to Mr. Slear ntj

25 ' GPU-Nuclear. I don't knpw if that is the same cover letter you
.

4

-
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1 were referring to. Could I ask: is it the entire document you
.:

2 want marked for identification or are there excerpts?
$t

3 MS. BRADFORD: There are excerpts, parts of this

4 document. TMIA would like to enter pages 16 and 17 of this

5 document.

6 MR. CllURCl!ILL : I'm sorry. Could I have that

7 again?

8 MS. BRADFORD: Page 16 and 17, pages 21 through

9 23, pages 97 through 100. Excuse me just one moment, Judge

10 wolfe,

11 (Pause.)
.2 d-

'
12 MS. BRADFORD: The next excerpt is page 105 and

13 all of Appendix B of this docum'ent.

14 MR. CilURCIIILL:' I identified five excerpts from

15 that document. Could we just mark each one of those exhibits

16 two through six? Would that be the' easiest way? Or.'TMIA

17 cExhibits 2*through 6?
.

18 JUDGE WOLFE: We will mark as TMIA Exhibit 2-A

19 pages 16 and 17; 2-B, pages 21 through 23; 2-C, 97 through 100;

20 2-D, page 105; and E will represent all of Appendix B.

21 Are there ivore (E cuments?3

22 MS. BRADFORD: I will have more docume n ts later

23 in{thisproceeding. I was not prepared to mark them now..

~) JUDG'E KnLFE: Do you have three copies of those24

1
*

25 documents, proposed exhibits, to hand to the reporter?
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1
MS. BRADFORD: I prepared two for the reporter,

.

2
; but I can supply him with the additional ones.
i ,e

3
JUDGE WOLFE: 'Do all the parties and the State

!ofPennsylvaniahavecopiesoftheseproposedexhibits?4
:
'
,

5 ! MS. BRADFORD: I will distribute them.
|

6

f JUDGE WOLFE: You have copics for them?
I

7
MS. BRADFORD: Yes, I do.

8
JUDGE NOLFE: Do you have copies for the Board?

9
MS. BRADFORD: Yes, I do.

I

10 ;
I JUDGE WOLFE: Would you please distribute them.

11
(Documents distributed to all partics by Ms.. , , .

,
n ..,

12
Bradford.)

9
>

JUDGE WOLFE: We need an extra copy for the;

14
reporte r .

15
MS. BRADFORD: .I will supply it tomorrow.

10
JUDGE WOLFE: Do you wish to offer these into

.

17
evidence now or wait for cross-examination and tender the

18
. exhibits at that time?

19
MS. BRADFORD: I would prefer to vait for

20 . .

cross-exam) nation.

21 1'
(Whereupon, the documents were
marked as TMIA Exhibits Nos. 2-A,

22
2-B, 2-C, 2-D and 2-E for

U" U" OU*
23 i

'

.,
' '
. .

Any other exhibits?JUDGE WOLFB:g

/ (No ;esponse.)-

.
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JUDGE WOLFE: I am looking at what is now

described as TMIA Exhibit ~ 2-E marked for identification. That*

J 2

is supposed to be#a9all of Appendix B, the last document in this:

3 |
1

batch. It doesn't look like it is an appendix at all.

MS. IRADFORD: Oh, that's a mistake.
5

I

(Pause.)g

MS. 13RADFORD : Judge Wolfe?
7

' *

8

MS. BRADFORD: Just for the record, TMIA's
g

10 1
~ " I #EE " * " U' "C " ^EE " '*

that consists of four pages.g
. ., e

.e JUDGE WOLFE: All right.* 12 ,

MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your IIonor, that looks to us to

|be correct. What is missing is the cover page that shows -g

Appendix B all by itself. But for that cover page, it seemsg

to jive with our document Reference 56.g

JUDGE WOLFE: Are there any other matters now*

g

with respect to offering into evidence the exhibits?g

|
(No response.)

3g

(

| JUDGE WOLFE: Do you plan during the course of
*20

21
- the hearing -- do any other par; tics during the course of the

! /

hearing plan to offer into evidence any exhibits?
22

MR. CliURCIIILL: To the best of my knowledge, Your.

23 ,

J :

i f rono r , right now we do not. We have ou r prepared testimony,
24

which is all we will be putting in as far as I know at this'

3
.
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-1 point,
,

q e

'N/ 2' JUDGp WOLFE: Ms'. Wagner?

O*

3 MS. WAGNER: The Staff is currently anticipating

4 just introducing its prepared testimony at this point.

5 JUDGE WOLFE:' You'do not plan to offor into

6 evidence, Ms. Wagner,-the SER and Supplements 1 and 2?

.7 MS. WAGNER: We may be offering portions of the

8 SER.

.

9~ JUDGE WOLFE: All right. We will now proceed

:10; with the hearing on the contentions remaining to iac heard.
.

11 Mr. Churchill, you may call your witness or,

4 _' .p *
^

* 12 witnesfies .
D'

'.

.,

t.

'[-'
.

' 13 J MR. CilURCIIILL: Your lionor,. I thought I would.

' irst explain just briefly how we intend to- proceed.114' f
,

.

15 JUDGE WOLFE: Yes.

16' MR. CHURCl!ILL: We will take them basically in

- 17 order,. but.we might take them a little out of order with the-

.18 indulgence of the Board and the parties, becuase there are one

19 or~ two witnesses that have scheduling conflicts.
~

p

| 20 : In general, we assume that ue will put on our

21 entire direct case. We will put it on in pieces or in groups,
.

. ,

-22. which will then be subject to cross-examination by the parties,
t.

23 .by the State, and, of course, questioning by the Board.

|1 .] j -

U. 24 ~ But in general, I assumed that we would get to
.I_,

,

25 ' our entire direct case and cross-examining and questioning
.

.

|-
_
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i

before the Staff's witnesses came on. I assume this is the
i

si

2 normal peccedure.,

7

v

3 JUDGE WOLFE: Yes.

1 f4R . CIIURCIIILL: I would like to start with rssue

5 .l.c, which is the issue on the power ascension limits. There
,

G are three witnesses sponsoring that testimony.

7 I would next like to do Issue 4, which was not

3 a panel situation. The re is one witness on that. It is the

9 question on the experience with the kinetic expansion process

10 in tite industry.

11 These two pieces of testimony have witnesses that

?,--. .

.<
! 1,2

have dcheduling difficulties. And if the Board doesn't nind,

13 I would like to do those first.
J

14 Then what I would like to do is present a panel

15 to do Issues.l.a, 1.b and 1.d. That is the remainder of the

10 "1" issues. The 1.c seems to be able to be split out from

17 that fairly readily. It doesn' t seem to be related to the

18 others.

19 And finally, Licensee proposes a panel for the

20 remaining issues, which are Issues 2 and 3 and then what we-

21 have called Issue 5, which is a Contention 1.b issue on the
!.

22 probability or increased probability of simultaneous tube

23 ruptures involving steam generators.^

.

1

1 24
' JUDGE MOLFE: I take it there are no objections

25 to proceeding? .

I
~

_
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i

MS. BRADFORD: Judge Wolfe', I am going to have a,

|
.

2 |
'

little difficulty with Licensee's ordering without any noted
,

:

( 3
direction. I prepared in sequence, and I am prepared today'

4
with 1.a and 1.b. I do have -- I could.,although I would

'5
j rather not, go to'1.c. I do not have cross-examination plans
|

G ',for those issues. And that's what I meant by being prepared.
.

JUDGE WOLFE: Well, here we go again. There is

8
total lack of communication between the parties. If you

9
intended to do this, it would seem to be only fair, Mr. Churchill,

10
to have advised Ms . liradford and Ms. Wagner that this was your

i
11

| intention.,

*12
MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your Ilonor, I apologize. We>

f- .could have done that. We didn't really know about this,

14 because we were juggling witnesses and their scitedules at the

15 ! last moment.
16

Generally and basically, this is a seriatim
.

presentation, but for the request to take those two out of order.

18
JUDGE WOLFE: I recog nize that witnesses have to

19 '
be taken out of time. That is donc quite frequently, and we

20
try to assist the witnesses in taking the utand and leaving

21
as promptly as possible. .

,

2'2
Once again, I just don't know why you didn't

-

23
J con {:act the other partles and tell them that this was what you

_ o4 |) 'were going t o do , 'because we are faced now with the prob]cm
./

25 ..

of Ms. Bradford not having her. papers available for purposes
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I

of cross-examination.

What do you suggest we do? Are those papers
- 2

e

, at your of fice, Ms" Bradford?
3

I
' MS. BitADFOllD: Judgc Wolfe, I have generally

4

I
pr pared for all of the issues. Itoweve r, I do not have the

5

xhibits that I would like to enter with those issues; that is
6

I
Issue 1.c and Issue 4. I do not have with me my cross-exami na-'

7

8 | tion plan, nor have I completed the cross-examination plan. I

have ' outlined it, but I have not completed it.
g

H RCHII,I: Your Honor, do pu Wnk we could.

10

have about a two or three-minute recess? Perhaps we could just
gg

'2 talk fo:: the parties and I could talk to my witnesses, and.

12

maybe we could work something out.
13,

JUDGE UOLFE: Or you can, at your expense, sendg

a messenger to Ms. Bradford's office to pick up the papers
15

that she needs.
16

Ms. Bradford indicates that she hasn't completed*

37

her review, so I don't think that is going to help us -- well,
is

all right; we'll have a five-minute recess. The partien can
39

try to figure this one out.
20

-

Let's take five I;1inutes.21
. /.

MR. Cl!UIRCllIT.T,: Thank you, Your lionor.
g

,

(Recess.)
23 ;

J
i

24j
.) *

25 .

4
e
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P1
t2 1 JUDGE WOLFE: All right; back on tho' record.

2
Mr.tChurchill?

4
*1 MR. 'CIIURCIIILL: Your IIonor, we have consulted

,

4 with Ms. Bradford.and we have gone back to a slight modification

'5
of what we would have done originally had we not had the witness,

6 '
I scheduling problems. We are going to start by calling the
i

| panel that includes the witnesses that cover all of the
7

8
contentions, l.a through d. They will all be up there for

o
Ms. Bradford to cross-examine on any of the Item 1 issues.

10
Included in Item 1 is 1.c, which is sponsored by three witnesses,

11
one of whom is the person with the schedule problems.

2 &
'

12 Ms. Br'adford said that at some time during the,

0
,f course of the day she would try to see if she had any particula :

14
questions for him, with the idea that at the end of the day

is"
we would try to be able to excuse Mr. Broughton.

16
That leaves two other witnesses on issue 1.c.

Mu. Bradford was kind enough to agree to that. What it amounts

18
to is that of the five witnesses, one of them who only played

19
a small part in these issues does have a schadu13ng problem;

20
;
and she had said that she would try to accommodate that. The

21 other two will still be there'so long as the crons-examination
22

goes on to deal with that isuuo.

23 -

JUDGM WOLFE: All right,* .
,

-og^
/ MR. CIIURCIIILL: The other conflict was Dr. Pai..

J

on issue 4, and we are g'Qing to try to put him on sometime
,

i
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p2
1 tomorrow. That would give Ms. Bradford overnight to see what

.

.
2 questions she might have for him. Other than that, everything

3 is just going to Ne presented in order.

4 JUDGE WOLFE: All right; that agreeable?1:3

5 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, it is, Judge Wolfe.

6 JUDGE WOLFE: All right, you may call your panel,

7 Mr. Churchill.

8 MS. BURKLEY: Your Honor, I will be handling the

9 introduction of the direct examination. I would like to call

10 the first panel, which consists of Mesurs. Wilson, Sicar,

11 Croneberger, Giacobbe and Broughton. They will please come
. , --<

a ., r -
12 to the witness table'.,

13 JUDGE WOLFE: Would you initially identify each

14 witness, beginning with my far left here?

15 MS. BURKLEY: Yes , Your lionor. On your far lef t

tG is Mr. Broughton, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Sicar, Mr. Croneberger and

17 Mr. Giacobbe. I will be introducing each of them further to

10 assist in the identification.

19 I will stari; with Mr. Wilson. Would you please

|stateyourfullnameandoccupationfortherecord?20

21 WITNESS WILSON: 'JIy name is Richard F. Wilson.

22 I am Vice-President, Technical Functions, GPU Nuclear Corpora-

*]tiop.23

; 21 JUDGE WOLFE: Why don't we swear in all of these
I .

25 witneunes now, since they have been identified, and then you
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . -
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1 | can proceed.
|<

I2 MS. BURKLEY: Yes, Your Honor.

3 i JUDdEWOLFE: Would the witnesses please stand

4 and raise your right hands?

5 '
iWhereupon,

6 T. GARY BROUGIITON
RICHARD F. WILSONi

! DAVID G. SLEAR7

! DON K..CRONEBERGER~
8 ! F. SCOTT GIACOBBE

9 were called for examination and, having been first duly sworn,

10 were examined gnd testified as follows:
,

11 '

JUDGE WOLFE: You may be seated.

I DIRECT EXAMINATION

I3 MS. BURKLEY: Mr. Wilson, would you please explain,.
,

" the role you played in the licensee's repairs of the steam

generator at TMI-l?

16 WITNESS WILSON: I had overall corporate manage-
i

" ' ment respo'nsibility for repairs of the steam generator. Mr.

18
! David Sicar, Project Managbr for.'.the repairs, reported to me.

1

MS. BURKLEY: Are you familiar with the licensee';;

90 testimony entitled "Licensce's Toutimony of Richard F. Wilcon,
'

91 '

David G. Slear and Don K. Cronpbergor on Issue 1.a, concerning~

22
Contention 1.a"? -

23 | i

, j =
UITNESS MILSON: I am.

I24 ~BURKLEY: Do you have any changes or correc-MS.
.)

25
tions that you would like to make to that testin.ony at this

.
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I

1 time?
.

_ 2 WITNESS WILSON:. No, I do not.. _ -
1

~

3 MS. BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as

4 your testimony in this prcceeding?

5 WITNESS WILSON: Yes, I do.

G pg, BUFKLEY: Mr. Slear, wouJd you please state,

.

7 your full name and occupation for the record?

8 WITNESS SLEAR: My name is David G. Slear; I am

9 the Manager of Engineering Projects for Three Mile Island, Unit

10 1 1. I work for GPU Nuclear Corporation.

11 MS. BURKLEY: Would you please explain the role
# yS

I2 i that you played in the repair of the steam generators?
,

-

13 WITNESS SLEAR: I was the overall task manager&s,
I4 for the steam generator repairs, reporting directly to Mr.

15 Wilson.

16 MS. BURKLEY: Are you familiar with the licensee's

testimony bf Richard F. Wilson, David G. Slear and Don K.17

18 Croneberger on issue 1.a, contention 1.a?

I9 WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, I am.

20 MS. BURKLEY: Do you have any changes or correc-

21 tions that you would like to make to that testimony at this

22 time?

23 ; WITNESS SLEAR: I have no changes or corrections..

24
) gg, *BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as your

/

9~
testimony in this proceeding?

,

.
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!

!

I WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, I do.
.

,

2 MS.fBURKLEY: Thank you.
t i-,

3 I Mr.;Croneberger, could you please state your
!

4 full name and occupation for the record?

5 | WITNESS CRONEBERGER: My name is Don K. Crone-
|

6 ! berger. I am employed by GPU Nuclear. My position is Director
!

| of Engineering Design.7

;

8 i MS. BURKLEY: Cotild you explain for the Court

9 the role that you played in the licensee's repair of the st.eam

10 generator?
.

11 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: I provided general manage-,

.a t ., e

.a .c
'

(2 ment technical oversight of functional engineering activities

13 in support of the repa r program, including the areas of failur 3,

i

34 analysis, technical design, and chemical engineering, with

3
special emphasis on the chemical design of the <: team generators

16
and the response of the steam generators following repair.

17 *
MS. BURKLEY: Thank you.

18 Are you familiar with the licensee's testimony
19 of Richard F. Wilson, David G. Slear and Donald K. Cronoberger

on Issue 1.a, contention 1.a? !
1

21
WITNESSCRONEBElkhER: Yes, I am.

22 MS. BURKLEY: Do you have any modifications or

123 ,chdnges you would like to make to that testimeny?
.

) WITriESS CRoisEBERGER: No, I do not.
/

*

25

MS. BURKLE'{: Do you adopt this testirony as your
.
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|

1 testimony in this rroceeding?
.

2
WITNESS CRONEBERGER: Yes, I do.

,e -

3
MS. BURKLEY: Your Ilonor, I would ask at this

4 time that the licensee's testimony of Richard F. Wilson,

'5
David G. Slear and Don K. Croneberger on issue 1.a, contentioni

6
1.a be incorporated into the record as if read here tcday.

7
JUDGE WOLFE: Is there any objection?

8
(No response.)

9
JUDGE WOLFE: Absent objection, this testimony,

10
as already described, will be incorporated into the record

11
as if read.

2 .:<-'
12 '

MS. BURKLEY: Thank you, Your IIonor.,

(Whereupon- the licensco's testimony of Richard,.
,

14
F. Wilson, David G. Slear and Don K. Croneberger on issue 1.a,-

15

contention 1.a follows:)
10

'

17 .

18

19

20

21 "f
./.

| 22

23 e
.- } t

.f,
24,

a -

/

25 .' *

d

._
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UNITED, STATES OF AMERICA' _,
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
,

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, ET AL.) Docket No. 50-289-OLA
) ASLBP 83-491-04-OLA

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Steam Generator Repair)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S TESTIMONY OF RICHARD F. WILSON,
DAVID G. SLEAR AND DON K. CRONEBERGER ON

ISSUE 1.a (CONTENTION 1.a)

To Mr. Wilson: ;

Ql. PldA'se state your name and address, and describe your*

involvement with the TMI-1 steam generator tube repair program.

A1. My name is Richard F. Wilson. I am employed by GPU

Nuclear Corporation, 100 Interpace Parkway, Parsippany, New

Jersey 07054. As the Vice President of Technical Functions, I

was responsible for the overall project and technical manage-

ment of the TMI-1. steam generator tube repair program.

A statement of my professional qualifications is attached.

To Mr. Slear:

Q2. Please state your name and address and describe your
involvement with the TMI-1 steam generator tube repair program.

A2. My name is David G. Slear. 'I am employed by GPU Nu-

clear Corporation, 100 Interpace Parkway, Parsippany, New
,

Jersey 07054. As the Manager of Engineering Projects for*

,
-

.

%_

.

.

.
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. *
,

TMI-1, I was the overall task manager for the TMI-l steam gen-.

erator tube repair program, reporting directly to the Vice

President of Technical Functions. My responsibilities included

all activities associated with.the evaluation and' repair of the

steam generators.

A statement of my professional qualifications is attached.

To Mr. Croneberger:

Q3. Please state your name and address and describe your
involvement with the TMI-l steam generator tube repair program.

A3. My name is Don K. Croneberger. I am employed by GPU

Nuclear Corporation, 100 Interpace Parkway, Parcippany, New

;
Jersey 07054. As the Director of Engineering and Design, I
..

provided tec$'nical management oversight of the failure analysis

and repair activities with special emphasis on evaluation of

the steam generator's mechanical design and the impact of the

repair,on the response of the components. My department also

provided engineering support in the areas of Materials Engi-

neering/ Failure Analysis, Chemical Engineering and Chemistry,
.

Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.

A statement of my professional qualifications is attached.
.

To all witnesses:

Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

A4. The purpose of this testimo'ny is. to address Issue 1.a

of Contention 1.a as enumerated at page 23 of the Board's Memo-

randum, and Order (Rulings on Motions for Summary Disposition,

dated June 1, 1984) in which the Licensing Board stated:

.

-2-.
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1. The rationale underlying certain proposed, ,

license conditions should be addressed,
with attention to:

' t

Reliabilit$ of leak rate measurements.a.

QS. Describe the TMI-l license conditions for leak
testing the steam generators.

AS. INe existing license conditions related to primary-

to-secondary (P-S) leakage through the TMI-1 once-through steam

generator (OTSG) tubes are Technical Specifications (T.S.)

3.1.6.3 and 4.1.

Technical Specification 3.1.6.3 reads as follows:

If primary-to-secondary leakage through the
steam generator tubes exceeds 1 gpm total for
both steam generators, the reactor shall be ;

placed in cold shutdown within 36 hours of de-
tection.>''"*

9 Technical Specification 4.1. requires that leakage be evaluated

daily.

In addition, the following proposed license condition

dealing with leakage will be imposed:

Reoaired Steam Generators

In order'to confirm the leak-tight integri-
ty of the Reactor Coolant System, including the
steam generators, operation of the facility
shall be in accordance with the following:

* * * *

2. GPU Nuclear Corporation shall confirm
the baseline primary-to-secondary leakage rate
established during the steam generator hot test
program. If leakage exceeds the baseline leak-
age rate by more than 0.1 GPM (6 GPH], the
facility shall be shut down and leak tested. If

any in, creased leakage above baseline is due to
defect's in the tube free span, the leaking
tubc(s) shall be removed from service. The

-3.-
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baseline leakage shall be re-established, pro-,

vided that the leakage limit of Tech. Spec.
3.1.6.3 is not exceeded.

The key points from this' proposed condition are that:

A) Licensee was to establish its baseline leakage from the leak

rate data obtained during the post repair OTSG hot test pro-

gram; 2) an increase of more than 0.1 GPM (6 GPH) above this

bataline at steady state operating conditions requires facility

snutdown and leak testing; 3) if leakage is due to defects in

the tube free span, the leaking tubes are to be removed from-

service; 4) leakage not identified as originating in the tube

free span during this testing is deemed acceptable if it does

;not exceed the 1 GPM (60 GPH) limit of TMI-l Technical Specifi-

c dblon 3.1. 6.''I; 5 ) the baseline is re-established following

| shutdown and leak testing (possibly at a higher leak rate than

the initial baseline); and 6) operation can then continue until

the increase in leakage exceeds the new baseline by 0.1 GPM

(6 GPH).

Licensee determined the baseline primary-to-secondary

leakage to be O.Oh GPM (1 GPH) during the steam generator hot

test program. This means that the f acility is to be shut down

if the leak rate reaches 7 GPH total for both steam generators,

as compared to the existing. limit of 60 GPH in Technical Speci-

fication 3.1.6.3.
/.

'

=
.

.

.

'

4
.
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Q6. How does this compare with the leak rate license con-,.

f'N. ditions for other nuclear plants?
L ,I

A6. TheTMI-lleakajelimitationsinTechnicalSpecifica-'

%

tion 3.1.6.3 are comparable to those at most other pressurized

water reactors (PWRs) in the United States. A recent survey by

Licensee of approximately 30 PWRs showed that the vast majority

of the plants-have limits similar to TMI-l's current 1 GPM
limit, one plant has a limit three times the current TMI-l

l'mit. A few of the more recently licensed plants have limitsi

lower than T.S. 3.1.6.3. However, the proposed TMI-l license

condition of 0.1 GPM is more stringent than that for an/ other

operating PWR in the United' States. ,

. Q7. Whif is the purpose of measuring primary to secondary"*

leakage?

7/ A7. Primary-to-secondary leak rate measurements are made

periodically for all operating PWRs in the United States in

order to confirm that the steam generators are performing as

anticipated. TMI-l is no different than other operating PWRs

in this respect. ,These measurements are one aspect of an over-

all defense in depth approach to maintaining OTSG integrity.

The program includes leak rate monitoring during operation, and

periodic eddy current testing, and leak tests while shut down

at cold conditions.

The leakage measurements during operation are made both to

document the abcolute value of leakage and to document any

trends whi.ch may be cause for concern. The absolute value is
-

.

- -5-
.
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required to both assess the performance of the steam generators
,

( and to en*are that technical specification limits are not ex-
,

!

T ends are monitored because increasing leakage mayceeded. z

indicate ongoing chemical or mechanical degradation of the

tube. Inc;. easing leak rates are investigated further to iden-

tify leak .ocations and take appropriate corrective action.

The intent of the overall defense in depth program is to

correct defects in tubes in order to ensure that the steam gen-
.

erator tubes satisfy the licensing basis specified in General

Design Criterion 14, 10 C.F.R. Part 50,' Appendix A, i.e., "to

have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, or rap-

idly propagating failure, and of gross rupture". ;

< . , ~ -

Q8. How were the leakage limits in the proposed license

g condition for TMI-1 established?

A8. The proposed license condition is based upon strin-

gent administrative limits imposed by Licensee as part of its

own program. Licensee included a number of considerations in

establishing the absolute value of the leak rate increase dur-

*

ing steady state operating conditions which would dictate fur-

ther action. These considerations are summarized as follows:

1. Establish a leak rate monitoring capability sensitive

enough to detect a leak rate as low as 0.5 GPH (about 1% of the

Technical Specification 3.1.6.3 limit) during power operations.
i.

2. Est..Slish a baseline leakage rate to take into ac-
,

count the anticipated, low level leakage from the mechanical

plugs and tIhe kinetically expanded joint. The current baseline

.

-6.-
.
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- leak rate of 0.02 GPM (1 GPH) was based on monitored leakage
, <

/ during OTSG hot (pre-critical) testing.

3. Establish a shutdown limit sufficiently above the

pre-established baseline so that we can have confidence that

the change is significant as compared with the anticipated

variation in the nominal monitored leak rate. The OTSG hot

testing results indicate that the monitored leak rate statisti-

-cal variation (twice the standard deviation from the mean
value) of approximately 1 0.01 GPM (1 0.5GPH) can be expected

during steady state operation.

4. Establish a shutdown limit low enough to ensure con-

;formance with the off-site exposure limits of 10 CFR Part 50,
m . , -

Appendix I. These limits are based on off-site exposure to

various body organs over a one year period. Licensee has eval-

uated off-site releases. These evaluations are based on 0.03%

failed fuel. This is the failed fuel percentage prior to the

last refueling, so we anticipate the actual failed fuel per-
~

centage to be less when we restart. We have determined that
,

the gaseous release mode results in the limiting off-site expo-

sure dose closest to an Appendix I limit. This limit is 15

mr/ year exposure to the thyroid due to iodine releases. A con-

tinuous 0.1 GPM primary-to-secondary leak rate contributes

about 5 mr/ year to the off-site thyroid dose rate.

5. Recognize the probability of multiple leakpaths with-
in the OTSG contributing to the aggregate leakage. The

(~w
baseline leak rate value.was determined at operating conditions

q
U
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following an GTSG inspection and leak testing with a drip and
.

bubble test. These cold leak tests conducted before the hot
!

test program demonstrate that no single tube is causing all of

the current 0.02 GPM (1 GPH) leakage. The results from these

sensitive cold leak tests showed that the bas'eldne leak rate

value is and will be in the future the sum of multiple minor

leakpaths which would not be expected to individual'ly jeopar-

dize the integrity of any OTSG tube.

Based on these considerations, a nominal leak rata of 0.1

GPM, above a baseline value, was established as the linit at

which the plant is to initiate an orderly shutdown for OTSG

inspection and identification of the leak source. ;

., e

Q9. Can leakage commensurate with the license condition

9
limit be realiably measured during plant operation?

A9. Yes. Primary-to-secondary leakage i- indicated by

several diverse methods at TMI-1. These methods include meas-

uring radionoble gas concentrations on the secondary side, and

measuring chemistry and radio-chemistry in secondary side OTSG

water. The radiodoble gas' concentration measurement is the

most sensitive method of quantifying the primary-to-secondary

leakage rate. The leakage rate is calculated periodically by

utilizing data from on-line continuous monitors and grab sam-

plcs analysis. The following describes the measurement tech-

nique and our evaluation of the senuidivity of this measure-

ment. The purpose of this description is to demonstrate that

the leak rate value obtained by this measurement technique is

-8-.
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sufficiently sensitive relative to the' proposed license condi-.-

n
-() tion limit.

Primary side activity is transported to the secondary sys-

tem via the OTSG leakage pathway, and then carried over into

the main steam system. The main steam, condensate and

feedwater systems distribute the primary leakage throughout the

secondary side of the plant. Non-condensable gases entrained

in the steam and condensate are concentrated and removed from

the system via the condenser air removal system. A measurement
.

of radionoble gas activity in the discharge of the air removal

system can be correlated with primary to secondary side OTSG

;

leakage.
,

The measurement of gaseous activity is accomplished by*

('T instrumenting the vacuum pump discharge stream and providing a
i

\_7 direct readout of condenser air removal system rate and activi-

ty concentration, and/or by taking local samples and then de-

termining the OTSG'P-S leak rate via calculation. At TMI-l the

radiation monitoring instrument provided to determine the ac-

tivity measurement' is a Beta scintilation detector designated

RM-ASL. The instrument is located in the main condenser air

removal system discharge common eight-inch diameter header.
l

The monitor is manufactured by Victoreen, Inc., and includes a

detector assembly consisting of a beta sensitive plastic crys-

tal, optically coupled to a photomultiplier tube. The readout

associated with the monitor is located in the control room.

Based upon'the control room readout and condenser air removal*

bq
_,_.

,

.
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-system flow rate, leakage can be calculated as a function of
73
(_)!_

RM-ASL effiency and reactor coolant system activity.
:

Licensee has evaluated the sensitivity of the RM-ASL moni-

tor to-determine its suitability for measuring primary to sec-

ondary leakage. For.the expected ranges of condenser offgas

flow, reactor power and failed fuel, we have concluded that the

sensitivity is at least 0.001 GPM (0.07 GPH) during steady

state operation (power operation) and 0.003 GPM (0.2 GPH) dur-

ing plant cooldown (sub-critical conditions). The higher sen-

sitivity during power operation is due to higher concentration

of short half life radioisotopes in the reactor coolant system

when the reactor is in operation. Thus, the measurement tech-

n?que being utilized at TMI-1 is sufficiently sensitive to sup-

f~} port the 0.1 GPM licensing' condition.

Q10. What cold leak tests are utilized to determine the
location of leaks and what is their sensitivity?

A10. There are two cold leak tests used to locate leaking

tubes, the Pubble test and the drip test. The bubble test is

-conducted by pres *surizing the secondary side of the OTSG with

nitrogen at about 135 psig. During this test the secondary

side is partially drained and primary side water is maintained

a few inches above the upper tubesheet. The inspector then

'

looks for gas bubbles at the upper tubesheet bubbling through

primarysidewaterwhichisbeingmai$tainedseveralinches"

above the upper tubesheet. Licensee has evaluated bubble test

_

sensitivity and determined it is the most sensitive cold leak

,

)
_10.
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test. Based on bubble test experience, an 80 mil diameter bub-
,

ble originating once every five seconds can be located duringj

the bubble test. This correlates to a leak rate sensitivity of

0.000005 GPM for any individual leak. The bubble test was used

to test about the top 18 feet of the 56 foot long OTSG tubes.

Testing this upper portion of tha OTSG tubes results in testing

100% of the new kinetic expansion joints.

The ents.re OTSG tube length is leak tested by the drip

test. The drip test is conducted by pressurizing the. secondary

side to approximately 150 psig. During this test, the OTSG is

full of water on the secondary side and drained on the primary

;side. The inspector looks for drops of water coming from indi-

vi* dual tubes''o'n the primary side of the lower tubesheet. Based

9-
on the ability to locate one drop every three seconds, the uen-

sitivity of the drip test is as low as 0.0002 GPM for any indi-

vidual leak located at or near the lower tubesheet. For leak

locations higher in the OTSG, the drop has further to travel

before it can be observed at the lower tubesheet. This allows

more time for evaporation of the leakage water before the water,

can drip down and out the bottom of the tube. This evaporation

will reduce the drip test sensitivity somewhat. Even so, the

drip test sensitivity for leak locations high in the OTSG re-

mains quite good, and is estimated to be about 0.002 GPM (three

drops per second).
,

'
t

'
11..
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Qll. What is the relationship or relevance of the'

leakrate measurements to the repairs made on the TMI-1 OTSG
'*

~

) tubes?'

!
All. The leak rate measurements made at TMI-l measure

total P-S leakage from the OTSGs. This would include the con-

tribution from leakage through the joints. As previously de-

scribed, if the nominal leak rate increases by 0.1 GPM, the

plant will be shut down and the individual tubes, plugs and/or

joints will be identified by the nitrogen bubble test and drip

tests which we discussed earlier.

Q12. Could leaks be self-scaling?

A12. Yes, in certain limited circumstances. We believe
:

there may be a tendency for some leaks to 'be self-sealing, but
. r-

only for leakage pathways between the expanded portion of the
/-
' > joint and the tubesheet. The joint is formed between the

-.s

Inconel tube and the carbon steel tubesheet. Since carbon

steel has a propensity for general corrosion in a normal RCS

chemistry environment, corrosion products are formed in the

tube-to-tubesheet joint. Industry experience indicates that

t!.ese corrosion products tend to plug up leakage paths in the

tight tube-to-tubesheet crevice and to stop or slow (i.e. ,

celf-seal) leakage. A trend of decreasing leakage with time

for joints tested in the qualification program further con-

firmed this industry experience. ,

To be self-sealing, a leak past the joint would have to

have a very small flow through a pathway sufficiently tight to
i

.
'

l' .

i -12-
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enable the build-up of corrosion products adequate to seal the
,

,

j leak. A leak of this size would not adversely affect the load

bearing capability of the joint, or increase the probability of

rupture within the joint.

Q13. Would the loss of pretension affect the usefulness
of leak testing of the repaired joint?

A13 ~. Sio . Leakago past a repaired joint is independent of

the loss of pretension.

Pretension, or preload, was originally placed on the tubos

during the manufacturing of the steam generators. The tubes

were heated, which alongated them slightly by thermal expan-

cion, and woro then attached at each tubenhoot. When tho tubos ;

cdblod, the m6tal would have tried to contract back to the

('') original longth at ambient temperaturo, but becauno the ends
'

"
remained fixed, contraction was prevented. This produced a

tensile load on the tubes. At TMI-1, somo tubos with completo

circumferential cracks woro frood from the original joint which

fixed the tube in the upper tubenhoot. Those tubou contracted

a rmall fraction of an inch, relieving all or part of the pro-

tension. When the kinetic expansion was performod on those

tubes, the tubos were again fixed at each end, but with the ab-

sonce of part or all of the original protonsion. This " loss of

pretension" resulted in a reduction of axial tubo load of only
i

several hundred pounds.

The kinetic process rolios on horizontal forcon to expand

tho tubes,' while protonsion is an axial load (_t.o., vertical in

f ')
~-9

-1,3--

'

.

i
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direction). Since theco load components are perpendicu.iar with
,

respect to each other, the, loss of pretension does not affectj

the ability to expand tho' tubo and form the now joint. Thus,

kineticly expanded joints formed in tubos with loss of proton-

sion are as tight, and therefore are no moro prono to leakago,

than tubou with proload.

Even if there is leakago past the repair joint, it will bo

through the tight crevico betwoon the tube and tubenheo . The

loss of pretension does not affect the tightness of thin joint
.

and thus can not affect the potential leakago flow path once

fixed. Monitoring of Icakage through such a joint is thus un-

;
affected by a loan of protoncion.

. r-

Q14. Would lons of pretension cause ICSAC cracks to bo

|| masked due to decreased leakage? ,

A14. In theory, a tuba without protonnion would exhibit a

1meer leak rato than a tubo with pretension for a circumforon-

tial through-wall crack of a given si:o. In practico, hovove r,

thin phenomenon is unlikely to mask the detection c: a c,,itical
*

nizo crack at TMI-1.

The rigorous tooting already conducted on each tubo--

special oddy curront tanting, bubblo tonting and lenk-tooting--
,

chow that auch cracka do not exint in the tubo proonuro bound-

ary. While the conditiono which counod the circumferential
J

intorgranular otronn-aouinted cracking in TMI-1 havo boon olim-

innted, if nuch a crack woro to exist, it would propagato only

during tond'itions when tho tubo wan placed in axial toncion;n

y thin will tond to offnet the offect of protonsion loan.

'
.

'
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Tubes without a pretension load are placed in axial ten-
.

- ,/] sion under some operating conditions, just as tubes with
(_/

preload are sometimes in axial compression. During the steam
it

generatorhottestingprohram, transients placed axial tensile
loads of at least several hundred pounds on every tube in the

steam generators--even those which had lost preload. Measured

leak rates were assumed to come entirely from one crack, and

were compared with benchmark calculations of estimated leakage

through cracks of a significant size under the transient load.

Tubes both with and without preload were considered. These re-

sults confirmed the conclusion reached after eddy current, drip

and bubble tests--that no larga cracks remain undetected in ;

.

tu,bing in the,,TMI-l steam generators.

_
If future cracks are hypothetically assumed to be

propagating due to IGSAC at normal operating conditions, the-
,

principal direction of propagation will be axial along the

tube. IGSAC propagation is principally perpendicular to the

direction of highest stress. The highest tube stress is in the

hcop direction at,these conditions. A loss of pretension will

not cause reduced leakage from axial tube cracks because there

are no forces associated with loss of pretension trying to keep

the crack closed.

. /-
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
.

' ~ "

Richard F. Wilson
O*'

,

Vice President, Technical Functions
GPU Nuclear Corporation !

,

I
.

GPU Experience:

Technical responsibility for the Engineering, Design,.

Licensing and Technical Support of all nuclear generating
stations for the GPU System. The position manages the
technical resources of GPU Nuclear including day-to-day support

i for plant operations.

Previously was Acting Director for TMI-2 from September,
.

1979, to about March, 1980, and before that was Director of the'

Engineering and Quality Assurance Departments within the GPU
Service Corporation. Between 1975 and 1977, was Manager of
Quality Assurance for the GPU Service Corporation with
responsibilities for design and construction Quality Assurance.
Other Experience:

*

Prior work experience included two years (1973-1975) as
Manager of Man.ufacturing Engineering for Offshore Power

! Systems, Jacksonville, Florida. Responsibilities included
activities associated with manufacturing planning, tooling,

; .( s industrial engineering, manufacturing engineering, and
' technical support to the planned manufacturing facility. Prior

- to joining Offshore Power Systems, held a number of positions
at_the Atomic International Division of Rockwell International,
1954-to 1973. Some of these positions included Engineering
Supervisor, Department. Manager, Chief Project Engineer, Program
Manager, and Chief Program Engineer on a wide variety of Atomic

,

International programs. The last position was Program Manager'

for the Atomic International work on the fast breeder program.
L <

|
rerformed and supervised work in almost every facet of reactor
engineering, physics, facility design, safety, reactor
operations, etc.

Committee affiliations have included the EEI QA Task
Force, the AIF Committee on Power Plant Design, Construction
and Operation, B&W' Plant Owners and_BWR Owners Groups, EPRI
Nuclear Divisional Committee, etc. Outside the utility
industry has served on a number of company and
company / government advisory groups as related to specific
programs.

Education and training includes a B.S. degree in*

Mechanical Engineering, University of California at Berkeley,
1951; en M.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering, University of
' Michigan, 1953; and one year attendance at the former Oak:

wy_ Ridge School of Reactor Technology in 1954. Has attended a
large number of management and other courses, including the
University of Michigan Public Utility Executive Program.

.
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" PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

,

[ DAVID G. SLEAR
. V]

I.

WORK EXPERIENCE I
~

Company: GPU Nuclear Corporation

Title: TMI-l Manager Engineering Projects

Responsibilities : Management of TMI-l modification, which
entails: Management of the S25 million
annual budget allocated for plant modifi-
cation; prioritization of the various
phases of plant modification; oversight
of the technical adequacy of plant modifi-
cation and of the components involved in
plant modification; consultation regarding
problem resolution with respect to matters
concerning plant modification; and direct
supervision of 16 GPU employees. This .

*

position demands constant attention to ~

long term and daily plant modification
, ., >,, concerns and an extremely firm grasp of

' both the technical aspects of TMI-Unit 1

'(). and of the various modes and components of'

modification available for implementation-

at TMI-Unit 1.

Dates: 1983 - Present

Company: GPU Nuclear Corporation
.

. Title:' OTSG Repair Project Manager*

Responsibilities: Management (in conjunction with individual
, task managers) of all aspects of the OTSG'

Recovery program at TMI-l including failure
i

L analysis, eddy current testing, corrosion
testing, RCS examination, RCS sulfer cleanups,'

and plant performance analysis. This
position involved direct management of the
OTSG repair process and personal i..volvement
in the decision making process with respect
to the repair program. This position also
entailed the definition and implementation
of the overall project, and required a broad-

overview and analysis of the OTSG Recovery*

)
- prog' ram. In his capacity as OTSG Repair

Project Manager, Mr. Slear was also called'

.

<
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- David G. Sloar
Professional Qualifications ,

Page Two,
,_

( )
' J

upon t'o deliver numerous presentations
i f.conceEning project deta ls be ore the NRC,

ACRS , TP R, and the GPU Nuclear Corp.
management.

Dates: December 1981 - November 1983

Company: GPU Service Corporation

Title: TMI-l Manager Engineering Projects

Responsibilities: Similar to those listed for Mr. Slear's
present position including management of
a S20 million budget and of project engineer-
ing for modifications.

Dates: 1979 - 1981
:
.

Company: >~~ GPU Service Corporation
s

| Title: Preliminary Engineering Manager

Responsibilities: This position entailed: the analysis and
| preliminary design of 400 Megawatt

combustion turbines and of a 600 Megawatt
coal fired power plant; extensive analysis
of the reliability and availability of the
components to be installed in the prospec-
tive power plant; and the establishment of
a baseline criteria document for the designated-

' plants including the technical documentation
and presentation of the plant design for.
management review.

Dates: 1978 - 1979

Company: GPU Service Corporation
.A

Title: Component Engineer
,

Responsibilitie,s: This position entailed: the review of design
specifications and technical details of

.

products going into TMI-2, including the*

7s.

(j . steam generators, pressurizer, main'

,

O
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David G. Slear
Professional Qualificati'ons

les -Page Three
f)^
~

,
.

condensors, cooling towers, reactor vessel,
and internals; technical consultation and.
analysis of problems; and review of the
contractor's design work on new components
going into a plant.

I UNITED STATES NAVY NUCLEAR SUBMARINE FORCE OFFICER

i Title: Engineer Officer

!~ Responsibilities: This position entailed: essentially
primary responsibility and control of the
onboard nuclear power plant; control of all
engineering sections, command of 4 divisions;,

and supervision of approximately 55 crewmen.

Dates: 1972 - 1974
,

Machinery Division Officer [. Title: +:

in4

Responsibilit$es: As Machinery Division Officer, Mr. Slear was
'

responsible fori~all mechanical components
~ of.the primary and secondary systems of the

| ~~'

power plant including the steam generator,
reactor, and drive controls; chemistry control
of the primary and. secondary systems; and
the supervision of 15 crewmen. Mr. Slear-

also served as an Auxiliary Division Officer
' ' in charge of non-nuclear life support systems,

and as a Communications Division Officer.y
.-1 .

Dates: 1968 - 1972
'

Mr. Slear also attended th'e Nuclear Power Submarine School
from 1966 - 1968, during which time he obtained one year of nuclear
power plant training (6 months classroom, 6 months actual plant
training) in addition to the submarine qualification program.

EDUCATION
. .r.

College: University of Oklahoma

Degree: B.S . Mechanical Engineering
^

, .

(^T Dates: 1961 - 1966
~

College: Stevens Institute of Technology

Degree : M.S. Mechanical' Engineering

Dates: 1974 .1978
.. _ - .- . .- - . - . . _ - . - . - _ . - - . - . _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
o
>^

<

' - Don K. Croneberger ,

Director Engineering &, Design
GPU Nuclear Corporation

GPU Experience:

Technical responsibility for the Mechanical, Electrical,
Civil / Structural, Chemical, Radwaste and Materials Engineering
support for all nuclear generating stations for the GPU Systems.

1978 to 1980 was Manager - Design and later Manager -
Engineering & Design with GPU Service Corporation. Directed
design engineering activities for all nuclear and fossil power
generating facilities and modifications assigned to GPUSC.

Other Experience:

Prior work experience included a number of positions at
' Gilbert / Commonwealth during the period 1963 to 1978. The last
position was Manager Structural Engineering. It included ;

technical responsibility for structural engineering mechanics
fo? all nuclear and fossil. generating facilities. Some of the
~ ther positions included Project Manager for balance of planto4

'\}
studies _for a liquid metal fast breeder reactor demonstration'(~

7f plant. Other_ position.s as Project Structural Engineer included
-responsibility for technical ~ supervision of structural
engineering and engineering mechanics for a number of domestic
nuclear power plants. Earlier experience with the U.S. Navy
-included engineering and construction of radio telescope and
ancillary experience.

Industry affiliations have included the EPRI Steam
,

L Generator Owners Group, ASME Section 3 Division 2-(former
|-

Chcirman)1and other industry nuclear standards activities
' including Nuclear Structures and Plant Design Against Missiles.

Education'and training includes a B.S. degree in Civil

i Engineering from Pennsylvania State University, 1959. Other
technical training includes _ courses at U.C.L.A., M.I.T. and

|
the University of Michigan.

,

I have been involved in the Stehm Generator _ tube failureL
. issue from the beginning. I provided technical management
eversight-of failure analysis and repair activities. Special
emphasis was placed on understanding the mechanical design of
the Steam Generators and applying that understanding to the
repair. program and the understanding of the impact of the repairc

.

Don the response-of the. components..('T'

Q: My department provided engineering support in the areas of'

~ Materials Engineering / Failure Analysis, Chemical Engineering
L and Chemistry,1 Mechanical Engin'eering and Engineering Mechanics.
,

,
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1 MS. BURKLEY: Mr. Giacobbe, would you please
..

- 2 state your'name and occupation for the record?
h

3 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I am F. Scott Giacobbe. I

4 am Managor of Materials, Engineers Failure Analysis. My

5 rsponsibilitics were to manage and direct the fal]ure analysis,
I

6 ! corrosion tests, including long-term corrosion test programs
I

7 a'asociated with the steam generator repairs.

i
8- 8 MS. BURKLEY: Thank you.-

9 Are you familiar with the licensee's testimony

10 captioned "Licensco's testimony of Richard F. Wilson, David

11 G. Slear and F. Scott Giacobbe on issue i.b, conFortion 1.a."?
o . , ~ -
4 .-

'I2 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Yes, I am.
.,

13 MS. BURKLEY: Do you have any changes or correc-

14 I tions you would like to make to the testimony at this time?

15 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I do not.

1G MS. BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as

17 your testiinony in this proceeding?

19 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Yes, I do.

19 MS. BURKLEY: Mr. Wilson, are you familiar with

M the licensee's testimony of Richard F. Wilson, David G. Slcar

21 and F. Scott Giacobbo on issuc'l.b, contention 1.a?
,

22 WITNESS WILSON: Yes, I am.

23
_

MS. BURKLEY: Do you have any changes or correc-

'

a tions you would like to make to this testiomony at this time?
/

25 WITNESS WILSON: No, I do not.
-

s

I

' MS. BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as your

i
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I testimony in this proceeding?

.: i

' WlTNESS WILSON: '/cs I do.,

|-

3 i
; MS. BURKLEY: Mr. Slear, are you familiar with
!

4 the licensee's testimony of Richard F. Wilson, David G. Slear

5
and F. Scott Giacobbe on issue 1.b, contention 1.a?

G
WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, I am familiar with that

7
testimony.

8 MS. BURKLEY: Do you have any changes or correc-

9 tions you would like to make to that testimony at this time?

10 '
WITNESS SLEAR: I have no changes or corrections.

11
MS. BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as your

|,.,
. ~ -.<

12
. testimony in this proceeding?

-

13
,/ WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, I do.

14
MS. BURKLEY: Your Honor, I would ask at this

15
time that licensee's testimony of Richard F. Wilson, David G.

1

IG
Slear and F. Scott Giacobbe on issue 1.b, contention 1.a be

.

17
incorporated into the record as if read here today.

18
JUDGE WOLFE: Is there any objection?

19 -. (:No response.)

a0
JUDGE WOLFE: Hearing none, the describcd tes timor.y

'

is incorporated into the recor as if read.

22
(whereupon, the licensee's testimony of Richard

23 j F. tiilson, David G. Slear and F. Scott Giacobbe on issue 1.b,

24
-) contention 1.a follows:)
J

25 .

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, g AL. ) Docket No. 50-289-OLA
) ASLBP 83-491-04-OLA

(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Ete.m Generator Repair)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

.
-

LICENSEE'S TESTIMONY OF RICHARD F.. WILSON,
DAVID G. SLEAR AND F. SCOTT GIACOBBE

;

ON ISSUE 1.b (CONTENTION 1.a)

.. . , ~ -

To Mr. Wilson:
f~' s
i) Ql. Please state your name and address, and describe yours

involvement with the TMI-1 steam generator tube repair program.

A1. My name is Richard F. Wilson. I am employed by GPU

Nuclear Corporation, 100 Interpace Park'way, Parsippany, New

Jersey 07054. As Vice President of Technical Functions, I was

responsible for the' overall project and technical management of

the TMI-1 steam generator tube repair program.

A statement of my professional qualifications is attached.

,

e
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To Mr. Slear:,p
( )
'/ Q2. Please state your name and. address, and describe your

involvementwiththeTMI-(steamgeneratortuberepairprogram.
A2. My name is David G. Slear. I am employed by GPU Nu-

clear Corporation, 100 Interpace Parkway, Parsippany, New

Jersey 07054. As the Manager of Engineering Projects for

TMI-1, I was the overall task manager for the TMI-1 stesm gen-

erator tube repair program reporting directly to the Vice Pres-

ident of Technical Functions. My responsibilities included all

activities associated with the evaluation and repair of the
.

steam generators.

A statement of my professional qualifications is attached. ,

.< . . -
.

To Mr. Giacobbe:
m
k Q3. Please state your name and address, and describe your

- involvement with the TMI-l steam generator tube repair program.

A3. My name is F. Scott Giacobbe. I am employed by GPU

Nuclear Corporation, P.O. Box 1018, Reading, Pennsylvania

19603. As Manager of Materials Engineering / Failure Analysis I

have been involved'in the planning and management of the fail-

ure analysis activities, corrosion testing programs, materials

evaluation and tube sampling and removal programs associated

with the steam generator tube repair program.

A statement of my professional qualifications is attached.
J.

.
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To all witnesses:

-) Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

%)
- A4. The purpose of this testimony is to address Issue 1.b

n
of Contention 1.a as enumerated at page 23 of the Board's Memo-

~'

randum and Order (Rulings on Motions for Summary Disposition,

dated June 1, 1984), in which the Licensing Board stated:

1. The rationale underlying certain pro-
posed license conditions should be
addressed, with attention to:

* * .* *

b. Method of determining frequency
of ECT tests.

.

QS. How was the frequency of eddy current testing follow-
ing restart of Unit 1 determined?

.

A5. Indus.try experience has shown eddy current testing
,

i

(ECT) is the preferred method for non-destructive examination
G
;[ of steam generator tubes to ascertain damage. The technique'

has the ability to detect different types of tube damage

states, such as different kinds and sizes of cracks, inside and

outside surface defects, and tube erosion and wear. It is 'used
e

\

| .to provide knowledge of the generator state well before tubes
|

| degrade to the point of through-wall leakage or an unsafe con--

- dition develops within the generator. Characterization of the
,

signal gives insight as to the type of damage and substantially

assists the investigator in understanding the damage mechanism.j

As ECT is a technique. for inspecting t'ubing remaining in ser-

vice as part of the primary pressure boundary, the role of eddy

{ current. inspection for the TMI-1 steam generators is the same
'

(m./ as for generators at any other operating plant.
/

.

-3-
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The existing once-through steam generator (OTSG) Technical,

/~%
k,) Specification requirements for ECT at TMI-1 implement NRC's

!

Regulatory Guide 1.83, Rev. 1. The requirements are the same

as those for other nuclear plants in that they require at least

3% of the total number of tubes in the steam generators to be

examined at each inspection (certain criteria on tube selection

are included). The Technical Specification testing frequency

is specified to be not m,re than 24 months after the previous

inspection with provisions that the interval could be extended

to,a maximum of once per 40 months, contingent on prior inspec- -

tion results. Further conditions are imposed on the inspection

;frequency if there are primary to secondary tube leaks, degra-

daEion is in 4'xcess of Technical Specification limits, and/or a

( ) loss of coolant accident or a main steam line or feedwater line

break has occurred. If, in the course of inspecting the steam

generators, more than 5% of the total tubes inspected are found

to be degraded (imperfections equal to or greater than 20%

through-wall) or any of the tubes inspected are defective
.

( (greater than 40% through-wall), then the sample size of the

! inspection is increased.
!

| Licensee has adopted supplements to the TMI eddy current
!

,

; test program which the NRC has incorporated into proposed '

f

license conditions. These supplements will act as a precau-
|

tionary confirmation of Licensee's conclusion that crack
|

initiation or propagation is not anticipated by chemical or me-
,

-,
c ..

! rw chanical means following _eturn of the steam generators to
U .

4

-4-
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service. What has been proposed is that either 90 days after
~

. , ,

$) reaching full power or 120 calendar days after achieving 50%
!

power (whichever occurs first), the plant would be shut down

for eddy current inspection of the generators. In addition,

ECT would be done at the subsequent shutdown refueling. The

plant currently is loaded with fuel which would permit full

power operation for a little less than one year.

In establishing the above recommended change in eddy cur-

rent test frequency, we considered the conditions of the gener-

ator, the type of repairs performed within the generator, the
,

damage mechanism leading to the repairs, and our expectation

that if any new damage were to occur, it would be at a slow :

rafe. In addition, there are considerations other than those

. ('] relating to the steam generators, i.e., the overall question of
mi'

plant accessibility, other operational sequences being con-

ducted, and prudent operating practices, which dictate that the

opening of steam generators, with its attendant exposure to ox-

ygen, should be minimized.
'

'With regard to TMI-l specifically, there is considerable

detailed information available on the state of the generator,

and its recent repair. We have in pla.ce a special ECT differ-

ential probe characterizatica of all tubes remaining in service

(cpproximately 29,000 tubes) and special absolute probe ECT

data on over 800 tubes. We have a clear understanding of the

type of damage which occurred in the generator and the reasons

X therefo*r. We have an extensive qualification program on the

. .

-S-
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.

repair which has tested kinetically expanded joints out to five.

s

years of load cycling and 15 years of thermal cycling. We have

a general industry understanding of experience with explosively

expanded tubes in tubecheets for other applications. In addi-

tion, we are performing lead corrosion tests to provide

advanced confirmatory corrosion and crack behavior data.

This information has been used to draw a number of conclu-

sions on the predicted behavior of the tubes remaining in ser-

vice:

1. The initial intergranular stress-assisted cracking
,

(IGSAC) of the steam generator tubes occurred with reduced sul-

;
fur species and with the plant cooling down or cold. Steps

< . , ~ -

have since been taken to reduce levels of sulfur through chemi-

cal cleaning, stringent controls on primary system water chem-

istry (less than 100 ppb sulfur) and elimination of potential

sulfur contamination sources. Tests have shown that the fail-

ure mechanism is inoperative in the absence of sufficiently

high levels of reduced sulfur species, and that IGSAC will not

reinitiate under the TMI-1 operating conditions. Thus, there

is reasonable assurance that the rapid IGSAC which caused the

original damage will not affect the steam generators in the fu-

ture.

2. There currently exists hot operational experience on

the repaired steam generator of about 40 days with no indica-

tion of lea $ age in excess of Licensee's new, stringent adminis-
trative limits on primary-to-secondary leak rate. This,

,

e

-6-
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available test data _ supports the conclusion that unforeseen
.

. 4*C
' d

-rapid or gross changes.are not taking place.

3. The long term co'rrosion lead tests support the con-

clusion that under the conditions attendant to operation, rapid

' chemical attack is not predicted .

4. The possibility of steam flow-induced mechanical vi-

bration propagation of small cracks was examined analytically,

and found to be non-significant.

5. No mechanism has been identified relating to other

; me,chanical crack propagation scenarios while operating at full
,

power. Crack propagation due to thermal cycling has been shownL .

to be small and to occur principally during the act of cooling ;4

,

dogp. Thus, pechanical crack propagation is not expected to
change tube condition during operation.

'

Since the ECT program is designed to characterize change,
J

there is a need.to allow reasonable operating time on the gen-

- erators to allow any unforeseen _ mechanism to cause change. It

is clearly a matter of judgment as to the period of time re-

|
quired, but several factors considered by Licensee support the

90 days /next refueling intervals proposed:r

|-
1. Eddy current examination should take place after

chemical equilibrium is obtained within the system. An extend-

ed period of time may be necessary for this to occur, given.the

i time associated with_ gradual dissolution of the residual sulfur
-

in the oxide films and its removal from the reactor coolant
,

'

.

system .(RCS). The full. benefits of eddy current testing can,'

7.
.

4
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again, only be obtained after operation at some period of time

(} to allow the system to approach chemical equilibrium.

2. Mechanical propa,'gation due to flow induced vibration

at steady state operation, if any, will only occur at full or

near-full steam flow conditions. To confirm these analytic con-
'

clusions the generator must be operated at full steam flow.

Thus, a period of time of OTSG operation at power is required

if eddy current examination is to be most meaningful.
'

3. The plant extended startup and power escalation pro-

gr,am is designed to maximize operator training, plant re-
,

familiarization, and allow non-0TSG related performance testing

along the way. .This same extended power escalation program al ;

,

lows significgnt time to be accumulated on the generators at

. j reduced power. The period of time at reduced power is also a-

'' means of accumulating generator experience when the consequenc-

es of any hypothetical crack propagation are reduced.

4. Detailed technical assessments of the repair within
~

the tubesheet do not reveal mechanisms which could lead to cat-
astrophic. failure.'

The above facts and experience suggest a minimal period of
'

several months of initial operation is necessary to ensure that

sufficient data can be obtained during the inspections to trend

conditions within the steam generators. Licensee's proposed
i

augmented eddy current test program is a judgment based on the

available facts regarding generator condition and potential

failure mechanisms, and includes consideration of general

' -8-
.
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industry experience. Because special probes and techniques,

,/~5

(_/ were developed for TMI-1, the condition of the TMI-1 steam gen-
t

erators is probably known';with greater precision than for .com-
,

parable' steam generators at other plants. The proposed supple-

mental steam generator ECT program for the inspections during

the operating cycle after restart will continue to utilize
,

these special probes and techniques. It is a program which can

reasonably be carried out without undue, unnecessary risk to

the plant and will provfie the requisite degree of insight on

changes, if any, in the generator. -

,
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
; ,

*!)
'

Richard F. Wilson'

.Vice President, Technical. Functions--

GPU. Nuclear Corporation ;.

GPU Experience:

Technical responsibility for the Engineering, Design,
Licensing.and Technical Support of all nuclear generating,

'

stations'for the GPU System. The position manages the
technical resources of GPU Nuclear including day-to-day support
'for plant operations.

Previously was Acting Director for TMI-2 from September,
1979, to about March, 1980, and before that was Director of the
Engineering and Quality Assurance Departments within the GPU

' Service' Corporation. Between 1975 and 1977, was Manager of
Quality Assurance for the GPU Service Corporation with
responsibilities for design and construction Quality Assurance.

: Other Experience:
,

.

Prior work experience included two years (1973-1975) as
Manhger of Manufacturing Engineering for Offshore Power
' Systems, Jacksonville, Florida. Responsibilities included

-(~' activities associated with manufacturing planning, tooling,'

) industrial engineering, manufacturing engineering, and
;. technical support to the planned manufacturing facility. Prior
; to joining Offshore Power Systems, held a number of positions

at the Atomic International Division of Rockwell International,
,

1954 to 1973. Some-of these positions included Engineering;

Supervisor, Department Manager, Chief Project Engineer, Program
-Manager, and Chief Program Engineer on a wide variety of Atomic
International programs. The'last position was Program Manager
for the Atomic International work on the fast breeder program.
Performed and supervised work in almost every facet of reactor
engineering, physics, facility design, safety, reactor
. operations, etc.

Committee affiliations have included the'EEI QA Task
L Force, the AIF Committee on Power Plant Design, Construction
L and Operation, B&W Plant Owners and BWR Owners Groups, EPRI

Nuclear Divisional Committee, etc. Outside the utility
industry has served on a number of company and
company / government advisory groups as~'related to specific
prograns.

Education and training includes a B.S. degree in
Mechanical Engineering, University of California at Berkeley,-

h 1951; an M.S. degree in-Mechanical Engineering, University of

) Michigan, 1953; and one year attendance at the former Oaks

Ridge School of Reactor Technology in 1954. Has attended a
'large number of management and other courses, including the
University of Michigan'Public Utility Executive Program.

.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS,

,

4
'

.DAV,ID G. SLEAR-
ie
t

WORK EXPERIENCE
~

Company: GPU Nuclear Corporation

Title:- TMI-l Manager Engineering Projects

. Re sponsibilities : - Management of TMI-l modification, which
entails: Management of the S25 million
annual budget allocated for plant modifi-
cation; prioritization of the various
phases of plant modification; oversight
of the technical adequacy of plant modifi-
cation and of the components involved in
plant modification; consultation regarding~

problem resolution with respect to matters
,

concerning plant modification; and direct-

supervision of 16 GPU employees. This :
position demands constant attention to, ' ' , . ~

long term and daily plant modification
,

concerns and an extremely firm grasp of
I3 both the technical aspects _of TMI-Unit 1<

d'' and of the various modes and components of
modification available for implementation
at TMI-Unit 1.

Dates: 1983 - Present
.

Company: .GPU Nuclear Corporation'

,

Title: OTSG Repair Project Manager
!

Responsibilities: Management (in conjunction with individual'

task managers) of all aspects of the OTSG

L
Recovery program at TMI-l including failure,

; analysis, eddy current testing, corrosion
testing, RCS examination, RCS sulfer cleanups,i

and plant performance analysis. This'

position involved direct management of the
OTSG repair process and personal involvement
in the decision making process with respect
to the repair program. This position also
entailed ' the definition and implementation-

r~N of the overall project, and required a broad
,
'

(_) overview and hnalysis of the OTSG Recovery
program. In his capacity as OTSG Repair
Project Manager, Mr. Slear was also called.

I
.- _
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David G.:Slear
Professional' Qualificationsi-

, g#Kt J.
Page Two

-

,
.

upon#to deliver numerous presentations
~

concerning project details before the NRC,
ACRS, TPR, and the G7U Nuclear Corp.
management.

Dates: December 1981 - November 1983

L

Company: GPU Service Corporation

Title: TMI-l Manager Engineering Projects.

Responsibilities: .Similar to those listed for Mr. Slear's
present position including management of
a S20 million budget and of project engineer-* .-

ing for modifications.
'

Dates: 1979 - 1981 ;

*
,a ., e

Company: GPU Service Corporation

. Title : . Preliminary Engineering Manager''

|
'

Responsibilities: This position entailed: the analysis and
preliminary design of 400 Megawatt
combustien turbines and of a 600 Megawatt
coal fired power plant; extensive analysis
of the reliability and availability of the
components to be installed in the prospec-
tive' power plant; and the establishment of.

a baseline criteria document for the designated
plants including the technical documentation
and presentation of the plant design for
management review.

| .

|: . Dates: 1978'- 1979

l

Company: GPU Service Corporation

i. Title: Component Engineer.

Responsibilities: This position entailede the review of design
specifications and technical details of*

-

/ ' products going into TMI-2, including the
: k- '

steam generators, pressurizer, maini

? ,
.

*. .
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LDavid G.'Slear"

Professional Qualifications#

Page'Three
,

!

condensors, cooling towers, reactor vessel,
'

and internals; technical consultation and
analysis of problems; and review of the*

contractor's design work on new components
going into a plant.

UNITED STATES NAVY NUCLEAR SUBMARINE FORCE OFFICER

Title: . Engineer Officer-

Responsibilitie': This position entailed: essentially
primary responsibility and control of the
onboard nuclear power plant; control of all'

engineering sections, command of 4 divisions;
and supervision of approximately 55 crewmen.-

Dates: 1972 - 1974 '

.
* Title: Machinery Division Officer>

,

+ _ >-
Responsibilities: As Machinery Division Officer, Mr. Slear was

j T. responsible for: all mechanical components
\_) of the primary and secondary systems of the

power plant including the steam generator,
reactor, and drive controls; chemistry control
of the primary and secondary systems;-and+

the supervision of 15 crewmen. Mr. Slear
-

also served as an Auxiliary Division Officerg

in charge of non-nuclear life support. systems,-

and as a~Ccmmunications Division Officer.

Dates: 1968 - 1972

Mr. Slear also attended the Nuclear Power Submarine School
from 1966 - 1968, during which time he obtained one year of nuclear
, power plant . training (6 months classroom, 6 months actual plant
training) in addition to the submarine qualification program.

EDUCATION
,,

College: University of Oklahoma

Degree: B.S. Mechanical Engineering

}, Dates: 1961 - 1966

College: Stevens Institute of Technology

Degree: M.S. Mechanical' Engineering,,

t

Dates: 1974 .1978
- . . - . - . - - . - - . - - - . - - - - . - . - _ - . . - - . - . - _ - - - - - _
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE5

A
\- - F. SC,OTT GIACOBBE

,

4,

;
~

I, F. Scott Giacobbe, am employed by General Public

Utilities Nuclear Corporation as Manager, Materials Engineer-

-ing/ Failure Analysis. I have been in this position since July

of 1982.

My education includes a Bachelor's Degree in Mechanical

Engineering from Villanova University in 1970 and a Master's

Degree in Materials Engineering from Drexel University in 1975.
,

My work experience has provided me many years of direct .

inv(lvement in,the materials evaluation and failure analysis of
power plant components; early in my career it also provided a

~

very intense involvement in heat exchanger tubing evaluations.
,

'

In 1970, I began my employment with Westinghouse Electric

-Corporation in their Heat Transfer Division as a Materials En-

gineer. In this position I worked on the materials selection,

corrosion evaluati6ns and failure analysis of heat exchanger

components such as feedwater heaters, condensors, radioactive
;

[
waste evaporators and other secondary side heat exchangers. In

!
! particular, I was responsible for assuring that tubing utilized

in:the Westinghouse heat exchangers was properly specified and
/.

manufactured. This functio'n provided me with in-depth knowl-

edge of heat exchanger tubing fabrication practices, " corrosion

resistantpbopertiesandfailuremechanisms.A ,

-
-

.
e

_1.

.
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I In 1977 I left Westinghouse to join General Public

Utilities as a Senior Engineer in their metallurgical laborato- ,

,

ry. This position afforbed me the opportunity to expand my

- areas of expertise to include materials selection, corro'sion
evaluation and failure analysis of other components of both nu-

,

clear and fossil power pl' ants, and to gain a broader under- ,

'

standing of power plant operation.

In 1978 I was promoted to supervisor of the metallurgical

laboratory. This was a first line supervising position which

gave me the responsibility for the daily operation of the labo-

ratory and supervision of the technicians and engineers re-
.

pegting to me.,, This position also carried with it a large
,

technical responsibility which kept me heavily involved in the
O

'
t

day-to-day materials engineering problems.'-
,

My career took on a slight change in direction in 1980
~

when the company reorganized and formed the Nuclear Corpora-

- tion. At that time I became Materials and Welding Manager in

the Nuclear Assurance Division. With this position I essen-

tially had the same functions as before, with the added respon-
|

'

| sibility for welding at the nuclear power stations. While in

this position I was responsible for the technical and metallur-

gical aspects of the development of the Nuclear Corporation
t

(' welding program. During this time I was still supervising all
|

| failure analysis activities, including the TMI spent fuel pool

pipe crack 5ng incident.'
-

O
.

'
*

e
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In. July 1982, another reorganization took place. At this
,

$ ) ' time my section merged with the materials engineering section
!

in the Technical Functions Division and I took over management

of that newly formed section. In this position I now had func-

tional responsibility for the materials configuration control

of both GPU nuclear power plants as well as welding engineering

and failure analysis. In addition, my section still provided

failure analysis services to the fossil companies.

I have been involved in the steam generator tube failure

issue from the beginning. I participated directly in the ini--

,

.tial decision-making regarding the tube sampling and removal

operations and was present to perform the initial visual evald--
-

. , -.

ations of the removed tubing. I personally planned and oversaw
'

the failure analysis activities performed by the outside la-

boratories. I also developed the corrosion testing programs

t

H which GPUN implemented to gain insight and understanding into

the failure mechanism and responsible corredants. It was also

L my respensibility to coordinate the input from all our techni-
~

u

cal consultants as well as plant experience and formulate the
1

L current failure scenario.

During the steam generator repair, my section also provid-
,

ed materials evaluation and consultation on all aspects of the
J.

' repair including explosive expansion, flushing, peroxide
'

cleaning, and so forth. My section also developed and imple-

| mented the'long term corrosion testing program and is
! fs

k- evaluating the results as the testing progresses.

.

.

*
!

|
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Lastly, during the course of the st'eam generator repairs,
.

[ } I was responsible for making all presentations to the NRC on .

corrosion testing and failure analysis activities.

Over the years I have kept fully abreast with the state-

of-the-art in corrosi~on technology through my attendance and

participation in technical seminars and conferences, and

through attending training sessions. I am a member of the

Edison Electric Institute Materials, Piping, Welding and Corre-

sion Task Force, a group of industry representatives who meet

to. share and develop solutions to corrosion problems in the

field of materials and welding in the power industry. In addi-

;
tion, I am a member of the American Society for Metals.

_

-< . , ~ -

( J Publications

1. F. S. Giacobbe, " Examination, Evaluation and Repair of
Stress Corrosion Cracking in a PWR Borated Water Piping
System", NACE Corrosion 81.

2. F. S. Giacobbe, J.D._ Jones, R. L. Long, D. G. Slear, "Re-
pairs of TMI-l CTSG Tube Failures" Plant / Operations Preg-
ress-AICHE, July 1983, Vol. 2, No. 3.

1

./
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1 MS. BURKLEY: Mr. Broughton, would you please

2 state your full na'me and occupation for the record?
I

'

l3
| WITNESS BROUGIITON: T. Gary Broughton; I'm the
i -

4 Director of Systems Engineering for GPU Nuclear.

5 MS. BURKLEY: Could you please explain what role.

6 you played in licensee's repair of the steam generator at TMI-lh
7 I

WITNESS BROUGHTON: I provided support to the

8 steam generator project primarily in the area of plant perform-

9
ance.

10
MS. BURKLEY: Perhaps, given your scheduling

II
probigm, it might be easier if you could give us a little more.

.a . , -
1,2 detail of precisely what that involved. Then if there are

9 I3
/ i specific questions, those could be directed to you today.

14
WITNESS BROUGilTON: With respect to the testimony

15
that I am sponsoring, I prepared the bulk of that testimony,

16
based on input I got from Mr. Wilson. Mr. Wilson and Mr. Slear

17 *

were co-sponsors.

18
The issue addresses the test program for the

~

19
reactor once'it goes to power, and my responsibilities to GPU

20
Nuclear involve how the plant. performs as a unit in such cases

#
21

as powering the operation. ..e

22
MS. BURKLEY: And that responsibility is broader

'
23 -

,
than the . issue. ofuthe . steam. generator itself ?

G 21
WITNESS BROUGIITON: Yes. My total responsibilities

25 '

] go beyond the activities.of the steam generator repair process,
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1. and'I did. provide support.to the steam generator repair,

:% i e

m.g 2 activities -in conjunction with my other responsibilities.

3. MS. BURKLEY: Are you familiar with the licensee' s

4 testimony of Richard F. Wilson, David G. Sicar and T. Gary

5 Broughton'on issue 1.c, contention 1.a?

6 WITNESS BROUGilTON: Yes, I am..

l'

|
7 MS. BURKLEY: Are there any changes or correc-

8 tions you would like to make to that testimony?

9- WITNESS BROUGilTON: No, there are not.

10 MS.-BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as

11 your testimony in this proceeding?. .

:S y'
12 WITNESS BROUGIITON: Yes, I do.

:/*% >
> t

'3;/ 13 MS. 'BURKLEY: Mr. Wilson, are you familia'r with

14 licensee's testimony of Richard F. Wilson, David G. Slear and
-|

15 T. Gary Broughton on issue 1.c, contention 1.a?

~

16' WITNESS WILSON: Yes, I am.

17 MS. BURKLEY: Are there any changes or correc-*
-

18 tions you would like to make to that testimony at this time?

'

19 WITNESS WILSON: No, there are no changes.

20 MS. BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as your

testimony in this proceeding?}';.21

-22 MS. BURKLEY: Yes, I do.

23 t MS, BURKLEY: Mr. Slear, are you familiar with,

'r3 .

( )
V 24 the licensee's testimony of Richard F. Wilson, David G. Sleari
f' .

20 ' and T. Gary.Broughton on iusue 1.c, contention 1.a?
.

r
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g WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, I am familiar with that
c

2 testimony. /,

1 -

3 MS. BURKLEY: Are there any changes or correc-

| tions you would like to make to the testimony?4

!
I

5 WITNESS SLEAR: There are no changes or correc-

6 tions I would like to make.-

I

7 MS. BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as your

8 testimony in this proceeding?

9 WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, I do.

10 MS. BURKLEY: Your IIonor, I would request at
,

!

11 i this time that licensee's testimony of Richard F. Wilson, David
. , ~ -..n

AL .,4*
12 G. Sicar and T. Gary Broughton on issue 1.c, contention 1.a

13j/ be incorporated into the record as if read here today.

I4 JUDGE WOLFE: Is there any objection?

15 MS. BRADFORD:, 11 0 objections.

10 JUDGE WOLFE: IIcaring none, the de:cribed testi-

37 many is inborporated into the record as if read.

18 MS. BURKLEY: Thank you, Your IIonor.

!

19 | (Whereupon, the licensce's testimony of Richard

20 E. Wilson, David G. Slcar and T. Gary Broughton on issue 1.c,

21 contention L.a follows:) " , .

22

O ~

.

''

24 |
.

)
:

25 .
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'ss' June 29, 1984
i

.,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
*

)
METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. ) Docket No. 50-289-OLA

) ASLBP 83-491-04-O(A
.(Three Mile Island Nuclear ) (Steam Generator Repair)
Station, Unit No. 1) )

;
LICENSEE'S TESTIMCNY OF RICHARD F. WILSON,

D6VID_G. SLEAR AND T. GARY BROUGHTON*

ON ISSUE 1.c (CONTENTION 1.a)
(%.

' To Mr. Wilson:

Ql. Please state your name and address, and describe your
involvement with the TMI-l steam generator tube repair program.

A1. My'name is Richard F. Wilson. I am employed by GPU

Nuclear Corporation, 100 Interpace Parkway, Parsippany, New

'' Jersey 07054. As the Vice President of Technical Functions, I

was responsible for the overall project and technical manage-

ment of the TMI ,1 steam generator tube repair program.
A statement of my professio,nal qualifications is attached.

i.

'

s.

. . '*

..
.

s

Y
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To Mr. Slear:
'

i,,) Q2. Please state your name and address, rnd describe your )
' involvement with the TMI-1 steam generator tube -epair program.

; A2. My name is Dav d G. Slear. I am employed by GPU Nu-

clear Corporation, 100 Interpace Parkway, Parsippany, New

Jersey 07054. As the Manager of Engineering Projects for

TMI-1, I was the overall task manager for the TMI-1 steam gen-

erator tube repair program reporting directly to the Vice Pres-

ident of Technical Functions. My responsibilities included all

activities associated with the evaluation and repair of the

steam generators.

A statement of my professional-qualifications is attached.

Ta Mr. Broughton:

g3 Q3. Please state your name and address, and describe your
.( j involvement with the TMI-l steam generator repair program.

A3. My name is T. Gary Broughton. I am employed by GPU

Nuclear Corporation, 100 Interpace Parkway, Persippany, New

Jersey 07054. As Director of Systems Engineering, I was re-

sponsible for providing support to the steam generator tube re-

pair program primarily in the area of plant performance.

A statement of my professional qualifications is attached.

To all witnesses:
,

Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

A4. The purpose of this testimo'ny is to address Issue 1.c

of Contention 1.a as enumerated at page 23 of the Board's Memo-

randum, and. Order (Rulings on Motions for Summary Disposition,
_A
l ,) ' dated June 1, 1984), in which the Licensing Board stated:

.

t h

2-- -

.
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1. The rationale underlying certain pro-

" <') posed license conditions should be

(,/ addressed, with attention to:
!

i.* * * *
r-

c. Method of determining power ascen-;
sion limitations.

.

QS. How were the power ascension limitations determined,
and how do those limitations relate to the repair of the steam
generators?

AS. In addressing the bases for determining those power

ascension limitations which relate to the steam generator re-

pair, it is useful to summarize the power ascension / post-

critical test program, indicate the reason for including spe-

cific tests in the program, and describe the rationale for ;

these limitati~ns.o

/^} The proposed license condition concerning power ascension
x :
I2 limitations is set forth as condition B.3. in the SER, Supple-

i -

ment 1, at 27:

GPU Nuclear Corporation shall complete the
post-critical test program at each power
range (0-5%, 5-50%, 50-100%) in conformance
with the program described in Topical Re-
port 008, Rev. 3, and shall have available
the results of that test program and a sum-'

mary of its management review prior to as-
. cension from each power range and prior to

I normal power operation.
,

As indicated in the proposed license condition, the

post-critical test program (described in TR-008, Rev. 3, Appen-

2
dix A, Section III) consists of three major phases: 0-5%

i
*

power, 5-50% power and 50-100% power. . Testing related to the
'

steam gen'erator repair will be performed during the three

i f)| 'u stages as follows:
,

!
*

, .

!

-3-
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Low Power Testing
. ,

() During the first stage, natural circulation
testing will be performed to verify the
' tuning of the integrated control system to
maintain preset steam generator levels
under loss of main feedwater and natural
circulation conditions, and proper response
of the emergency feedwater (EFW) system.

Escalation to 50% Power

Testing at this stage will include loss of
feedwater tests and a reactor coolant sys-
tem (RCS) overcooling control test.

Escalation to 100% Power

A variety of tests will be performed during
this period, including the 100% turbine-
generator trip.

The initial power ascension program was developed, prior ;

tc* knowledge >of the damage to the steam generators, by consid-

- ''} ering test requirements as a result of core reload, plant modi-

#. fications made since the plant.was last operated, and operator

1 training ~ requirements. These considerations resulted in a

testing sequence, power level plateaus and development of spe-

~ cial tests for plant modifications and operator training. Pri-

mary factors in determining the test sequence and plateaus in-

cluded verification that core physics parameters are as

predicted and that nuclea'r instruments, the integrated control

system and the turbine protective system are calibrated and

functioning properly.
. /.

In conjunction with the steam generator tube repair pro-

gram, special pre-critical tests were developed to demonstrate

stean generator operability, including drip tests, bubble
-

,,_s
L)

_9
.

.
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tests, normal and accelerated cooldowns (with their transient

(' ') loads) and long periods of steady stat * 1eakage monitoring,
e

These tests have now been,' performed and evaluated. The results
.

confirmed the adequacy of the repair process and the op-

etability of the steam generators.

Additionally, the power ascension / post-critical testing

program described above was reviewed for its effect on the

steam generators. Because the pre-critical testing verified

the adequacy of the repair and the operability of the steam

generators,'no additional tests were needed in the post-

critical test program because of the repair. It was deter-

mined, however, that two 30-day hold periods should be added to ;

the power ascension program. This slow progression from power

level to power level has several purposes:,,

/ i
\'// 1. To facilitate monitoring leak rate changes,

especially after load-inducing transients,
which will provide information on the con-
dition of the kinetically expanded joints.

2. To detect abnormal trends as early in the
program as possible.

3. To slowly increase plant power and op-
erating history to aid in mitigation of
unplanned events.

4. To gain additional experience in operating
the plant with systems in normal line-ups.

The first hold period will occur at 48% power following

the RCS overcooling test. This point was chosen because it im-
/

rediately follows tests which load the steam generator tubes

(loss of feedwater and RCS overcooling) and because it allows
'

.

(~%
; 4

i C/
.

-5-
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operation with two main feed pumps which is'the normal plant
,

m

(J - configuration. The second hold point follows testing at the)

75% power plateau. LeakEatemonitoring, surveillance testing

and operator familiarity will occur during this hold period.

Experience from the steam generator pre-critical tests corrobo-

rated that 30-day hold periods would provide adequate time for

stabilizing the plant and collecting statistically valid data.

Management reviews are scheduled prior to power increases

following the 48% power hold period and the 100% turbine trip

test. The purpose of these reviews is to assure management

that the people, plant, facilities and procedures are in a

;state of readiness such that the plant can be safely operated

at.the next p,o.wer plateau. These reviews also provide manage-

,3 ment the opportunity to review all open items at that time that
? )
' \~' may have potential impact on power operations.

Q6. Are Licensee's power ascension limitations in accor-
dance with the recommendations of the Third Party Review (TPR)
Group?

A6. Yes. In its February 18, 1983 report, the TPR recom-
,

mended that:

.GPU Nuclear should consider substantially
extended operation at low power during a
slow a'nd deliberate power escalation the
first time the plant goes critical.
Although we do not have an analytical basis
for a specific duration, a hold period of
perhaps a month or more at ~40 percerit power
should be considered before#the Loss of
Feedwater/ Turbine Trip test is performed.
This might be followed by another month or
more at 70 percent power.before final
escalation to '00 percent power.*

,

m

m

-6-.
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Att.T6.t'o the Staff's SER, TPR February 1983 Report at 11-12," >

e Recommendation 2.*

Inaccordance'withtbeTPR'srecommendationsanditsown "
'

evdl'uation of the power-ascension program in light of the re-

[ ,.. pair, Licensee determined to modify the power ascension program

to add tw'o 30-day hold periods, one at 48% power and one at 75%,

power. .In its May 16, 1983 report, the TPR stated that "[t]he

GPU Nuclear response'is satisfactory." Att. 6 to the Staff's
~

SER, TPR May 1983 Report at 7.

; The TPR also recommended that Licensee " consider the pos-

sibility of deliberately running one steam generator at a

;'

; higher power'than the other during the first escalation hold

. periods." Agt. 6 to the Staff's SER, TPR February 1983 Report'

Jat 12,. Recommendation 3. The TPR recognized, however, that
7

' ' ' ' this recommendation "may involve other operating considerations
;

which would have to~be weighed before a decision could be

made." Ibid.-

Licensee explained to the TPR that significant operating
,

,,
considerations rendered this suggested approach infeasible and

i

imprudent. In-particular,.the mismatch can only be implemented
4

[ by operation of a single reactor coolant pump in one loop which

,would cause mismatched reactor coolant system flow, imbalanced'

feed flows and different coolant levels in each generator.*

This could mask changes in the plant conditions, including any
.

' abnormalities-in the plant response to transients. This abnor-
:

mal pl, ant sonfiguraticn would conflict with the intent of,

-7--'
,

< .

i +

'

.-, . . . . . . - . _ - _ _ = - , , _ _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , . _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _ . . , _ _ , _ , . _ , _
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conducting the startup in a slow, deliberate manner under nor-

_

mal operating conditions.
'

In response to Licensee's explanation, the TPR stated that

"- [t]he GPU Nuclear response is satisfactory." Att. 6 to the
,

Staff's SER, TPR May 16, 1983 Report at 7.

i

e
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
'

' '

/'J ,Vi
Richard F. WiIson ,

l(s .
ce President, Technical Functions

GPU Nuclear Corporation j
GPU Experience:-

Technical responsibility for the Engineering, Design,
' Licensing and Technical Support of all nuclear generating
stations for the GPU System. The position manages the
. technical resources of GPU Nuclear including day-to-day support
for plant. operations. -

Previously was Acting Director for TMI-2 from September,g
-1979, to about March, 1980, and before that was Director of the4

Engineering and Quality Assurance Departments within the GPU
Service Corporation. Between 1975 and 1977, was Manager of
Quality Assurance for the GPU Service Corporation with
responsibilities for design and construction Quality Assurance.

Other Experience:

Prior work experience included two years (1973-1975) as
.Magager of Manufacturing Engineering for Offshore Power
Systems, Jack'sonville, Florida. Responsibilities included
activities associated with manufacturing planning, tooling,7s '

L! industrial engineering, manufacturing engineering, and
|

E technical support to the planned manufacturing facility. Prior
~

to joining Offshore Power Systems, held a number of positions!

at the Atomic International Division of Rockwell International,
1954 to 1973. Some of these positions included Engineering
Supervisor, Department Manager, Chief Project Engineer, Program
Manager, and Chief Program Engineer on a wide variety of Atomic
International programs. The last position was Program Manager
for the Atomic International work on the fast breeder program.
Performed and supdrvised work in almost every facet'of reactor
engineering, physics, facility design, safety, reactor
operations, etc.

Committee affiliatio'ns havo. included the EEI QA Task
Force, the AIF Committee on Poser Plant Design, Construction
and Operation, B&W Plant Owners and BWR Owners Groups, EPRI
Nuclear Divisional Committee, etc. Outside the utility
industry has served on a number of company and
company / government advisory groups astrelated to specific
programs.

Education and training includes a B.S. degree in
Mechanical, Engineering, University of California at Berkeley,
1951; an M.'S. degree in Mechanical Engineering, University of
Michigan, 1953; and one year attendance at the former Oak
Ridge School of Reactor Technology in 1954. Has attended as.

large number of management and other courses, including the'

University of Michigan Public Utility Executive Program.
.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS-

,

/^) DAVID G. SLEAR
''

.

"
WORK EXPERIENCE

Company: GPU Nuclear Corporation

Title: TMI-l Manager Engineering Projects

Responsibilities : Management of TMI-l modification, which
entails: Management of the 25 million
annual budget allocated for plant modifi-
cation; prioritiration of the various
phases of plant modification; oversight
of the technical adequacy of plant modifi-
cation and of the components involved in
plant modification; consultation regarding
problem resolution with respect to matters-

concerning plant modification; and direct
supervision of 16 GPU employees. This
position demands constant attention to

,.

*

~

long term and daily plant modification
* r' concerns and an extremely firm grasp of

both the technical aspects of TMI-Unit 1

(~l and of the various modes and components of
N/ modification available for implementation

at TMI-Unit 1.

Dates: 1983 - Present

Company: GPU Nuclear Corporation
.

OTSG Repair Project ManagerTitle: -

Responsibilities: Management (in conjunction with individual
task managers) of all aspects of the OTSG
Recovery program at TMI-l including failure
analysis, eddy current testing, corrosion
testing, RCS examination, RCS sulfer cleanups,-

and plant performance analysis. This
position involved direct management of the
OTSG repair process and personal involvement
in the decision'' making process with respect
to the repair program. This position also
entailed the definition and implementation,

, of the overall project, and required a broad
,

overview and analysis of the OTSG Recovery*
*

.

program. In his capacity as OTSG Repair'() .

Project Manager, Mr. Slear was also called~

.

.

O
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Dnvid G. Sicar
Professional Qualificati'ons

,
_

Page Two
_ ;G,
Q.)

upon to deliver numerous presentations
conce'rning project details before the NRC,
ACRS, TPR, and the GPU Nuclear Corp.
management.

,

Dates: December- 1981 - November 1983

Company: GPU Service Corporation

Title: TMI-l Manager Engineering Project.s

Responsibilities : Similar to those listed for Mr. Slear's
present position including management of
a $20 million budget and of project engineer--
ing for modifications.

Dates: 1979 - 1981 .
.

.

Company: >- GPU Service Corporation
,

Title:. Preliminary Engineering Manager

Responsibilities: This' position entailed: the analysis and
'

preliminary design of 400 Megawatt
combustion turbines and of a 600 Megawatt
coal fired power plant; extensive analysis
of the reliability and' availability of the
components to be installed in the prospec-
tive power plant; and the establishment of
a baseline criteria document for the designatedi .

|
plants including the technical documentation
and presentation of the plant design for'

management review.

Dates: 1978 - 1979
'

|

Company: GPU Service Corporation
7

| Title : Component Engineer
|

| Responsibilities: This position entailed: the review of design
specifications and technical details of

| ~ products gcing into TMI-2, including the
, ,

i ?

| ()' steam generators, pressurizer, main.

i *

| , *

I
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David G. Sloar"

Professional Qualifications*

LPage Three

condensors, cooling towers, reactor vessel,
and internals; technical consultation and

,

. analysis of problems; and review of the
contractor's design work on new components
going into a plant.

UNITED STATES NAVY NUCLEAR SUBMARINE FORCE OFFICER

Title: Engineer Officer.

Responsibili ties : This position entailed: essentially
primary responsibility and control of the
onboard nuclear power plant; control of all
engineering sections, command of 4 divisions;
and supervision of approximately 55 crewmen.

-Dates: '972 - 1974_

Title: Machinery Division Officer ',*

'

'Ref>onsibilitCks: As Machinery Division Officer, Mr. Slear was
responsible for: all mechanical components-

~ (])--
of the primary and secondary systems of the

'

power plant including the steam generator,'
-

reactor, and drive controls; chemistry control'
-

of the' primary and secondary systems; and
the supervision of 15 crewmen. Mr. Slear*

also served as an Auxiliary Division Officer
in charge of non-nuclear life support systems,
and as a Communications Division Officer.

|: .

1968 - 1972L Dates: -

i. .
-

Mr. Slear also attended the Nuclear Power Submarine School3:

i from 1966 - 19,68, during which time he obtained one year of nuclear
L power plant training (6 months classroom,. 6 months actual plant
L L training) . in addition to the submarine qualification program.
t

EDUCATION
i

College: University of OklahoIa!

L: Degree: B.S. Mechanical Engineering
!

L h''s.
.Datek: 1961 - 1966

'

College: Stevens Institute of Technology'

Degree: M.S. Mechanical Engineering

L
,

Dates: 1974 .1978
y

_.
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o.1 PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
jy
-) T. GARY BRO"GliTON

.

Business _ Address: GPU Service Corporation
100 Interpace Parkway*

Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Education: B.A., Mathematics, Dartmouth College, 1966.

Experience: Director Systems Engineering, GPU Nuclear
Corporation, November 1982 to Present.
Responsible for Systems Engineering Depart- ,

ment activities including: operating exper-
ience assessment, operating plant shift
technical advisors, nuclear fuels, integrated
plant analysis, risk and reliability assess-
ment, human engineering and process compu-
ters.

Systems Analysis Director, GPU Nuclear Car,-
poration, 1981-1982.
Responsible for human engineering, control'

* >" and safety analysis, operating experience
review and operating plant shift technical

.,_s

(J)
advisors.

L
Control and Safety Analysis Manager, GPU
Service Corporation, 1978 to 1981.
Responsible for nuclear safety analysis and
integrated thermal, hydraulic and control-

system analysis of nuclear and fossil plants.
Supervised on-site technical support groups
at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 during the
post-accident period.,

Safety and Licensing Engineer, Safety and,
Licensing Manager, GPU Service Corporation,
1976-1978. Performed and supervised nuclear
licensing, environmental licensing and safety
analysis for Oyster Creek, Three "ile Island
'and Forked River plants. Served as Technical
Secretary to Oyster Creek and Three Mile
Island General Office Review Boards.

/

Officer, U.S. Navy, 1966 to 1976.*

Trained at Naval Nuclear Power School, Proto-
-

type and Submarine School. Positions held'

include Nuclear Propulsion Plant Watch Super--

visor, Instructor at DlG prototype plant and,

rN
(_) En'gineering Officer ab;ard a fast-attack

nuclear submarine.
.
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l[\ Publications: EPRI CCM-5, RETRAN - A~ Program for One-
's l . Dimensional Transient Thermal-Hydraulic

Analyses of Complex Fluid Flow Systems,
Volume 4: Applications, December 1978,
Section 6.1, " Analysis of Rapid Cooldown
Transient - Three Mile Island Unit 2",

With N.G. Trikouros and J. F. Harrison.

"The Use of RETRAN to Evaluate Alternate
Accident Scenarios at TMI-2", with N. G.
Trikouros. Proceeding of the ANS/ ENS Topical
Meeting on Thermal Reactor Safety, April 1980,
CONF-800403.

"A Real-Time Method for Analyzing Nuclear
Power Plant Transients", with P. S. Walsh.
ANS Transactions, Volume 34 TANSAD 34 1-899
(1980).
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1 MS. BURKLEY: Mr. Giacobbe, are you familiar with

. r')'
.

(/ - 2 the licensco's testimony of Don K. Cronoberger and F. Scott

3 Giacobbe on issue 1.d, contention 1.a?

4 WITNESS GIACOBBE:*: Yes, I am.

5 MS. BURKLEY: Arc there any changes or correc-

6 tion you would like to make to that testimony?

7 WITNESS GIACOBBIk No, there are not.

8 MS. BURKLEY: Do you adopt this testimony as

9 your testimony in this proceeding?

10 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Yes, I do.

11 MS. BURKLEY: Mr. Cronchcrger, are you familiar
4 p'

12 with licensec's testimony of Don K. Croncberger and F. Scott
,

n I3
S.s Giacobbo on issue 1.d, contention 1.a?

14 ' i WITNESS CRONEBERGER: Yes, I am.

II' MS. BURKLEY: Arc there any changes or correc-

16 tions you would like to make to that testimony?.

17 s WITNESS CRONEDERGER: No, there are not.

18 lIS. BURKLEY: Do you adopt this tcatimony as your

19 testimony in this proceeding?

20 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: Yes, I do.

21 MS. BURKLEY: Yotr Ilonor, I would auk'thatj

22 licensec'n testimony of Don K. Croneborger and F. Scott Giacobbe
.

23 on innue 1.d, contention 1.a bc incorporated into the record
,

21 as if road here tdday.
!

2T)
JUDGE WOLF,1;:: Tf there are no objections.

.

.

.
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1 ' fIS.. WAGNER: No objections.

.\

'/ 2 JUDGE WOLFE: IIcaring none, the described

I
'

3 direct testimony will be incorporated into the record as if

4 read.

5 (Whereupon, the licensee's testirnony of Don K.

6 Croncherger and F. Scott Giacobbe on issue 1.0, contention 1.a

7
, gg11gyg )
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. () - UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-

'

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
o.

1

Before the Atomic Safety and Liceasing Board
-

.

.In the Matter of )
-

. . )
METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, CT AL.) Docket No. 50-289-OLA

) 'ASLBP 83-491-04-OLA
'(Three Mile-Island Nuclear ) (Steam Generator Repair)
Station, Unit No.-1) )

'

.

LICEr3EE'S TESTIMONY OF DON K. CRONEBERGER AND
'

F. SCOTT GIACOBBE ON ISSUE 1.d (CONTENTION 1.a)

9: To Mr. Croneberger:
,

'

*

si t~
Ql. Please state your name and address and describe your

Linvolvement with the TMI-l steam generator tube repair program.
4

A2.. My name is Don K. Croneberger. I am employed.by GPU

Nuclear Corporation, 100 Interpace Parkway, Parsipp'any, New

Jersey 07054. As the director of Engineering and Design, I.

prcvided. technical management' oversight of the' failure analysis

and repair activities, with special emphasis on evaluation of
,

the steam generat'or's mechanical design and the impact of the
,

repair on the' response of the components. My department also

provided engineering support in the areas of Materials Engi-

neering/ Failure Analysis, Chemical Engineering and Chemistry, |

i Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.
.

': ,

:A. statement of my professional qualifications is attached.

.

m
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To Mr. Giacobbe:
,

";s
( ) Q2. Please state your name and address, and describe your

involvement with the TMI-1 steam generator tube repair program.
''

~

A2. HMy name is E. Scott Giacobbe. I am employed by GPd

Nuclear Corporation, P.O. Box 1018, Reading, Pennsylvania

19603. As Manager of Materials Engineering / Failure Analysis, I

have been involved in'the planning and management of the fail-

ure analysis activities, corrosion testing programs, materials

evaluation and tube sampling and removal programs associated

with the steam generator tube repair program.

;; A statement of my professional qualifications is attached.

,To all witnesses: ;

Q3. Wh,,at is the purpose of your testimony?,

A3. The purpose of this testimony is to address Issue 1.d7-)
! !
',2 of Contention 1.a as enumera.ted at page 23 of the Board's Memo-

randum and Order (Rulings on Motions for Summary Disposition,

dated June 1, 1984), in which the_ Licensing Board stated:

1. The rationale underlying certain proposed
license conditions should be addressed,
with attention to:

*****

d. Adequacy of simulation of operating
conditions by long-term corrosion
tests.

.

Q4. What was the purpose of the long term corrosion test
progri.m?

.

A4. The purpose of the long term corrosion test program,
'

the operations phase of which has now been completed, is to
rm .

k .)
-2-
.
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verify that sulfur-induced intergranular stress-assisted
- ,

;tm
T ,) ~ cracking (IGSAC) will not reinitiate or propagate in the TMI-1

OTSGs under actual' operating conditions. .The tests were de-

signed to confirm that the metallurgical, environmental, geo-

metric and surface conditions which exist after the repair of

the tubes are not detrimental to tube integrity. From the test
'

program it will be possible to conclude whether or not the pro-

posed chemistry limits are acceptable, whether the peroxide

cleaning itself'was beneficial or damaging, and, more impor-

tantly, whether the changes in electrochemical potential during

operations will cause reinitiation of corrosion.

The long term corrosion tests are accordingly related to ;

,

the kinetic expansion repair process, but only insofar as they

f^ verify that the repair did not render the OTSGs susceptible to(
reinitiation of IGSAC. (This is tested by including kinet-

ically expanded tube samples in the test loops.) Except in i

this one respect, the long term corrosion tests have no rela-

tionship toithe adequacy of the kinetically expanded joint.

The tests were not* designed to confirm that Licensee has pro-

viO3d. reasonable assurance against the possibility of mechan-

ically induced tube ruptu'res caused by various transients, as

alleged by Contention 1.a, and, in fact, the tests provide no

information one way or the other on this subject.
/.

>
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QS. Did the tests adequately simulate operating condi-
.,

,,-sJ tions so as to provide reasonable assurance that corrosion will

(_) not reinitiate?
!

AS. . .Ye s . The long term corrosion test program includes
,

tests which closely simulate the typical operating environment

of the steam generator tubing during steady state and transient

conditions. This program will enable Licensee to predict.the

performance of actual 'TMI-l tubes in the steam generators prior

to return to operation. The program also includes comparative

tests which closely ~ simulate OTSG operation but use tubes with
.

high residual sulfur levels (non-peroxide cleaned) and expose

the. tube samples to the contaminant which originally caused the

;
IGSAC damage (thiosulfate). All tests simulated " worst case"

chemistry cqnditions for controlled contaminants (within chem-
'

r^s istry specification limits) in order to conservatively address
L)

the parameters known to influence stress assisted cracking.

In establishing operating parameters, to simulate both hot

functional testing (HET) and subsequent operation, time periods

were chosen of approximately 40 days for the HET cycle and 66
~

days .for each of 'the six heatup/cooldown cycles expected in a

year of operation. The test loops are once-through in design,

'

uith primary coolant water chemistry flowing on the inside of

the tubes, just as in the OTSGs., The test cycles allowed for

periodic examination of test specimens to monitor for evidence

'
of corrosion' damage.

All six heatup/cooldown cycles have been completed. Final

'
metalkographic examinations of test specimens are now in

[''f}
.

n.-
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progress. This program will enable Licensee to predict the.

performance of actual TMI-l tubes in the steam generators prior
,

to return to operation.''

TEST PARAMETERS

The tests reproduced all the parameters which influence

IGSAC, i.e., susceptible material, environment, and stress.

Suscentible Material

To assure that the influence of prior operation and layup

on tubing was adequately represented, only tube sections re-

moved from the TMI-l steam generatcrs were used as specimena.

These specimens were selected from various regions of each OTSG

*including tube sections which had known defects. 'The use of

attual OTSG dubes precluded any possibility that test specimens

g would not duplicate exactly the TMI-l material.

The specific tube sections for the long term corrosion

test were selected from tubes that had been previously removed

from the steam generators for use in the failure analyses.

Within the available material, the tube sections were selected
'

to provide a maximum range of properties. These included:

1) Chemistry - test specimens were selected
from representative heats of material re-
moved,from the generator. This provided a
range of chemistry typical of most steam
generator tubes.

2) Mechanical Propertius - yield strengths of
the specimens spanned the range of those
tubes present in the steam generators.

3) Material susceptibility - epecimens for
, testing were selected from tubes which. dis-

*
' played various levels of cusceptibility to-

corrosion damage. Some came from tubes

.

-5-'
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with no defects and others from tubes with
'

up to eight indications.:s

The test samples also contain a representative sample of-

t,

tubes from various axial 1.ocations within each steam generator.

The largest portion of the samples are from the upper tubesheet

area, which contained the most defects. There are Also samples

from the lower face of the upper tubesheet, 15th tube span, and

9th tube support plate areas.

Subsequently, certain of the samples were subjected to the

explosive expansion process using mockup tube sheets and then

subjected to a peroxide cleaning process. This ensured that

the influence of these processes on the inside surface condi-
,

tion was produced. Certain other samples were not peroxido
a e-
cleaned, in order to test what could occur if Licencee had not

i undertaken the cleaning process, given the larger quantities of

residual sulfur that would have remained on the tube surfaces.

C-ring samples made from actual TMI-1 tubes were also in-

cluded in the test program. These samples provided a means for

metallographically examining test specimens during the testing
.

phase to look for any microstructural changes or incipient

cracking.

Environment

' Environmental chemistry paramotors were selected to either

simulate, or be more aggressive than) the water chemistry which ,

will be maintained in the RCS. In three of the four test
.

' loops, 100 ppb of sulfate, the maximum permitted under
'

.

''
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chemistry specifications, was used. In the fourth test loop,
,

7) 100 ppb thiosulfate was put in solution. In addition, to en-
,

t

sure adequate conservatism, the levels of chloride and fluoride

were set at the maximum amount permitted by Licensee's op-

erating chemistry specifications (100 ppb each).

Because the testing and operation of the plant necessi-

tates heating up and cooling down of the steam generators, the

tests included typical temperature cycles. Temperatures were

raised from ambient temperature to the normal' operating temper-

ature of approximately 600'F. Temperatures were held constant

at operating temperature to as'sess any high temperature corro-

nion phenomenon. Periodically, the tests were cycled between ;

600*F and SQO*F to simulate unit load changes.

(~) The test loops were also subjected to cooldown cycles,
L/

some of which included the introduction of oxygen (as would'

occu'r when the RCS was open for inspection) and some of which

did not (as would occur during normal shutdown). These cycles

provided the most rigorous test sequence in view of the fact

that primary-sida sulfur corrosion is a low temperature phenom-

enon in which oxygen has a major influence.

Each HET or operating cycle included a hold step for a

minimum of one week in which the loop was aerated and main-

tained at a temperature between 130* and 150*F. This portion

of the cycle simulated the aeration-temperature conditions
which existed during the propagation of the original sulfur-

induced IUSAC.
(~) -

C/
7.

F
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Stress
,

o,.
(-) .During heatup, operation, and cooldown, tubes in the actu-

al OTSG undergo changes ih stress. A net axial tensile stress
.

could exist in the tubes during cold shutdown and steady state

operation. The stress is reduced during heatup and increased

during cooldown due to differential thermal expansion effects.

In order to simulate the changes in axial load, full tube

specimens were loaded at a level corresponding to steady state

loads during heatup, cold shutdown, and operation. During

cooldown, the loads were increased to approximate the maximum

allowed cooldown rate.

;Residual stresses induced by the explosive expansion are
,

a13o a source'''of loads on the tubes. Therefore, full tube

{v~}
specimens simulating repaired joints were kinetically expanded

'
using the same process as in the actual steam generators to en-

sure representative residual stresses. These specimens wers

also exposed to the axial loads described above so that the

worst case combination of loads was tested.
*

The C-ring specimens were intended to give an early indi-

cation of possible problems. Therefore, they were loaded to a
,

level just slightly below' yield, which is significantly higher
than the load seen by the tubes in actual service. This would

make them more susceptible to IGSAC than are the actual OTSG
f

. tubes.

i
. ,

(^)
'
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. . SUMMARY
.n.

The long term corrosion test program includes tests which
!

provide a valid simulation of the conditions that the OTSG

' tubing will experience in future TMI-1 operations. For compar-

ison,. tests have also been included which simulate what could

occur if Licensee had not ta'.en the corrective measures of, per-

oxide cleaning and removal of possible sources of thiosulfate.

Parameters known to influence corrosion and more specifically

IGSAC were reproduced to the greatest extent possible. This

test program provides a clear basis for empirically evaluating

steam generator tube performance over approximately a one year

1
period.

.< c-,
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
,,

.O
N_] .

IDon K.-Croneberger
Director - Engineering d[ Design
GPU Nuclear Corporation

GPU Experience:

Technical responsibility for the Mechanical, Electrical,
Civil / Structural, Chemical, Radwaste and Materials Engineering
support for all nuclear generating stations for the GPU Systems.

1978 to 1980 was Manager - Design and later Manager -
Engineering & Design with GPU Service Corporation. Directed
design engineering activities for all nuclear and fossil powar
generating facilities and modifications assigned to GPUSC.

Other Experience:

Prior work experience included a number of positions at
Gilbert / Commonwealth during the period 1963 to 1978. The last.

*

position was Manager Structural Engineering. It included
technical responsibility for .tructural engineering mechanics
for all nuclear and fossil generating facilities. Some of the

,

f- other positions included Project Manager for balance of plant!

(_3) studies for a liquid metal fast breeder reactor demonstration!

. plant. Other positions as Project Structural Engineer included'

respensibility for technical supervision of structural
engineering and engineering mechanics for a number of domestic
nuclear power plants. Earlier experience with the U.S. Navy
included engineering and construction of radio telescope and
ancillary _ experience.

'

Industry af(iliations have included the EPRI Steam'

Generator Owners Group, ASME Section 3 Division 2 (former
Chairman) and other industry nuclear standards activities
including Nuclear Structures and Plant Design Against Missiles.

,

Education and training includes a D.S. degree in Civil
Engineering from Pennsylvania State University, 1959. Other
technical training includes courses at U.C.L.A., M.I.T. and -

the University of Michigan.

I have been involved in the Steam Generator tube failure
issue from the beginning. I.provided technical man.agement
oversight of failure analysis and repair activities. Special
emphasis was placed on understanding the mechanical design of
the Steam Generators and applying that understanding to the
repair program ~and the understanding of the impact of the repair,

<-
(_)j on the response of the components.

My department provided engineering support in the areas of
Materials Engineering / Failure Analysis, Chemical Engineering
and Chemistry, Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.*

I-
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O STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
\l .

F. SCOTT GIACOBBE

I, F. Scott Giacobbe, am employed by General Public'

Utilitiss Nuclear Corporation as Manager, Materiais Engineer-

ing/Yailure Analysis. I have been in this position since July

of 1982.

My education includes a Bachelor's Degree in Machanical

Engineering from Villanova University in 1970 and a Master's

Degree in Materials Engineering from Drexel University in 197,5.
;My work experience has provided me many years of direct-

;

e c..

L
involvement in the materials evaluation and failure analysis of

| /~N
| (/ pcwer plant components; early in my career it also provided a

very intense involvement in heat exchanger tubing evaluations.>

In 1970, I began my employment with Westinghouse Electric

Corporation in their Heat Transfer Division as a Materials En-

gineer. In this, position I worked on the materials selection,

j corrosion evaluations and failure analysis of heat exchanger

i

j ccmponents such as feedwater heaters, condensors, radioactive
i

L waste evaporators and other secondary side heat exchangers. In

|

[ particular, I was responsible for assuring that tubing utilized
in the Westinghouse heat exchangers' was properly s'pecified and

manufactured. This function provided me with in-depth knowl-

edge qi heat exchanger tubing. fabrication practices, cerrosion

( resistant properties and failure mechanisms.
.
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In 1977 I left Westinghouse to join General Public
.

(} Utilities as a Senior Engineer in their mecallurgical laborato- ,

ry. This position afforded me the opportunity to expand mys

-areas of expertise to include materials selection, corrosion
|

; . evaluation and failure analysis of other components of both nu-

clear and fossil power plants, and to gain a broader under-
>

stand!ng of power plant operation.

In 1978 I was promoted to supervisor of the metallurgical

laboratory. This was a first line supervising position which;

gave me.the responsibility for the daily operation of the labo-
4

|. ratory and supervision of the technicians and engineers re-

;porting to me. This position also carried with it a large
,

,

t(chnical responsibility which kept me heavily involved in the

-(} day-to-day materials engineering problems.

! My career took on a slight change in direction in 1980
-

1

| when the: company reorganized and formed the Nuclear Corpora-

tion. At that time'I bec'ame Materials and Welding Manager in

the Nuclear Assurance Division. With this position I essen-
. ..

cially had.the same functions as before, with the added respon-

) sibility for welding at the nuclear power stations. While in

I this position I was responsible for the technical and metallur-

.gical aspects of the development of the Nuclear Corporation

welding program. During this time,I was still supervising all

failure anhlysis activities, including the TMI spent fuel pool
pipe cracking incident.

-

,

.

l

-
.
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In July 1982, another reorganization took place. At this
'

]) time my section merged.with the materials engineering section.

in the Technical > Eunction's Division and I took over management

of that newly formed section. In this position I now had func-

tional responsibility for the materials configuration control

of both GPU nuclear pcwer plants as well as welding engineering

and failure analysis. In addition, my section still provided

failure analysis services to the fossil companies.
i -

' I have been involved in the steam generator tube failure
'

issue from the beginning. I participated directly in the ini-.

tial decision-making.regarding the tube sampling and removal

operations and was present to perform the initial visual evalG ,,

atiens of the*Yemoved tubing. I personally planned and oversaw
'

( the failure analysis activitic s performed by the outside la-

boratories. I also developed the corrosion testing programs

which GPUN implemented to gain insight and understanding into

the failure mechanism and responsible corredants. It was also

my responsibility to coordinate the input from all our techni-
*

'

cal consultants as well as plant experience and formulate the

, current failure scenario.
|

-

During the steam generator repair, my section also provid-
.

ed materials evaluation and consultation on all aspects of the

repcir including explosive expansion', flushing, peroxide

cleaning, and so forth. My section also developed and imple-

mented the.long term corrosion testing program and is

( evaluating the results as the testing progresses.;

.

e
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i

Lastly, during the course of the steam generator repairs,
,

r'} I was responsible for making. all presentatio,ns to the NRC on
(_/

corrosion testing and fa{ lure analysis activities.
Over the years I have kept fully abreast with the state-

'

of-the-art in corrosien technology through my attendance and

participation in technical seminars and conferences, and

threugh attending training sessions. I am a member of the

Edison Electric Institute Materials, Piping, Welding and Corro-
-/

sion Task Force, a group of industry representatives who meet

to share and develop solutions to corrosion problems in the

field of materials and welding in the power industry. In addi-

tion, I am a member of the American Soc;ety for Metals. ;

.

< . , ~ -

ceN Publications
RJ

~

1. F. S. Giacebbe, " Examination, Evaluation tnd Repair of
Stress Corrosion Cracking in a PWR Borated Water Piping
System", NACE Corrosion 81.

2. F. S. Giacobbe, J.D._ Jones, R. L. Long, D. G. Slear, "Re-
pairs of.TMI-l OTSC Tube Failures" Plant / Operations Prog-
ress AICHE, July 1983, Vol. 2, No. 3.
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|

1 MS. BURKLEY: Your llonor, this completes our
.

2 " direct examinatio ' with respect to issues 1.a,1.b, 1.c ar4
l

3 | 1,a,

i

4 JUDGE WOLFE: Are the witnesses now to be turned

5 for cross-examination?
|

6 '
MR. CIlURCilILL: Yes, sir,

dUDGE WOLFE: Miss Bradford?
I

8 i CROSS-EXAMINATION

O MS. BRADFORD: Good morning, gentlemen. My name

'10 is Louise Bradford, and I represent TMIA in this proceeding.

11 -

Can you tell me on the eddy current testing raethed| .,
..s .

12 1 ~

that; yod. have used,. have you had argood correlation with what-

I3
i' you later found in your metal crack testing?

14
MR. CIlURCllILL: Objection, Your IIonor. I don't

15
see any issue like that. Perhaps we need clarification of

what issues these gentlemen testified to that she is cross-
.

17 -
. .

examining on.

18
MS. BRADFORD: This is the reliability of Icak

19
measurements.

20
MR. CIIURCIIILL: I'm not sure that I understand

21 '>-
how a question on eddy current relates to a question on leak

22
rate measurements.

23 '
"

: MS. BRADFORD: I: understand that you used the- ,

l
'

,4.

~

eddy current test to ascertain where thero.nre cracks and other
'

25 .

things. .
,
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1 i JUDGE WOLFE: Is that a question?
/ T

2 Arc,you withdrawing your initial question and-

o
3 you are laying some foundation; is that correct, Miss Bradford?

4 MS. BRADFORD: That's correct, Judge Wolfe.
I

5 l JUDCE WOLFE:- Is there any objection to that

6 question?
I

7 (No response.)

8 JUDGE WOLFE: You may answer the question.

9 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Could I have the question

10 again? *

11 WITNESS SLEAR: Could you repeat the question;

4 - M:
12 7,m n'ot sure I undcistand.
>~,m

-i i,

;t/ I3- MS.,BRADFORD: I understand that you rely on'

14 your oddy current testing methods to determine if you have

M cracks 'in the steam generator tubes, or pre-critical cracks;

* is that correct?
*

: 17 ' WITNESS SLEAR: Any eddy current. testing --.

18 JUDGE WOLFE: Just a moment. Isn' t that the
.

I9 initial question you objected to, Mr. Churchill?
.

,

20 I thought the question that was being posed was:

testi$g for the purpose of leak rate21 did you use:cddy current'

3

22' measurement's?

23

p -

Now,.let's get this act together. That is the1.,
.. ,

,

..

question I thought you were putting to the witnesses. There' -

>:-
.

was an objection-to your.first question.'

,

.
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'

I Now, what is your question?
c .[ j' 3

'

'A/:- 2 MS..BRADFORD:: I wanted to know --
?

i.* . .

.3'; JUDCE WOLFE: There was an objection to your

4' first questio'n. -I understood.that you withdrew it, and you

5 were going to ask a foundation question, and wasn't your

L 6~ foundation question to the effect: did you not use eddy current

.7.-
.-

' testing for the purposes of leak rate measurements? Wasn't

8~l - that your , question?

'8- MS. BRADFORD: No, Judge Wolfe.

10 ; JUDGE WOLFE: Let's have that question read

11 back as Miss Bradford posed it.'

.. . , . -r < . . , ~ -
12 (Whereupon, the reporter read from the record.g. .,

,

e a
j 13 as requested.)

..

'

14 JUDGE WOLFE: If there is no objection to that

-15 question, we will proceed.

16 MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your IIonor, I confess to some

17' confusion how.on the question. My first objedtion, I think,

18 probably goes;to everything I've heard here today in that I

19 don't know what relationchip'Ms. Bradford's question on the
A,

20 ~ eddy current has to t'his testimony. The testimony is on the.

reliab'ility of leak testing. h.fotestifiedastohcwtheleak21

22
test limitations were established, how leak testing is performed

23 ' . and,how reliable it is.
r~$ -

..

24 -
', y gguld object to these questions on eddy current

~J.
25 ,

unless .it can be established how that relates to the testimony
,

, m
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!
1 on the reliability of leak testing.

'

9
' 3 MS. WAGNER: 'The staff as well objects to

3 Miss Bradford's question on the same grounds. I don't see

4 the relationship of this to any por: tion of contention 1.a.

i
5 ' JUDGE WOLFE: We are dealing, I take it, with

6 ' .

the initial testimony with regard to issue 1.a, contention 1. a ,!

7 and that relates to the reliability of leak rate measuremen ts.

O Now, where in this written direct testimony is

9 there any advertence to eddy current testing, or is there?

10 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Wolfo, perhaps I had better

II
start,sover and try again, if that's okay with you.

I2 JUDGE'WOLFE: Mr. Churchill, let's get something,

/ 13 clear here. Are we taking the sub--issues within contentionj

14 1.a concurrently now, or are we taking them sequentially?

15
MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your Honor --

JUDGE WOLFE: If those are being taken concurrentb16

i
,

17 ly and the'se witnesses are here to answer questions across the
18 board on sub-issues 1.a, 1.b, 1.c and 1.d it would appear that

19 Ms. Bradford's question is proper. Which is it? ;

20 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Ilonor, I didn't think that
1

21 jher first question was related.to any of them, and I objected, !
i

asking which issue and which part of the testimony was it !
22

! 1-

23
'| rel.ated to. I didn' t t hink it was relative to that. Now,
*

.;
24 .. ,there in some' thing that-is re13ted to the eddy'cuirent test.. issue/

,

,II '

25
in- f.d'on 'tlic ' frequency of eddy current measurements , but Ms.

'
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:

1 Bradford said she was not cross-examining on that issue, and
.

'
2 I'm not even sure that that question relates to the frequency.

3 I have presented these witnesses in this manner

4 so that Miss Bradford is free to cross-examine on issue 1 in

5 any order she wants. I only ask that if it is unclear to us

G ' which issue she is talking about that we have some clarifica-

7 [ tion.
NowIhavelearnedthismorningthatshebasica11h8

9 does intend to go sequentially. I presume that is still

10 correct. As far as I am concerned, she is free to go from

11 issue.fto issue.
.s .p -

12 I have done this for everybody's convenience

~/ 13
! in the hope that it would take less time.j

~4 JUDGE WOLFE: All right.

N But in any event, Miss Bradford, as I understand

M it now, you have withdrawn the latest question; is that

II
'

correct?

18 11S ,. BRADFORD: Yes, I have.

IU Let's try again. On page 5 of your testimony

20 you state that the vast majority of 30 plants in the licensec ;

l
<

21 survey have leak rates similar.,to that of TMI-1. Would you

22 iplease bo a little more specific on the term "nimilar"? i

|
-

,,3 ..

MR. . CHURCHILL: Your Ilonor, excuse me.~
-

j

~~ 24 Did you mean leak limits or leak rates?)
I

25 ^ - BPADFdRD: I meant leak limits; excuse no.gg.

MR. CIIURCIIILL: Thank you.
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1
,

WITNESS SLEAR: The discussion concerning the
i
I ~

2 30 plants that we . surveyed has to do with our exic hing tech

spec 3.1.6.3, whibh has an overall leak limit on primary and3

4 secondary leakage of -- I believe it is one gallon per minute.

5 ! MS. BRADFORD: You say here that you surveyed

G 30 plants. I understand what your leak rate limit is. Since
,

7 you are going to use the term "similar," do the 30 plants also
!

8 i have leak rate limits that are the same as yours, one gallon

9 per minute?

10 WITNESS SLEAR: That is correct. The majority

11 of the plants have that leak rate limit, the majority of the
A tU

12 30 plants that we sdmpled.

13 MS. BRADFORD: Did your survey determine how,/

14 long the plants had operated?

15 WITNESS SLEAR: We know the list of plants that

16 we surveyed and could determine how long they have operated.

17 I think yo'u can see from the testimony that some were recent

18 plants and some, in fact, were older plants. We have identi-

19 fied the fact that some of the more recent plants have tech

20 spec limits that are somewhat more restrictive than the one ,

i
21 'gallon per minute that we curr'pntly have.

/2 MS. BRADFORD: Do any of the plants that you

23 aukveyed have a history similar to that of r1I-1; that is,-

_

24 five years of service and approximately five and one-half years,

.I
25 of shut-down? -

.
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1 I WITNESS SLEAR: I don't know the answer to that

2 question. I am not, familiar enough with the exact operating

3 '. history of the other plants to relate their operating versus
1

4 shut-down periods at TMI-1.

5 'MS. BRADFORD: Is there any way -- you don't know;
!

if that was a question in your survey? |
6

7 WITNESS SLEAR: As I say, we know the names of

8 '
the plants that we surveyed, and, in fact, can answer that

9 question by looking at the plants and then talking with comebody

10 i familiar with the operation of those specific plants, or
I
'

11 calling the plants, themselves, to find out what their operating
n . , ~

12 syste is. There certainly are plants that have been shut down

G !j 13 for a long period of time. I don't know which ones they were

14
| personally, and whether or not thuy are on that list.
I

|
15 MS. BRADFORD: Do you know if any of these plants

16 have damage; .to the sam.e extent. that TMI--1| steam . generators have?
i
'

17 *
WITNESS SLEAR: Once again I am not totally

18 familiar with the extent of damage and the number of tubes

I3 plugged, and would have no way of ascensing how much damage i
t

20 has occurred in a particular steam generator for those particu-

lar plants. I do not know. ).21

i

MS. BRADFORD: To your knowledge, have any of f
22

.

' i93~ * t.hese plants used the kinetic expansion method on their steam :;

I -

24 i
gene ra tors ? |

3

} \

25 WITNESS SLPAR: To my knowledge, the kinetic
,

,

t

%
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1
'

expansion method has not been used in any of the plants that
.

7 2 ,we surveyed in to ms of repair. Some of the plants may have
1

3 been plants where the steam generators were manufact.ured with

4 the kinetic expansion process. There are steam generators in

5 service today that have been manufactured with the t.uhes

6 expanded using the kinetic expansion process, specifically

7
steam generatcru manufactured by combustion. engineering..

8 Since I don't know exactly which list of plants

9
we surveyed, I can't be sure which ones of those may have been

10
combustion engineering plants.

_" MS. BRADFORD: When the kinetic expansion method, , .
,

.. .-
'

12
is used in the manufacturing process, are the tubes then

,2 stress-relieved?
I3

14 -WITNESS SLEAR: No, they are not, to my knowledge ,

15
MS. BRADFORD: Of the recently licensed plants

16 with the lower leak rate limits, how many of those have damage

17 . .

In their steam generators?

18
WITNESS SLEAR: I can't answer that. I don't

19
know the answer to that.

20
MS. BRADFORD: What is the extent -- excuse me;

21
I withdraw the question. .f

22
Do you know if any of the plants that you surveycd

*23 .

havs had inner dimension initiated damages in their steam tubes?

-- ) 21
WITNESS SLEAR: To my knowledge, the plants that

,.

25 -

we surveyed did not have ,insido diameter defects on the steam
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I .

I generator tubes.

2 33, BRADFORD: Do you know if they have any
.

3 steam generato'. damage?

4 WITNESS SLEAR: I would certainly anticipate
'

5
,
that the majority of then have some degradation in their steam

generator tubes.

7 MS. BRADFORD: But you are not prepared -- it
|

8 : was not a part of your survey?

9 WITNESS SLEAR: I'm not prepared to give you the

10 specifics. The intent of our survey was to address the fact

11
that the existing tech. spec limit is, in fact, not- a lot less

a gOg
restrictive than the majority of the plants in this country,

,

3 iand to point out the fact that the proposed license condition,

14 is as restrictive as any steam generator in this country.

15 MS. BRADFORD: What is the frequency of leak rate

IG
monitoring during operations at Three Mile Island?

17
*
*

WITLESS SLEAR: The leak rate monitoring d. e

18
during power operations at Three Mile Island Unit 1 is used

19
utilizing instruments which are continually reading out. The. a

20
is a flow rate instrument that continuously gives a reading,i

!21
and there is a radiation det 'ator that continuously gives a

w
~

reading.

23

.) i It is required to take the data from these two

instruments along with the current level of failed fuel in the
,

25
reactor coolant system and calculate a leak rate on a periodic
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1 ' basis. I believe that leak rate calculation is done once a,3,
- ,;%)j -

2 .

shift, which would be once every eight hours.
3 'But I would point out that the instrument

4 associated with radiation, detection is monitored in the control

5 room and is alarmed if in fact it increases to a point which

6 is predicted to-be close to these proposed toch spec licensing

7- condtions; so that even though the calculation rerhaps is done
~

8 once a shift, there are critoria -- well, there are instruments

8 that would al' arm and alert the operator to the fact that he
- 10 was approaching or had reached-the proposed license condition.

II
.

~ In addition, there are other criteria which would
'R f-I2 result in calculatilig that leak rate more frequently. I wouldt,$, ,

,

l'

' 13
i have to look at the sp2cific procedure to give you exactly

- 14 what the criteria arc, but there are criteria that. would have -

15 ~ tihe' operator calculating the leak rate on a nore f requent''
10" basis.

17 * ~

Is this leak rate calculationMS. BRADFORD:

' . 18
- part of'the overall reactor coolant leak rate' calculation *, or

.

I8 is-it a different calculation than the steam generator?

, , . 20 WITNESS SLEAR: It is -a different calculation
.

than the 'overall reactor coolakit calculation. IIowever , I

22
believe its result is factored into the overall reactor coolant

.

231 * lea'kira to calculation. Is that correct? The primary / secondary
.

'( )

", ' \'I leak rate' number is part of the overall stress Icak rate?
) a.

WITNESS CRONEBERGER: The RCS unidentified leak
.

* - * -
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1 rate is calculated with a method independent of that used
-( )
# 2 for calculating the primary / secondary leakage's. .The RCS-'

. 3 5 identified leak r to does not use the number which is calculated

4 for the primary / secondary leak rate. They are two independent
|-

'
-5 ' methods,.and th'c RCS-identified leak' rate does not rely upon
G the primary / secondary leak rate measurement at all.

4

I MS. BRADFORD: Before I go any further with this

8 questioning, I just wanted to ask -- I neglected to ask the

9 rest of the panel. Mr. Wilson was. answering solely on the

10' questions about the review of the plant.

"' ' 11 You indicated that there were things you didn ' t-
e . , ~ -
= . , - -

know, how much damage and so forth. I wonder if any of the,A, . . ,

'l )-
3

other panel members had that information.

14' WITNESS WILSON: I do not. I have not surveyed

15
individually _ each operating plant and ascertained the exact

16
damage or status of their generators.

.

17 .

MS. BRADFORD: Did anyone on the panel -- were

18 .
-

any of you involved in conducting the survey?

10
WITNESS SLEAR: I don't believe anyone on the

1
3) I

panel was involved in conducting the survey.i

MS. BRADFORD: Titank you.

22
Now I am going back to your leak rate. What is

.

*j theImarginoferrorfor your leak rate calculation?
o3~

p_

WITNESS SLEAR: I think you'11 notice in the

25
' testimony that we have p'rovided that we saw a deviation as

.

--

'

$
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1
.,

we went through the hot test program of approximately plus
.

$rminus2 .S gallons per hour.
6,

O
It is a statistical deviation as opposed to --

4 I'm not quite suru what " margin for error" refers to, but we

5 i did see a deviation in the rate of approximately plus or minus

G .5 gallons per hour.

7 MS. BRADFORD: The reason I asked the question
i

8
is I have heard about other things, that with the reactor

9
coolant cystem there is a difficulty with so much inventory

10
to obtain a gallons por minute calculation. I wonder if the

11
same condition applied to your calculations on the steam

2 ?S !
'

12
generator.

.

V 13j WITNESS SLEAR: No, it does not.

14
MS. BRADFORD: On page 18 of the TER, which is

15
an attachment, Attachment 6, to the SER, the 18th of February

16
report, it is stated that, " Industry experience with" --

.

17 -

excuse me.

18
" Industry experience with high quality expanded,

19
unueldcd tubes and tubesheet joints would indicate a low

~07

probability that this Icak tightness, that is one pound an j
t

it' '

hour, will be obtained in these steam generators."
|

')2~

Do you interpret the term "high quality" as |
I23 5 '

*it refers to the joint to mean an as-manufactured joint ratherj

"4'
,' than a repaired joint? |

< !

"
WITNESS SLijAR: You are referring to page 18 of ;

I

|
:
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I

4 I the Third Party Review Report?
,_

- 2 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

O WITI ESS SLEAR: Could I : ave it to read?

4 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

5- I (Document handed to Witness Sloar by Counsel

6 Bradford.)
7 (Pause.)

i
'

8
WITNESS SLEAR: Could you either repeat the

9
question or ask the reporter to read it back, please?

10
MS. BRADFORD: Would you read that back, the

last question, to the panel please?
*G:2 g

(Whereupon, the reporter read from the record,,_s

'N as requested.)

14
WITNESS SLEAR: The answer is no; I do not

15
interpret high quality in that fashion.

16
MS. BRADFORD: How do you interpret the term

. 17
"high quality"?'

'
18

WITNESS SLEAR: High quality, in my mind, refers

'
l'J

to a control process that is well understood with quality
,

;

20 control to document that the process was implemented as

21
intended. ' . < .

i MS. BRADFORD: But the TPR continues in that
,

23 --

satie paragraph, "Each repaired steam generator will depend' -

I ''4 upon several thousand expanded tube joints. Even if the"

- -

.

25
leak tightness is init brlly obtained, leakage will tend to

,
,
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1j~. increase with future operations."
*t ;
%).

- 2 Do ybu agree with that statement?
y

3 WITNESS SLEAR: I think there is a possibility
.

4 that for some joints the leakage may increase slightly, and

5 that for other joints, as I have previously discussed, there

6 is a tendency for the leaks to seal themselves with time. In

7 the qualification program the tendency that we noted was for

8 the leakage to decrease slightly with time.

9 MS. BRADFORD: IIow do you explain -- any of the

to panel -- how would you explain this scaling that occurs over

11 time?,,.,
..s . , ~

12
f3 WITNESS SLEAR: The sealing that occurs over
t <

b-j 13
.j- time, as I believe is written up in the testimony, has to do

14 with-the fact that it is a long, tight crevice, and a part of

15 the crevice is a carbon steel surface, the tubesheet, and

IG: part of'the crevice is inconel tube, that there is a propensity

'

17 for carbon steel to corrode and create corrosion products, and

I8 there'is a possibility when you have long, very tight crevices

I9 like'this that the corrosion products can, in fact, block,
-

0 i.e., scif-seal some leakage through that crevice.

2
21

| MS. BRADFORD: Could you repeat that term that
i

. 22 you used? Are you saying long-term?

23 ] WITNESS SLEAR: -Long, very tight crevice.7y
) i5

%.A ^ \24 MS. BRADFORD: IIave you reviewed industry experi-
]

25 ence to determine if nucIcar plants using this method of repair
.

. . _ _
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I

that is kinetic expansion, have experienced leakage of the1 i

I
't i

2 joints as a function of time?

3 WITNESS SLEAR: I am not aware of any nuclear

4 plant steam generators that have been repaired with the kinetic

5 expansion process. I am aware of nuclear plant steam generators

6 ewhich have rolled joints, which are similar to 1inctic expansion

7 in the context that there is a very tight crevice. In the

8 case of a roll perhaps only one to one and one-half inches long,

O there is experience where those type of very tight crevices,

10 even shorter than the crevices we would have in our steam

11 generator, have had tendencies to seal even though they had
ea .y

12 a leak at one point in time.

13 MS. BRADFORD: The original seal, the original

I4 joint at the Unit 1 steam generator tubes was a one-inch joint;
15 is that correct', a one-inch rolled joint?

I6 WITNESS SLEAR: The original configuration of

:17 the upper tubesheet and lower tubesheet and the connections
18 of the tubenheets were as follows: the tubesheet, itself, was-

I9 24 inches thick. The tubes were inserted through the tubesheet

20
I and rolled. The rol.1 length was.between one and, I believe,

VI' ione and'one-quarter inches. 3

22 Once the tubes were rolled in place, there is

23 an hddi.Lional weld, a fi. lip weld geometry, around the outer

-'- 2'1 circumference of the tube welding under the tubenheets.~

25 MS. BRADFORD: Is that standard for steam
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I generators?
.'

' 2 WITNESS SLEAR: That is standard for a once-

3 through steam generator.

4 MS..BRADFORD: Do you know what the rationale

5 i.s within the tubesheet, the 24-inch tubesheet, to have only'

6 a one-inch joint at the very top?,

!
7 MR. CIlURCHILL: Your IIonor, this seems to be

8 going far afield of this testimony, which is the reliability

0 of leak rate measurements. We are not here discussing the

10 rolled joints. I thought the last question was going to deal

11 with leak rate measurements.
< . , ~ -
.a .-

12 *

MS. BRi\DFORD: Exactly. Mr. Wilson was dincussing

I3,7 the crevice and corrosion products in the crevice. I wanted

14 to know and have an understanding of v;hy initially there was

15 a one-inch roll or seal, and now they have a 24-inch, and what

16 difforence this would make to the current seal, the current
.

17
joint. The manufacturer must have had some rationale for

18 making a joint only one to one and one-quarter inches, and

19 the manufacturer must have had some rationale for making,

therefore, a 23-inch and a 23-inch crevice.

21 What I am trying',to understand is what that

"23
rationale was and how it has now af fccted the kinetic expansion

I

|

23 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Churchill?-

~
og.

~~

' ~) MR. 'CIIURCIIILL: I guess I still don' t see how

25 that relates to the reliability of leak rate measurements.

I
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1 ! blS . BRADFORD: Well, if indeed the original one

2 ^

to one and one-quarter inch joint was -- the rationale was

3
that would give tlie best seal, and the changing of that joint

4
, might not give quite so good a seal, that's just merely what
i

r I
'3

| I'm trying to question, since it was brought up here.
!
.

JUDGE WOLFE: Would you address yoursclf to Mr.
.

7 |
Churchill's objection that. your questien does not go tb the

8
subject matter, the adequacy of the leak rate measurements,

9
or reliability, I should say, of leak rate measurements.

10
llow is that question at all connected to what

II we hayo at issue here?..
..s .c

'
12

r.
MS. BNADFORD: I will withdraw the question andx

.sJ'j merely ask Mr. Wilson, since he was talking about the crevice.

14
WITNESS SLEAR: I would ]ike to point out that

15
I am Mr. Slear. Mr. Wilson is on ray right.

1G
MS. BRADFORD: I'm sorry.

.

17 -

Excuse me, Mr. Slear. You have said that you

18
have not reviewed industry experience with leakage past the

19
joints as a function of time because the nuclear power industry

20
has not used this method of repair? Is that what you are

,
''"1

| snying?
~

-

22
WITNESS SLEAR: No, what I indicated was as far

23
.

.
~

ias the kinetic expansion joints, I have not reviewed industrym

Ix -.. 24 ' experience because I am not aware of the use of the kinetic
1

25 expansion repairtechniqkein the nuclear industry steam

|
|
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I generators. Ilowever, I tried to draw a parallel between the

..

' 2 fact that what I am aware of is that in crevices created by .the,

! -

| s, .

3 ' one to one and one-half inch roll there is an experience of
I

4 self-sealing with that type of geometry. That is the discus-

5 sion I had with the ACR several years ago concerning the

6 possibility of jo.tnts self-scaling even if there is leakage

7 slightly.

8 MS. BRADFORD: Thank you.

9 Since the kinetic expansion, how many fault tests

N has-.the licensee conducted?

II WITNESS SLEAR: I believe the answer to your
s e

12 quent on would he th'ree to four bubble tests. I am not sure

I3
I of the exact number. We have done several bubble tests of,-

14
the steam generators.since the repair.

15
MS. BRADFORD: Would that involve the 100 percents

I6
is that a 100 percent test'of the kinetic expansion?

'l
I #

NITNESS SLEAR: That is a 100 percent test of'

18 kinetic expansion repair area, yes.

MS. BRADFORD: Of the four, how many of those

20
four were before the discovery of the recent leakage that is

21 '
the subject of investigation at this point?

22
WITNESS SLEAR: Well, if there are four, then

23
thrpe of them would have been before. The most recent is

y

| obviously the latest one we have done.24
--

25
MS. BRADFOUD: Is this an extremely sensitive

i
!
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1 test?

C.) \
- 2

; WITNESS SLEAR: Extremely sensitive, exception-

3 . ally sensitive, y s.

4 21 S . BRADFORD: How do you account for the fact

5 that the bubble test failed to detect the leak in the tubes

6 that were recently uncovered?
x

7 WITNESS SLEAR: I think it could casily be the.

8 discussion we previously had on some degree of self-scaling.

8
At the end of the discussion in the TPR we broke down that

10 in some casos you may see an increase in leakage in these type

11

of meglianical joints..,

* 12 S''
MS. BRADFORD: IIave you recently conducted a: g.

I3 drip test?
.

I4 WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, we have.,
15 MS. BRADFORD: Was -this prior to the trost recent

16
__

*
WITNESS SLEAR: No, the drip test is usually

conducted after the bubbic test because in order to conduct

i 10
i. the drip test you have to put someone in the lower end of the

steam generator, which means it has to be drained down, whereas

i 21 1
with the bubble test the steam,(generator is filled with water

:
' - 22
;- !on the primary side. So usually you drain it down to a level
| | ''
' 23 ' sov,eral inches above the upper tubeshoot on the primary side,j;

a i
, - og'

| ) conduct the bubble test, and then drain it down the rest of
L .i
! 25 .
'

tlle way so that you can enter the lower end of the steam
,

J

L I
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1 generator and conduct the drip test.
.; >

2 MS. DRADFORD: Is the drip test the best, or a"

3 better indication of leaks in the lower part of the generator?
t

4 WITNESS SLEAR: The drip test does test 100

5 percent of the steam generator in the section of the steam-

{ '

f generator not exposed to the nitrogen pressure.G It is the .

l

7 cold leak test, if you will, that is utilized for those sections
|

8 of the generator.

9 MS. BRADFORD: I don't understand. What sections

I

10 i are not exposed to the nitrogen?

11 WITNESS SLEAR: The nitrogen bubble test is

:1 >8
12 typically done with'the secondary side water level at perhaps

13 i
'

7j the ten tube support plate, which tests the top 18 feet of

14 the steam generator. That includes 100 percent of the repaired

15 area. The tubes, themselves, are S6 feet long, so it does

I6 not test the lower, say, 40 feet of the tubes and the lower

17 tubecheet,*itself.

I8 MS. BRADFORD: There was damage in that area,

I9 however; is that correct?

20 WITNESS SLEAR: There was some eddy current

21 indication in the area; that is correct.
i

22 MS. BRADFORD: When you did the most recent drip

23 there any leakage detected that is prior to theto:(t , was..
q

| most recen t leakage?24'-
I
i

25 WITNESS SLEAR: You are asking about the

|.
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1 drip tests done before the most recent drip tests?
v

2 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

3 WIT ESS SLEAR: Yes, there were drips identified,

4 and I would have to go back to get the breakdown of exactly
I

5 I what tubeu and what plugs might have been involved, but there

6 were corrective actions taken based on that drip test, due to'

7 the fact that drips were identified as coming from some plugs

8 and/or tubes.
9 MS. BRADFORD: Does this test lose its sensitivity

10 the~ higher in the steam tube that the leak is?

11 WITNESS SLEAR: Yes. As I believe I indicated
2 |d '

12 in the write-up, if'the leakage'is from higher in the steam

13jd generator, before the leakage can travel out the bottom of

I4 the tubesheet and be identified visually, it takes time for

15 the drops, if you will, to travel to the lower tubesheet; and,

I0 in fact, there is some time for' evaporation.

I7 MS. BRADFORD: IIow do you calculate that evapoi a--

18 .t. ton?

I9 WITNESS SLEAR: We have not calculated that

20 evaporata..o n .

~l> ,

MS. BRADFORD: S9,at some point in the tube --

.y
'"' I beli.cVe you said about ten feet up in the tube -- if there

23 -

; wor:e a crack in that portion of the tube, you would not be
.

s ,

"' able to asness accurately the size of the crack?
. /

'
UITNESS SLEAR: Well, the size of the c rack --'

|
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1 MR. CHURCIIILL : Excuse me; I have an objection.
.i <

' 2 Are we talking about the repaired expansion joint and the- - -

l'
'

3 reliability of leak testing measurements with respect to that?

4 We seem to have gotten into the detection of cracks in some

5 other part of the tube, which doesn't seem to relate to either

G this hearing or the contention or this issue.

7 MS. BRADFORD: I am asking Mr. Slear and the

8 panel about the drip test, which is part of their leak detec-

9 tion system. Mr. Slear indicated that the drip test is most

10 useful in the lower portion of the steam generator. .I was

11 merely testing him on that information.
. ., e

.c
12 *

JUDGE'WOLFE: And your question?
|

13;) MS. BRADFORD: I asked him about the sensitivity

I4 of the drip test from as high up -- or from higher than ten

15 feet up in the tube; or does the sensitivity of this drip

M test decrease with elevation in the tube?

I7 JUDGE WOLFE: Objection overruled.*

IO WITNESS SLEAR: As I indicated in the tectimony,

I9 at three drops per second coming through the crack, that's

20 a sensitivity equivalent to about . 002 gallor.; per minute,

21 which is quite a low sensitivi'ty. And although there is come

22 reduction in sensitivity, as I indicated, we still have a very

23 lo , if you will, and, in our judgment, quite' good sensitivity*

'
.n .

I
"

via the drip test in that section of the steam generator.,

i

25
don't recall saying exactly ten feet, but --

|
|

u
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I MS. BRADFORD: Thank you.s

jJ --
(
'' 2 - Mr. S1 car, at page 11 of your testimony --

1

of the licensec's botion for summary disposition, you say that3

4 the loss of pretension. will result in additional compressive
5 load of.only 30 to 65 pounds. Yet at page 13 of your pre-

6 filed testimony you state the loss of pretension- resulted in

7 a reduction of axial tube load of several hundred pounds.

8 How do you account for the difference -- and
~

8 I do have your affidavit here.
,

10 WITNESS SLEAR: Could I have the affidavit so
-

II
. I coul$ read it?
. .) -

12 MS . ..BIbDFORD: Certainly.- f~s,

13 MR. CllURCIIILL: What was the reference?j

I4'

MS. BRADFORD: Page ll.

15
(Witness perusing document.)

16

.

*
17

18

19

20

'i .21 .

. t.

22

23 i
-

(~% ) '

- \-I 24

)
; 25 .

,
.

.

_.-
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! WITNESS SLEAR: The reference on page 11 of the1

'
.

.' 2 Affidavit, License,e's Motion for Summary Disposition of Each

of TMIA'S and Joir$t Intervenor's Contentions, which is3

!

4 dated February 24, 1984, has to do with the effect of kinetic

5 expansion itself on the pro-load that was put in the steam

G generator when the steam generator was manufactured by 11abcock .

|
7 and Wilcox.

8 The discussion on -- what was your other refer-

9 ence? It was one of the pages in my testimony, wasn't it?

10 MS. BRADFORD: Thirteen.

11 WITNESS SLEAR: The discussion in my testimony

a C,
12 has to do with the fact that before come of the tubes were

3,j kinetically expanded in the TMI-l stcam generator, they13

14 apparently slipped down slightly, and that also would result in

15 some loss of pre-tension.

1G In order to quantify the amount of pre-tension

17 we may hav'c lost in our steam generator, we measured the dis-

18 tance that the tubes slipped down. That distance can he

19 equated to a pre-load of several hundred pounds.

20 So, really, it i.s two different things. Page 11

21 was referring to ki.netic expansion on a tube that has not
'

22 slipped down slightly; page 13 is referri.ng to a tube which has|
l

23 nlipped down slightly in the steam generator prior to :inetic I
,

~
24 expansion.

25 MS. BRADvo,RD : I'm af raid I'm still not quite
,

- ,

I

|
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1 -
cicar. It says, at page 11 in your Affidavit, that "During |

x
? manufacture of the steam generators, the tubes were stretchedL2

!
slightly so that they would be under small axial tensile load3

of about 65 pounds with the steam generator's ambient tempera-
4

ture, altho' ugh the 65-pound load (pre-load) is small in com-
5

parison with.other operating tube loads.".g

<> Now, what I'm auking you is: are you saying that
7

the loss of pro-load, as you indicated there, results in an
8

additional 65-pound load on the tubes?g

WITNESS SLEAR: No. What I said on page 11 was
10

that based on the measurements taken during the qualification
11

'* progrnnA, when wo exp.anded steam generator tubes, we predicted12

. <~} _ that the reduction in pro-load would be less than 30 poundsi3

due to the change in length of the tubing, such that kinetic .
14

|
expansion of a tube would reduce the pre-load by less than 9015

?

/'

16 pounds.

MS. bRADFORD: So you were not. talking about
17 *

..

those tubes which lost all pre-tension?tg

i. WITNESS SLEAR: No, I was not.39 ;
I

MS. BRADFORD: On page ten of your Af fidavit,
20

,

paragraph 27, you say "The effects of relieving pre-load with21
9. -

22 respect to the limited transient maximum loads on the tubes were

23 cxamined. The maximum compressive load under FSAR accident
i-

'

21 conditions is a 620-pound load associated with a postulated

'
fecdwater line break accident.25

,

-

.
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1
"This|is less than the approximately 775-pound

, ['sD:/ generic design basis compressive load conservatively associa-
'

2
t,

,

ted with a 100 dec[ree Fahrenheit-hour heatup, which is the
3

limited _cacc."4

5 You go on to say that "The loss of pre-load wou.id'

G add 65 pounds to ' the 775-pound compressive load. Thus, for a

! tube with no pre-load, 840 pounds is the conservative maximum7
i

8 compressive load postulated."

g WITNESS SLEAR: Based on the design basis assump-

10 tions that went into the steam generator. The design basis

11 assumptions had to do with compressive load generated during a
.s p-

100 dchree per hour ~heatup, which is calculated at 775 pounds.*
l'2

p, .,g - .

k 13 The pre-load that was installed or intended to be
J

installed in the tube stretching during manufacturing was a 65-
14

"

15 pound pre-load.

16
Loss .of all of that pre-load, from a design basis

17 po' int'of v'iew, would have increased tha pre-load, maximum

la compressive pro-load,to 840 pounds.

gg MS. BRADFORD: I sec. What you're saying in your

20 pro-filed testimony is that you found that the actual increase

21 in compressive load would be on the order of scvoral hundred
. .r.

22 pounds?

*

23 1 WITNESS SLEAR: The evidence avail.ibic for the
.

m :

24 Tt4I-l steam generator 'has to do with the distance the tubes'

.J

25 moved down, which in some tubes equated to apparently several*

. .

$

b
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i

! hundred pounds.of pre-load.1

.

. 2 fdS . B RIiDFCPD : On page 12 of your Affidavit you
a

continue by sayinc[ that -- excuse me; on page 11 you have said3

4 that 800 pounds of compressive load would initiate bowing; is

5 that correct?

G WITNESS SLEAR: Yes; we indicated that it would

7 take 800 pounds to initiate bowing and 1,025 pounds would be

8 necessary to have sufficient lateral displacement to contact

9 adjacent tubes,

10 MS. BRADFORD: I sec; thank you. I needed that
i

o
'

.

11 clarified.
. , , -

.s .-
'

12 llave you donc any tests other than -- maybe I

13 should ask another witness or a later witness.
'

.)
14 In the 16th span of the steam generator an area

15 of high turbulence?

16 WITNESC SLE'sR: I would say there is probably

17 fairly high turbulence ' aroughout the steam generator. I'm not

18 quite sure what your definition of "t "thulence" is.

19 MS. BRADFOItD: To i 'e g r ea ter turbulence at the

20 upper tubesheet?

21 UITHESS CRONEBE!IGER: The area of the steam

22 , generator that you're discuusing is where there would he

23 * madimum steam cross flow normal to the tubes as it tfi.ts the,

J
~

) 24 steam generator via the shroud.
)

25 MS. BRADFORD: Does t-bat cause more turbulence in'

.
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!

I that area than in the others?

2 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: When you say " turbulence,"
i )

3 | there are greater';1ateral forces and bumping of the tubes
|

4 ' occurring in that region as compared with other regions of the
1

5 steam generator.

6 MS. BRADFORD: Any member of the pancl: does

7 corrosion continue under all conditions in the steam gencrator?

8 MR. CIIURCilILL: Objection. We're o'n reliability

9 of leak tests, and that's irrelevant.

10 MS. BRADFORD: I wanted to test Mr. Slea r --

11 WITNESS SLEAR: I think the question is in the

area d12

1. MR. CIlURCIIILL: I have an objection.
>

~14 JUDGE WOLFE: JusE a moment.

15 MS. BRADFORD: Mr. Slear had talked earlier that

IG the -- his testimony goes to the fact that corrosion could

17 limit the leakage, and I really want to test if it could also

18 mask the amount of leakage that's in the steam generator.

19 MR. CllURCIIILL: Your lionor, this witness tc';tificd

20 that there was a certain amount of self-scaling of leaks past

21 the joint. The pheinuenon of the self-scaling was there; that's
!.f.

22 the only place in the tube it was. IIe explained the mechanism

23 for it.
.I -

.

24 JUDGE WOLFE: Your question once again, Iis .

) ;

25 Bradford?
.
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1 MS. DRADFORD: I asked: does corrosion continue

. 2 under all conditions; that is both service and --

JUDbEWOLFE: Does what?3

4 MS. BRADFORD: Corrosion.
i

5 | JUDGE WOLFE: I'm sorry, Ms. Bradford; you
!

I

g ! haven't shown wherein this is related to the reliability of

7 leak rate measurements.

3 MS. BRADFORD: I just need to know, since the

9 plant has been closed 'down for several years, for five-and-a-

to half years, if the rate of corrosion has been continuing at

11 the same or a lesser rate or increased, can we expect more
* >':
**

12 corrots' ion products in that crevice or in the cracks which
~

_[ 13 would, in fact, mask leakage and affect their leak rate, the
,,

14 Licensee's leak rate.

15 MR. CIIURCIIILL: If the question is limited to the

| question of corrosion in the area of the joints; that's rele-IG

17 vant to thi.s panel's testimony on the self-leaking phenomenon

18 of the joint, I have no objection.

19 MS. BRADFORD: I beli eve, in fact, you have in

:'O your testimony, that corrosion can cause cracks to be self-'

21 seal i.ng . I'm testing haw much, corrosion can be expceted; that
f.

22 is, how much corrosion product can be expected since the plant
.

1
23 han been closed down for five-and-a-half years?

-

,|
.

-

24 noes corrosion occur at a faster rate when it's
_ 4,

f

25 operating or when i ' .; i n a main tenance condi tion?

.
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' 1 JUDGE HOLFE: I think the question is-a fair one.
,

.

7 2 and in related to the reliability issue. Answer the question.

3 WITNLSS SLEAR: If there is no objection, I

4 would like to ask Dr. Giacobbe, who is involved on a day-to-

5 day basis with corrosion, to attempt to answer the question.

G | JUDGE WOLFE: Is that all right, Ms. Bradford?

7 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, any member of the panel can

8 answer.

9 MR. CIIURCHILL: That's all right with us. I

10 would just like to point out that Mr. Ciacobbe is not a sponsor-

11 ing witness of this testimony, but I don ' t think there would be
.a . , ~ -

.< . , -
12 any problem with hin' answering that.

13 WITNESS GIACOBBE: In regard specifically to
.

/

14 corrosion in the crevice formed between the tube and tubesheet.

15 during this lay-up period we have taken great precautions to

~

16 preclude corrosion in the secondary side of the steam generator
.

17 such that we would not anticipate any accelerated corrosion in

18 that region during this lay-up period.

19 So I would say the answer to your question is no,

20 corrosion would not be occurring any faster.

21 MS. BRADFORD: M111 cracks filled with corrosion
..e.

22 products go undetected? Is that possible, anyone on the panel?

23 WITNESS SLEAR: Could you be more specific about

| what cracks or whdre the cracks are that you're talking about?) 24

)
25 Are you talking about cracks that are up in the kinetically

!
,
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/

1 expanded arca? /

. , '<N .
.3 |- 2 MS. BRADFORD: I'm talking about all crac'ks that
~/

3 would provide leakage that would go into your leak rate. If

4 there are specific cracks in specific locations that respond

5 differently 1:o corrosion products, perhaps you could --

MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your lionor, the to'stimony onG. i

!
'

7 I page 12 is that "there may bc. a tendency for some leaks to be
i

8 ! scif-scaling, but only for leakage pathways between the expanded

9 portion of the joint and the tubeshcot." /

10 She keeps talking about-cracks. I' don't'know if-

11 you call that cracks or not, but the testimony is that the onlyj

12 delf-?f5aling leakago you get is around the joint.#

' /

(-s) 13 If it is clear that the question is related to
,.

14 that, I have no objection.- Or, if she wands to try to lay. a --

15 she would have to do that. /
/

16 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Wolfo, I would not --
,

17 ; ' JUDGE HOLFE: Or if not, why not?

18 MS. BRADFORD: Beg your pardon?

19 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Churchill says that your ques-
,

1

20 tion must be directed to that arca around the joint; and I'm

21 just saying if that is not your question, why are we getting
.'t.

f22 into it?i

| !

23 | MS. BRADFORD: Because I think that it is clear
.

9 i
~

t'%
' (msj 24 that the nccessity for this method of repair would not have

25 existed had t-here not been damage on the steam generator; and I
*

.
.

.

. -
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1 i don't see how we can look at just the repair without looking at

.'
2 how the damage itself impacts on the repair process. I don't

?

3 see how I can sepErate these out.
,

4 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr.. Reporter, will you read the

5 jquestion, please, the original question?
i

G (Whereupon, the reporter read from the record, as

! requested.)7
I

I

8 ! JUDGE WOLFE: Is this the question you objected

9 to?

10 MR. CilURCllILL: I think so.

11 JUDGE WCLFE: I think it in a very reasonable

JE F
12 question..

! 13 W2TNESS WII.SOM: Let me try to answer that ques-
,

14 tion. Leakage measurements for the steam generator during

15 operation involve measuring addition of products on the secon-

dary side. As such, the integral measurement of leakage, noIG :
i

17 | matter wheto it comes from, represents the totality of leakage

18 in the steam generator.

19 'The specific testimony that you're referring to

i

20 | about self-scaling related to leakage past the kinetically

21 expanded joint in the upper tubenheet only. To the extent that

22 represents a piece of or a portion of the totality of leakage,

23 then should there be corrosion which ends up in slowing down
,

-
,

21 or scaling leakage in that crevice, then it would result in a
,

'1
,

)
25 measurement which is slightly 12ss than t he totality of the

-

.
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' *

I leakage if it were measured in the abscnce of such self-

. /N
() 2 sealing.

,'t

3 MS.#.BRADFORD: So if many cracks were scaled in

4 that way or partially filled with corrosion products, this

~5' could af fect the leak rate?
I

'
|

IG WITNESS WILSON: Again, cracks being defincd as
a

7 the crevico.between the tube and the tubesheet, not other kinds

8 of cracks.

9 MS. DRADFORD: There are also cracks in thc walls
.

10 of the tube, is that correct, and that is within the tubeshect?

11 So it. is feasible that corrosion could also be in those cracks?

* UITNESS WILSON: I'm a little bit lost. I'm~

12'

- 13 . strictly talking about the long crevice behind the tube,'

14' adjacent to the tubcshoct, which is anywhere from six to 18

15 inenes long. In that crevice corrosion products, if they're

16 transported through it and those crevices are extremely small,

17 could, in fact, plug leakage through that crevice.

18 MS, BRADFORD: Wha t amou r: t of leakage would. it'

>

19 take to remove the corrosion product? Do you know thal?

20 WITNESS WILSON: I don't think anybody can ancer-

21 tain that. Presumably, if tho, corrosion occurs and plugs the
v.

22 cxtremely small crevice, it will presumably stay there unless

! 23 diclodged by something.
5* *

,

24 MS.'BRADFORD: I don't believe I have any more'

.

25 questions on Contention 1.a.
.

3
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1 JUDGE WOLFE: This might be a good time for a
*

,

2 five-minute recess,,.
I

|

(Recess.)3 i
!

4 ' JUDGE WOLFE: You have finished with your cross-

/
| examination on Issue 1.a, Contention 1.a ; .is that correct?5 ,

G MS. BRADFORD: Yes, that's correct.

7 JUDGE UOLFE: I think the procedure we will'
l
'

8 follow will.be: we will proceed to exhaust your cross !

|

9 examina t..i o n , your redirect, and any more questions, and it will

i !

|
be in one part of the transcript. [10

l /
11 So we will proceed with cross-examination on 1.a..g .

< .p - :
- 12 Mr. Au. /

|

) 13 MR. .AU: Yes; we have a few questions. I would
| |

| like to request the Board's permission to have Mr'.' Dornsife ask14'

/

15 the questions on this raatter.

I
16 Mr. Dornsife has appeared before,the Atomic

I
*

17 Safety and* Licensing Board in proceedings, particularly the
|

18 Pennsylvania Power and Li.ght Company's -- [

19 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Au, I really can't hear you.
}

20 Please put the microphone close to your face and speak into it.

21 MR. AU: Mr. Dor sife has appeared in other pro-

22 ceedings before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board; at the
-

- 93 Pertnsyivania Power and Light company's Susquehanna Plant opera-

' 21 ting license proceedi.ng and at the Metropolitan Edi. con Ccupany' -
)

25 prcceedings on restart before the Atomic Safety and Licensing
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1 Board. So he is familiar with the rules of this Board.
,, .

_ 2 In addition, I would like for him to sta > his

'

3
,
background for the Board, please.

4 MR. DORNSIFE: My name is William P. Dornsife.

I am Chief of the Di rision of Nuclear Safety, Bureau of Radia-5 .

G tion Protection, in the Department of Environmental Recources.

7 I have a Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemistry

8 from the Naval Academy 'and I went to the Naval Nuclear Program,

9 a three-yeat training program -- I'm sorry; a year-and-a-ha1.f

10 training program. Nuclear Navy. I spent three years on a fast-,

11 attack reconstruction submarine.
p::

12 I have a Master's Degree in Engineering from Ohio'

-

13 State University. I worked for a few years for Burns and Roe

14 designing nuclear power plants.

15 I've been with the Comonwealth since 197 6. I

IG now supervise a sliff of nuclear engineers assigned to indi-

17 vidual sit'es, and we have an oversight role for URC regulatory

18 requircuents. We oversee the IIRC's regulatory role.
,

19 We also 'have p':imary >:esponsib i.lity for responding

20 to accidents at nuclear f acilities in the Commonwealth.

21 I am also a part -l.ime instructor teachi ng graduate
/.

;

22 courses here at the Capitol Campus in nuclear engineering.

23 JilDGM WOLFM: All right., Mr. Dornsife, you may*

;.

, -

.

prouecd with your' cross-examination.'M

:

'15 MR. CORMSIPH: Tha nk you, Your ik aor.
.
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1 CROSS-EXAMINisTION
.7 -

,

)
..

2 MR. DORNSIFE: Gentlemen, it appearu from your

3 testimony on ContEation 1.a that tht_ primary means of detecting

41 ; leakage during operation is from the condenser off-gas monitor;

5 is that correct?

'G WITNESS SLEAR: Tha t is correct. It is called

i.

[RM-A5 low.7
+ :

8. MR. DORNSIFE: Does this monitor have any degrec

.

3 of redundancy?

10 WITNESS SLEAR: Could you repeat the question,

11 please?

2 :,::
12 MR. DORNSIFE: Does this monitor have any degree'

13 of redundancy?7
.s

14 WITNESS SLEAR: There is another monitor that

15 also measures of f-gas activity. I need to ask Gary Broughton

16 to respond to the ranges, but I belicyc there is overlap be-

17 tween the 'other monitor and RM-A5 low.

18 Do you recall, Gary?

19 WITNESS BROUGilTON: There are additional radia-

20 tion monitors which monitor the condensor off-gas; they don't

21 have the sarae range as the primary monitor, but there is over-
..

22 lap betwoon ranges.

.MR. DORNSIFE: Arc these other monitors capabic23 .
,

-q .

21 ' of detecting leakage at the Tech Spec . limit?n

25 ,' UITi. DSS BRL,.OllTON : At least ont, of the other

I
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monitors does come on scale before the leak rate would reach1

|
.

2 the Tech Spec limit. ,

,

r
- |

3 ! MR. ' DORt4SIFE : Are there any limiting conditions
'

|
I for operation on the off-gas moni' tor?4

:

UITNESS BROUGHTON; I'm not aware of any limiting5 ,

G ! conditions for operations as tliat term is used by the Technical
i

7 Specifications. There are provisions for evaluating the activi -

|

8 ty in the off-gas even if the on-line monit ors are not func-

9 tioning. Those provisions include taking what are termed grab
I

10 js mples, which is a samplejof the off-gas, and then racasuring
':

11 that in the counting lab and determining what the activity is
< ., e

using' That method.~* '
12 4

13 If the primary monitor.is not functioning, then

14 those grab samples are taken to evaluate activity in addition

15 to having backup monitor's in service which may be not detecting

10 the activity since the activity is below the range.

17 MR. DORNSIFE: I have no further questions..

18 Thank you.

19 JUDGE WOLPE: Ms. Uagner.

20 i MS. WAGUER: Staff has no questions on sub-issue
i .

21 1.a. -/

!,

22 JUDGE WOLFE: Any redirect /

' MR. CIIURCIIII.L: Yes, just a few questions,'
23 .

I
.

j 24 Your [[onor.

I
'

25 JUDGE WOLPE: All right.
.
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1 REDIRECT EXAMINATIOli''

*
-;
'

2 MR. CHURCIIILL: Mr. Slear, the TPR -- there was

3 a question you were asked that the TPR at page 18 of this re-

4 port had suggested that perhaps with a kinetically expanded

i

5 leak of this type, some leakage around the joint might hei

!

c . expected; and, in fact, sometimes you do -- is it true that you
!

7 do sometimes expect a small amount of leakage around the joints?
i
!

8 UITflESS SLEAR: Yes, it is. We entered the pro-

9 gram expecting to have some small amount of leakage, and the

10 leakage that we saw was certainly not unanticipated at all.

,11 , . MR. CHURCilILL: Could you explain to the Beard

4 what lite safety implications are of this type of leakage around12

) 13 the joint?
)

14 UITNESS SLEAR: I don' t believe there are any sig-

15 ! nificant safety implications at all. The leakage does not re-

IG late,to, for example, the load-carrying capability of the joint

11 such that we would draw any link or inference that, from a load-

18 carrying capability point of vieu, the joint might be greater

19 due to the leakage.

20 I don't know of any safety significance asacciated

^
21 with leakage around the joint. '

22 MR. CIIURCHILL: Uould leakage around the joint,

! -

- 23 ] for example, indicate an increased potential for tube rupture at

i 24 the joint, for exainple?
]

25 UITHESS SLGAR: IIo , it certaa nly would not.
.j,

!

i
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LIR. CIIURCIIILL; Now, there were some questions
- 1j~5

4--

.k/ ~ ab ut the self-scaling of leakage around the joint. Did you
2

not. testify that ht was possibic that the self-sealing phenome-
3

4 non could, .in fact, mask the identity of leaks around the joint?

WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, I did. Self-scaling in a5
|

0 joint would, in fact, perhaps mask the fact that that joint wasI

i

[ 7' leaking slightly; but,_once.again, that's a very, very slight

a leakago. Bubble tests test 100 percent of those joints,and. .

I is exceptionally sensitive, so any leakage that is identified9.,

3

10 is very small indeed.
;

4

11 LIR. CIIURCllILL: Is it fair to say then that i f

is-.s

such l.eaks were, indeed, masked by the self-scaling phenomenon,a
12

l. D
that there would be no safety significance to that?

| 13
./

WITNESS SLEAR:- Yes, it is.
:14

15 61R. Cl!URCIIILL: I have no fu2:ther questions,

IG Your lionor.
,

JUDGE UOLFE: Wo will now proceed t.o the Board17 .

18 questions.
,

19 JUDGE LAMB: tir . Sloar, you were asked earliur

20 in the questioning about the error in leak rate determination.

21 Can you repeat what that is, the magnitudo of the error in
,

..

22 dcLarmination of leak rate?

i WITNESS SLEAR: Yes. The question was, I believe,23 .

% i :

)
-

#) 24 in regard to the leak rate measurements that wo do using the
J'

25 condonner off-gan 1.ns t rume nta tion . I indicated that during the
.

I
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'
test program, we had seen a statistical variation in the leak

1

,:

rate value obtained from that instrument of plus or minus .52

gallons per hour. " Phat is a two sigma variation on the data3

4 |
that we obtained during the pre-critical test program. The

|

|
result of that test program was to establish a base line ak5

rate of 1 gallon per hour.6

JUDCE LA'1D: So that is two standard deviations?7

TIIM WITNESS: That's correct.g

JUD'?E LAMB: On page 12 of your testimony --9

this would be to whoever feels best qualified to answer this;
10

I w uld just like to fill in something to make the record cou-
11

.g .:

12 plete('-- you i ndicate in the middle of the page, in the begin-
-x

ning of Answer 12, "We believe there may be a tendency for some
13

J .'
leaks to be self-scaling, but only for leahage pathways betweeng4

15 the expanded portion of the joint and the tubenheet."

Would someone please explain why it is only forgg

17 those leakage pathways?

WITNUSS SLEAR: The discussion about self-scaling
18

39 ,had to do with a leak which is leaking, and the logi.c or the
rationale that because the joint itself, which is the very20 ;

I
21 i tight, almost non-existent cre ice beb.seen the tube and the

i

22 Lub0 sheet, is very tight and, in fact, is made between inconel

23 ; dud, carbon steel, with the propensity for carbon steel to create
*

i
, ;

some amount of corrosion products, those corrosion products24

25 cou l ti, in fact, stop leakage through that t.ype of long, very
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1 | tight joint.
1.-

- 2 I hope that clarified it.

3 | JUDb: LAMB: The reason this would be only for

1

4 ! such pathways is because in other areas you would not have the

5 tight joint, you wouldn't have the contact between the two

'; metals?

7 UITNESS SLEAR: In the other areas you do not
,

|
8 i have the carbon steel, for example, and I guess you could have

!
9 I contact between two metals.

10 UITNESS UILSON: Maybe I can elaborate a little

11 bit on that. If ycu were looking at a crack in just the tube

.? :a:
12 'itself, in the tube' wall, tha t crack leng th, nominally at

13 'icast, is 34'thodaandtha of an' inch; so you have a very, very
, J

14 ;small length of crack and you have a metal, painted now, which
i

15 is not susceptible to significant corrosion. Under those

IG ' conditions it would not self-scal. You could also have a high
|

17 pressure a :ross that very short length of crack.

13 Just the opposite conditions exi.st in the crevice
1

19 ' i tself. The' crevice can be six inches to 17 or 13 inches long.
,

20 One of the materials in the crevice, carLon steel, is a feeder

21 to feed corrosion products; and the rate of flow, the pressure

22 drop for the length of that crevice is quite low. Those are

3 qui;te di f forent cond i.tions.23
-

!
,

21 JUDGE LAMB: Thank you. I have a similar quea-
I

25 tion on page 14 wi th respect to Answer 14. You indicate that

!
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1 "a tube without pretension would exhibit a lower leak rate

.' I
~

i than a tube with pretension for a circumferential through-
_

2
3

3 I wall crack of a given size. In practice, however, this phenome-
|

4 non is unlikely to mask the detection of a critical size crack."

5 Could you explain the rationale behind that

G statement? ,

!

7 UITNESS SLEAR: I think the term "In practice"
'

/

3- refers to the fact that we do have an operating steam generator

9 that has now been subjected to a number of cooldowns, and
.I

although there would be some slight reduction in l'eakage, per-10

11 haps through a through-wall crack due to the loss of pre-

tensisT{, the cooldowns themselves apply axial tensile load,#
12

|-

and .the monitor for leakage during cooldowns aidl the evaluation13
.> .

i
14 of a leak rate during the cooldown allows us to make the state-

|

15 ment that it is unlikely that lower leakage would in fact be

1G masking detection of a critical size crack at TMI-1.

17 : JUDGE LAf1B: I thank you. That's all I have.

18 JUDGE WOINE: This comment perhaps is directed

19 only to Lis. Bradford. Our procedure here is to have first the

20 direct written testimony, then cross-examination and, as here,

21 redirect in response to the testinony.
2

22 I do not ask if anyone has any additional recross-

23 exqmination. You are going to have to tell me tha t you want to ,

4'

m .

r u additional questions on recross if that's what you24 ask a e
y

/

25 want; because if 1 hour nothing froit any of the utass exami ners
.
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i

.
1 I asking for recross, we just proceed to other questions.

.. b , l
t># 2 Do you understand that?

I,
-~ , ,

3 MS.'BRADFORD: Yes, I do.

''

4 JUDGE UOLPE: Go ahead.

*

5 JUDGE IIETRICK: On page 9 of the testimony on

G Issue 1.a where you discuss the measurement of gaseous activity

7 and .its relation to leak rate, I understood you to say that

8 this .io a continuous readout in the control room; is that

9 correct?

10 UITNESS SLEAR: Yes, sir; that is correct. The

11 count por minute reading from the Beta scintillation counter
.s . , ~ -
.s . . -

1,2 that wo def3.ned as ini-ASL is continuously read out'in the con-
g
(4

13 trol room and, in fact, is alarmed in the control room at a^[i

.

'
14 pre-set level.

15 JUDGE IIETRICK: Let me ask a hypothetical ques-

16 tion. Suppose there is a sudden increase in leak rate, what is
.

17 - the respon'sc time for the readout in the control room?

18 UITNESS SLEAR: The response time is fact, in
.

| 10 terms of minutes, but I'm not familiar enough with the instru-

20 ment to tell you exactly what it is like; bitt I certainly have

I 21 been there through the pre-eri'tical test program, and as we
/.

changed plant conditions, which waren' t necessarily changing tho22

lekk rate but rather might have been changing another parameter-

- 23 **

1 - ~[] M~ which af fccts tho' rearling, which is condenser off-gas, very
-

<

shortly af ter, within minuten of changing plant conditions, we25
,

.
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1 would see a change in the count por rainute reading *.on RM-A5L.'

..

?QV 2 JUDGE HETRICK: 'So you think the response time isi -
!

3 on the order of a'few minutes?

4 WITNESS SLEAR: At mos t. And I guess when you

5 :|
say " response time," you would have to -- there is an instrument

i

o Iresponse time and then there is a transport time from the steam
!

7 generator to the instrument itself. You have to add the two

a together, but I certainly believe, even ad led together, tha t

9 the response time would be minutes, if not less than that.

10 JUDGE ~HETRICK: What's the criteria for setting

11 the alarm level that you mentioned?.

# '"
12 , WITNESS SLEAR: To the best of my knowledge, the'

13 first alarm level on that particular instrument is based on the
/

14 expected failed fuel percentago and the counts per minuto as a

15 result of that failed fuel percentage in the reactor ccolant

10 system, which would relate to a leak rate equivalent to the pro -

17 posed licensing condition of about a six-gallon per hour.

i

18 increauc.

19 JUDGE IIETRICK: I have one further question.on'

20 page 15 of -the same testimony..i: As I understand,, the first para-

21 graph on page 15 is concerned with axial stress. The final
2

22 paragripa mentions for the first time tube stress in the hoop

dir.cc ti on .23 i
J t

24 Am i correct in annuming that uc're talking about
j

i
jf two dif ferent operating situations in these two paragraphs?
.

25
,' .

I.
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1 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: The last paragraph talks

2 about ncrmal operating conditions and what the stress state of

3 the tubes would be.. During norraa1 operaLions the maximum otress,

4 the principal stress, would be a hoop stress, caused by the

5 , pressure differential,
i

| The daraage that occurred due to corrosion inG
' *

7 this generator evidenced itself with certain fringial cracks.

8 i During coo.1 downs and when the steara generator in cold, the

9
'

maximum stress is an axial stress; that is, the principal stress

10 is axial. That is the topic for the first paragraph on that

11 page.

2 a:
12 JUDGE HETRICK: I think that answers my quest. ion.'

13 Thank you.
./

14 .]UDGE WOLFE: Cross-examination on Board ques-

15 tions; Ms. 11 rad ford?
_

16 MS. BRADFORD : Yes, I have one question for

i *
17 Mr. Sloar *

18 | RECROSS-EXAMINATIOM
I

10 MS. BHADFORD: On page 14 you said, in rayonne

! o Judge Lamb's question.whetlier compressed forces wou]d aank20 t

21 leaking ---- you said that because of the cooldouns that occurred

22 since the damage to the steam genera tors, that you feel tha t

23 j any cracks tha t are goi.ng to open have already opencd; am I
a

,-

t

.; paraphrasi.ng it correctly?
'

21

?

25 MITNESS STEAR: That's no t qu i t:0 co r: rec t . What I
.
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indicated was that during the pre-critical testing / program,
'

1

.

4 2 part of the test included an overt attempt to apply an axial

tensileloadtothesetubes. That was done by having a cool-3

,

'
4 down during the test program that maximized, if you will, the

5 Lube tochell differential tension which was tending to try to

G stretch theco tul>cs.

7 The leak rate indi. cation during that tes t period

8 proved to us what we already expected, and[that was that we
/

9 did not have any large cracks and certai n,iy no cracks of a pre-
,/

10 critical nature remaining 'in the steam generator.

11 Our calculationn indicated that all tubes, even
s . , ~ - ,

* 12 those'''Ehat have lost pre-load, would have had nurficient axial

--A.
13 tensile load on them to cause much, much more leakage than we

.o
o

14 naw during the test program. /

15 MS. BRADFORD: What assurance do you have t:ha t

IG that very axial strain on the tuben did not cause cracks that

'

17 were partially through-wall to continue through and then the

18 comprensi.ve: force on the tube would then mask that? Is that a

19 possibility?

20 WITNESS CROHEBERCER: Durin(J the nteam generator

21 tenting, again, the uteam gene ator experienced a number of

22 cooldowns. Wha t we were trying to do duri.ng the cooldouns wan

23 ,toemaximize tenulon on the tuben and, therefore, ma x i m i.< e the
) '

24 ileakaya if, in fact, there were any in-dwelli.ng .htough-wall
r

25 d e f t.c t.n . And, in fact, .d u r i.ng the cooldown we vet:c men ;uring
. .
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i

1 leak rate in real time. Sc the leak rate that we did neasure,'

.'
2 we tried to analyt|Lcally predict what would have been the

| 6*

| maximum size crack that could potentially have been there and3

}
. | produced that leak rate. That prediction indicated that if all

5 of the leakage -- again, this is very conservative - if all
,

G of the leakage was simply from one defect, it still would have
,

|
7 ; been a very small defect, substantially smaller than that which

!

8 ! would have been associated with our design basis.
|

| I4S . BIIADI'011D : I understand. But my question9

10 was: in putting those axi.at loads on the tube, is it possible

i

11 | that pre-critical cracks which existed in the 1.ube wall could
a . , , -

12 have b'e'en strained to a point Ihat, as a comprc :ive load was*

13 reached and the tube wall was weakened and as the crack in

1.s progressing through the wall of the t.ube, then a compressivo

15 load is applied and that new crachs, in fact, would have

10 -occurred during your cooldown testing, which would then he

17 masked by this compressive load?

18 I4 11 . C110 ttCIIILL: Your: IIo no r , I'm fairly certain I

19 ihave to object to that, it seems to me we are talking about

20 mechanisms of crack propagation, and it. scems t.ha t we have

21 strc.yed.
/

3.! tlou , I'm hedging a 1ittle bit because maybe I

2.1 . d J r.'n ' t; hea r qu i.Le the last phrase or I d i d n ' t. hear t.ho punch
,, .

26 1i no oC the queution, but 1 Ihink she was not i:a1 king abonL_ ,

,

25 reliabi.li.ty of Leak ra te. mea.;ururent . 1 thi.nk what she wa

.

_
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1 auking about is mechanisma for crack propagation, which in

2 heyond the ucopo n,0w of both the hearing and this issue.
..
.

3 MS. BRADFORD: I was following up on Judge Lamb'si

t question on the likelihood that comprensive forces will, in-

5 deed, mask cracks; the witnessen' responce to that uas that'

G they felt it was unlikely because they had applied axial loads
,

i

| which would open any tight cr:acks.7

8 fly question was: would it alco cause propagation

9 or continued growth of pre-critical cracks, and then those pre-

10 cri.tical cracks would be disguised by the compressive force

11 which was later applied?
. . , -
4 ''

12 MR. CliURCIIILL: I will object to that, Your Honor.

13 That neems pretty far aficid. We are now talking about specu-,
,

18 lative mechanisms for futur:e growth in cracks, which is clearly

15 beyond the scope of this ianue.

IG JUDGl; WOLPH: The question in proper and within

'

17 the scopo of Judge Lamb's question.

18 Annwar the question.

19 UITNEGG CRONElHjRGER: Would you repeat the ques-

20 tion one more time, pl. cane?

21 !!G . BRADFORD: The a::ial load that you applied to
* [

22 the tubou, you indicated that you did that on a number of

23 ocoanionc...

) '

28 | 11y que s t i o n i n : could tha t caune jrewth of pre---..

|

/
25 ', cri tica l crachu tha t ex i n ted, and could nubsequent comprecalve
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I

i forces mask that neu growth and, therefore, mask --

/ /
2 MR. .CIIURCIIILL: All due to the loss of pretension?

; j
i i,

| MS. BRADFORD: Yes.3
I

4 UITNESS CRO;1EBERGER: We did investigate, as I

5 answered earlier, what the lowest force might be during these

G coolde.nu and for this lowest axial load in the tube, what it'

7 might mean if, in fact, all of the leakage was released from
,

a one defect. ,

9 We luo then, for i'le same load, which was a lcw

to load, a low-tension load, tried to understand if, in fact, such

'

a small defect could mechanically grow by fatigue ,as was sited ;11 I
< ., e !
a .c

12 befor6 the cooldown, heated up and recycled.
-

I ),

/ /,

Our conclusion was, with the very low tensilo' -) 13

14 axial load, there should be no fatigue damage. So, if you have

low joad with a small defect, you would predict no or vir-15 a

IG 'tually no fatigue damage on a defect; that is, crack e:: tension.

MS. BRADFORD: In this low load that you' re talk-17 .

18 ing about, low axial load, what would be seen by the steam tubes

19 during normal operation?

20 WITth-:SS CROMEBERGER: I understood the question f

21 to deal with the tubes that have no pro-load; therefore, a
/

22 tube which would nec the lowest a::ial force during cooldounu.

23 ' One could es tima te what the size of the defect.
-r-

21 * aight hava been if it contributed all of the leakage; Ihat is'

1

25 that one tube. But the.Corce in that tube, that. is one wi.th a
'

,

I
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! loss of pre-load, is so low that one would not predict fatigue1

2 damage during that same load;. g cycle.
t

Whe51 I say " fatigue damage," I'm talking in terms3
i
I

4 of a mechanical extension of that crack.

|
MS. BRADFORD: Let me just go over this and see if5

:

0 ; I have it correct. The axial load that you apply to the tubes
;

.;

7 [ in your testing, which you predicted would open any cracks, wa si
i

|

8 ' the normal operating load, but it would not have an axial load
,

9 pressure on the tubes without loss of pretension; is that what
,

i

10 you're saying? It was an actual normal load that the tubes

|

11 iwould see during normal operation?
< . . -
a f-

12 WITNESS CRONEDERGER: During a performance test,'

13 we expose the steam generator to a cooldown, which is morey
I>

14 severe than that which would be anticipated during normal oper-

15 ation. So what I am talking about is a case that would be

10 a worse cooldown than what we would expect for a normal

17 opera tion .'.

18 MS. BRADFORD: Thank you. I have nothing furtherl

19 JUDGE LAMB: Let me just follow up on that with

20 ' one quick question. If, in spite of the calculations and pro-

21 dictions, such a crack did occur, would your leakage test pick

22 this up during that incident?

WTINESS CRONEBERGMR: I'm sorry, would you repeat the23
i~,,

*;

24 questlon?

25 '! JUDGE LN1B,: You predicted that tho tension that
! .

_
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3
. you applied during this coo.1down would not be enough to open a
l'

' crack; that is, to cause a crack to c:<pand.2 j
..,

WITNESS CRONEBERGER: To mechanically grow, yes.3 i
I

JUDGE LM1B: Assuming that it had grown, would'

4

5 y ur measurement. of leakage pick that up?

WITNESS CRONEBERGER: During that cooldo./n? fg

JUDGE LAMB: During that cooldown.7

WITNESS CRONEBERGER: Yes, sir, it would have.3

JUDGE LM18: Did you observe such an increase in9

10 leakage during the cooldown?

WITNESS CRONEBERGER: During the cooldown thereg;
.o ., e
** #was ah increase in the leakage, which was consistent with our12

{p~

| expectations. During the cooldown, fundamentally there werej 13
f

'

two of fects. One is a delta T between the shell of the steam
14

15
generator and the tubes, and this temperature differential

would tend to cause nome stretching of the tubes which aregg

*

17 cooling down.

18 In addition, one has a pressure differential from

39 , primary to secondary side that is increasing during the cool-
I

i

20 'down. So any leakage which would be a function of the delta T

21
' would also be increasing durintJ the cooldoun. S o', a s we ant.i ci-

/

22 pated, we did see some minor increases in the leakage during

f the coo.idowns.23 .:
,i

--,

g 24 JUDGE LAl13: Did you see any that gave you cause

t

25 for concern, that caused,a critical size crack?
.
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WITNESS CRONEBERGER: No, sir.,

g i,
-

'

JUDGE LAMB: Thank you.,- 2

JUDbH WOLFE: Thank you.3

Ms. Bradi :rd?4

MS. BRADFORD: I have no further questions.5 ,

I

G JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Dornsife?

7 MR. DORNSIFE: No questions.

JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. Wagner?8 .

e

MS. WAGNER: Ho questions.9

JUDGE WOLFE: Is there redirect, Mr., Churchill,
10

11 on Board questions?

*
12 MR. CIIURCilILL: No, Your Honor.

.

JUDGE WOLFE: It is now 12:30. We will recess
13,-

14 until 1:45. ,

15 (Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the hearing was

10 adjourned, to be reconvened at 1:45 p.m.,,this came day.)
/

e ,

/17 -

18 .
I

i
10 '

|
|

20

21 ' , .'
<

22
|

23 ',.

;

j 24 |
r 1

25
.
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AFTERNOON SMSSION
1

'

(1:45 p.m.)s- 2 .

JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Churchill, we are proceedi ng fo
3 j

the next sub-issue.
4

MR. CilU RCilILL : Yes, sir. Mess rs . S lea r,
5

I

Wils n and Giacobbe at the witness table are prepared Lo answer
6

|

| questions on Issue 1.b, Contention 1.a unless -- excuse me;
7

I.wr yug ing to do 1.c? Were you going to take it out of
8

turn?g

^ " * " " E" U# "" **

10

M HU H .: cy am all there for either one.

11
. . , -
* ,' JUDGE WOLFH: All right; which one . ire you

12
_

proceeding with then, Ms. Brad fo rd?
33

MS. BitADFORD : Issue 1.b, Contention 1.a. Butg

,at this time, I would like to have entered the two exhibits I
15

had marked TMIA M hibit 1 and TMIA Exhibits 2- A th rough 2-E.
16

U H OI.W : Any oMecdon?
17 ,

MR. CIIURCilILL: Yes, sir. Your Hottor, I think
c3g

an exhibit like this out of a technical document would require :
19

" Wl'"U"" ' "U "" E I'*
20

JUDGM WOLFH: Which one are we speaking to?
21

/-

Mit . ClluRCIIILL : All of the exhibi.ts, 1 th rough 2-K.
22

.
A pirty with no witnesses cann t come int the hea ring, idet. .i fy

23
~ ,1 -

come documents that they got on discovery and simply enter those
- ,, g.; .

) i nt.o e v i.de nce . I presume Ms. Bradford i.s going to use the
25

.
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| documents for cross-examination. And to the extent that that
1

'Q "80 18 PE DU E ~~^th,at is they'are questions which'are within'2

tho' framd work of Ihe testimony -- we would have no objection
3

,

! o her usi.ng them for cross-examination, and I am not objectingt
4

.

5 |to that at this time. Although, I suspect I will be, because

I'm not even sure how t. hey would be relevant. [ will have to
6

wait and sco on that. 13ut I would have to object to the
7

.

admission of these documents into evidence.8

JUDGE WOLFE: Any other objections?
9

MS. WAGNER: Yes, Judge. The staff would also
10

object to the admission of these documents at this time. Ucgg.

e e-
* 12 don't,s'oc any link between anything in these documents and

r -

ISU"" 1*D'
13

Similarly, we would not mind cross-examinationg4

based upon the information in these documents if the relevance
15

can be shown.16

g.g ', JUDGE WOLFE: Any comments, ttr. Au?

,

!!R. AU: The commonwealth has no comment.
18

JUDGE WOhPE: Let's take the Staff's objection
39

first. fts. 11radford, they object on the grounds of relevancy.
20

Is it correct that there han bpen no showing that these two
21

J.
,

documentu bear upon any matter that is in contention? Isn' t
| 22

23 that your point?

n )
,

-
.

f4S. WAGNMR: That is correct, but there a.luo it.
24

.-

2.5 ' no sponsor of the documetyls.
' .

s
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!

1 JUDGE WOLFE: Let's consider the relevancy first.

. 5,Q -
df -2 MS. BRADFORD: The documents that are TMIA

.I

proposed' Exhibits Y'A through 2-E are a- serios of test results3-
. >

* 4. I of 'the eddy current inspection that I excerpted from a document

5 | that was availablei during discovery. I would use some of these
I

'

! documents in un effort to determine the correlation in current6
!
.

I

. 7' testing and the actual cracks ..and size and. measurement of the
!

8 cracks that were found during later lab testing.

9 In that regard, TMIA proposed Exhibit 2-B shows

a series of figures, some of which have been taken in the steam10 :

11 generator and some which were eddy current comthunications *which
2 c:

12 were diade in the lab' testing.using the eddy current and then
-

p/ . 13 the.results of some destructive testing.
_

'.'/w *

14 JUDGE WOLFE: Let'me' ask you this, Ms. Bradford:
'

'

.15 i forget .'that we have a panel of witnesses on the stand and you"

I

'! tender TMIA Exhibits 2-A through 2-E and 'you are asked what, 16

17- does your _ proposed exhibit show, what does it prove. What would

18
' be your answer?

.

19 In other words, I'm concerned about this

20 ' document, .because I don' t know really what it intends to prove.

21 Now, you say it relates to cddy current / testing, but so what.
1; ,

< . I There are a lot out there that relate to cddy current tes ting.22 '
.

What does this'21ocument prove? What does it.23 ,, .:,

,.

24 intend to prove '.without cross-examination, just on its face?
.

,

25 'MS .- i3RADFORD: I am trying to determine the*

'r

,-p., ,--=,gi. ~ . - , . - - - - - , .
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j ef ficiency of the eddy current test probe.
I

i oa' JUDGE WOLFE: On its face, this document indicates'

2 ,a

discrepancies in the eddy current testing?
3

I
'

MS. BRADFORD: It appears to . ,

i JUDGE WOLFE: You have also of fered TMIA Exhibit
5 1

.Mo. 1. On its face, what does it purport to establish?
g

MS. BRADFORD: This is an evaluation of the tubes
7

in m ekup tube sheets, which is a report prepared for licensee.
8

In this tes timony that has been of fered, licensee
g

re fe rs to the qualification program which this document describesg

in part.
31

E JUDGE WOLFE: This document relates to the
12

'

qualification program, TMIA Exhibit No. l?
g.

MS. BRADFORD: Yes.
g

MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, may I comment?
g

JUDGE WOLFE: Just a moment, Mr. ' Church i.11.
g

17
,- (Pause.)

JUDGE WOLFE:. We are not taking up frequency of
g

eddy current testing. I certainly don't see where in TMIA
gg

Exhibit 1 marked for identification, of your own description,
20

how it relates to ECT. Is that correct?
~

21
't.

MS. BRADFORD: Excuse me. I was in error. This
g

rol,ates to a corrosion in the test rather than performed byg
-

attelle.
3 24g

I
JUDGE WOLFE: All right. We are going to deny,-

25
.

'
.
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|

without prejudice, your offer of TMIA Exhibit 1, because it!

I
|
i doesn't on its face certainly relate to eddy current testing."

2
| !

| Do y6u have something to add with respect to
3

!

4 TMIA 2-A through 2-E, Mr. Churchill?'

MR. CIIU RCllILL Yes, a couple of points. First,
5

I would like to reiterate that she is of fering the exhibit
o

i
without a sponsor which is improper and inappropriate.

7
I

I What is the purpose behind havingJUDGE WOLFE:
8

9 a sponsor, Mr. Churchill, so Ms. Bradford will understand the

nature of your objection?lo

MR. CilURCIIILL : When an exhibit is offered by a
11

partf:c that's in the nature of the party sponsoring or puttinge
12 ,

in direct evidence into the case. We were supposed to have
13

./

identified our direct evidence and actually put in the testimony
14

ahead of time, two weeks ago, if there was going to be direct.
15

We understood you weren' t going to have a direct case.Is

17 : Beyond that, the reason for a sponsor to an

18
exhibit is because if you are pubting that forward as a

document for which you are asserting the truth of the matter,
19

there for us so t. hat we can challengo .it.the author should be20

Now, if you're moving it in simply to show that
21 ,

tin $e or another without sayingsomebody said that at one
22

is you could say: this
wgether it is true or f also -- that23

,

is a licensee do'cument. In this case, I believe it's a B&W
24,)s

document -- I don' t know whether it's true or whether it's/

25
.
e
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1 ; false, but they once said it. You could ask the Board to put

. - -,
t
I

l ! it in for the limited purpose of showing that someone said it.
- 2

>

3 Iloweve r , in this 'particular case I'm not sure that that v;ould
i

serve any purpose since you can't use it to cross-examine if4

I

5 1 it's relevant to that.. You can point out on the record that
,

1

6 i this is from a document.' You've identified the document. You

f
7 can ask the witnesses if they agree with you and so on. But'

!
that is my argpment, Your Ilonor, against. introducing-this8

document without a. sponsor.
9

Beyond that, I would like to point out that this
10

issue, 1.b, is within the context of Contention 1.a.
11

. c

Contdn' tion 1.a had. to do with post repair and plant performance**

12

testing analysis. We asked on discovery many, many times what'

13,-
j

tg post repair and plant performance testing analysis meant, what

they meant by that. Eddy current was not anything that was
15

ever communicated to us. We did not know we were defending
1G

against eddy current testing under this contention.
17

Sec ndly, going back into past history, the
18 ,

I

,
joint"intervenors, who are no longer a party, at one time

13

attempted to raise acontention on the ac uracy of eddy current20

21 testing. That for one reason,or another was disallowed by the

Board. Maybe it's irrelevant that another party who is not
22

here happened to raise that. The point is th at this party who
23

3 '

I was here did not advance that as a contention.4 2-1

;
Finally, it does seem to go toward the question

25
.

!
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i

1 ! of accuracy of eddy current testing from what you've said.

.

/ 2 And indeed the contention itself specifies only the license
;

i
3 | condition -- it i only questioning the license condition --

4 or the proposed license condition on the f requency of cady

5 I current testing. A challenge has not been raised as to the

6 accuracy or the adequacy of the eddy current testing.
;

I

I
7 |

The re fo re , in addition to everything else, I
.

I
'

8 believe that this document is irrelevant to Issue 1.b of

9 Conten tion 1. a.

10 JUDGE WOLFE: Your final crack, Ms. Bradford.

11 MS. BRADFORD: I knew I should have worn my
o . , ~ -
.a .-

12 buttdn that says, "I am not a lawyer."
.

13 JUDGE WOLFE: Let's start from ground zero orj
/ -

14 point one, whatever you want to call it. Issue 1.b of

the frequency of the ECT test;
| Contention 1.a -does address

15

16 is that correct, Ms. Bradford.

17 .' MS. BRADFORD: That's correct.

18 JUDGE WOLFE: And you already indicated that this

19 | document 2-A through 2-E is of fered to establish possible
!,

20 errors in oddy current testing; isn't that correct?

21 MS. BRADFORD: And the reliabili ty ; that's correct.
''

22 JUDGE WOLFE: All right. TMIA Exhibit 2-A througli

23 2-E is not admitted into evidence. The most important point
4

21 is that it does not relate to the subject matter of this-)
25 contention that we are now addreccing. And further, when such

. .
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l

I a document is tendered, it should be tendered through someone
..

2 that can describe / for example -- and if the document was
; o,

3 i
re levan t in the firs t place -- what procedures were followed

0

'
4 i and how these figures appearing on this document were arrived

'5
at. That has not been done in this case with respect to this

G ' exhibit. So we will not admit this document into evidence.
;

7
(Whereupon, the documents marked
as TIMA Exhibits Nos. 1, 2-A, 2-B,

8
2-C, 2-D and 2-E were rejected. )

9
JUDGE WOLFE: All right. You may cross, Ms.

;.

10
Bradford.

11
Whe retipon ,

?.-
*m

~

RICHARD D. WILSON
DAVID G. SLEAR

,7# DON K. CRONEBERGER

14
having been previously duly sworn, testified further as follows:

15~

CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)

16
MS. BRADFORD: On page four of your testimony,

'
you menti ned an NRC requirement that at least three percent

18 of the total number of tubes be examined in each inspection.

19
Considering the extent of the damage to the

9'
TMI-l steam generators, do you intend to increase this

21 "f
percentage? f.

22
WITNESS WILSON: The three percent inspection

23 cr).teria,As in the standard general technical specifications,-
i

,

' )' 24
would require us to inspect three percent of about 30,000

,

/

25 tubes, which is about 90,0 tubes approximately.
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1 The reason that that sampling size is adequate
.

'
2 is that if. there is' extensive damage in .the generator, you..

3
will find it in one or nore placco. And as you find one or more,

i

4 defects in the generator, the technical specifications require
5 you to expand the sample size continuously. If you keep'

6 finding defects, you will ultimately expand the sample size
7

to a 100 percent inspection. A 100 percent inspection was

8 performed as part of the investigation of the Generetor 2 two
9

years ago.

10
-

MS. BRADFORD: And you are not now required to

11
perform another such test until -- let me ask you this: the

a .p:
12 recent leakage, did' you perform such a test?

f' WITNESS WILSON: We performed a limited inspection

14 of some tubes af ter the last leekage. But that was not the

15 examination of record for the generators. And as a matter of

16 fact, we saw no change in the limited eddy current work that
17 :

was donc just recently.

18
MS. BRADFORD: What does the proposed scope of

a the inspection refer to at the top of page 5?
20

WITNESS HILSON: At the top of page 5, uhat is

21 referred to is oddy current eXcanination of the generators
22 af ter operating either 90 days at full power or for 120 days-
23

; a6 50 percent or greater power. .In that case, we would shut.

21 down and we would perform the standard technical specification
,

-25 eddy current examination which is the three percent tube
-

*
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I sample. In addition to that, we have reference tubes in the

,(
2 generator, and we would examine those tubcu also. I don't

remember the exac't numbers of those tubes, but they were3

selected because of characteristics of the tubes from the4

3 , prior examination. So in total, there would be three percent

I

6 . plus additional tubes.
'

i

i
7 - MS. BRADFORD: Are those the tubes that you have

g sampled tested seven times?

9 WITNESS WILSON: I can' t relate anything to

sampled seven times. I don't understand your question.p) ,
I

11 MS. BRADFORD: On what basis did you select these

800 $$ies that you refer to on the bottom of page S?
12

WITNESS WILSON: Those were the tubes that have13,

/

some indication or some known defect in the tube which we11

15 wanted to track especially and examine at the time interval

~

which was indicated at the top of page 5. In ether words,
16

17 at 90 to 120 days, those szero tubes that had something showing:

is not necessarily a defect, but would allow us to examine them.

gg MS. BRADFORD: Ilow are these 800 tubes distributed

20 throughout the steam generators?

21 WITNESS SLEAR- I'm not exactly sure. I believe
.(

22 these are a fairly random ,,..ple. If you' re talking about

23 i the absolute probe data on over 800 tubes, that's primarily
.' *r-

24 an inspection of the kinetically expanded area of tubes wherc

)
25 we obtain a base line after kinetic expansion and want to be

.
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1
abic to compare eddy current signals from the expanded area

,:

s 2 of the tube taken in the future to this base line.

My r'ecollection is these 800 tubes basically3 ,

4 provide a random sample of the kin.etically expanded ar6a of-

tubes'in the staam:Egenerator.5

6 MS. BRADFORU: Then this special probe data does

!

|
not include the full length of the tube outside of the tube7

3 shcot?

9 WITNESS SLEAR: This special absolute. probe data,

10 to the best of my- knowledge,. is' th6 kinetically expanded
~

11 portion of the tubes. There may be absolute probe data on the

12 full 2ngth of some numbers of tubes, but I don't believe

! 13 they are in this data set of 800 tubes that are specifically
-

.)
-

|

14 described here.
~

15 We have done and.can do an absolute probe

is inspection of the full length of the tube if we desire. There

17 have .been instances where we have done absolute probe examina-

18 tions of the full length of some tubes or special locations in

ig tubes. But for this specific 800 tube sample, I believe it was
t

20 in the kinetically expanded area.

21 MS. BRADFORD: Does the general understanding
/.

22 referred to at the top of page 6 include nuclear power plants

wij:h a history similar to that of TMI and to damage as23

,j 24 extensive as that experienced at TMI?

i
25 WITNESS WTLSON: I think it was testified before

.
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!

I ' by M r . Sicar that we are not aware of explosively or
7~'; .

3d '2
, kinetically expanded tubes in steam generators.in nuclear

8,
3 power plants.- It principally refers to explosively expanded

-4 . tubes in other kinds of heat transfer equipment.

5 i MS. BRADFORD: On page 5, you state that you have

6 a ' clear understanding of the damage mechanism. Can you

.

-7 explain the grade of damage to the A generator in light of the
.

8 fact that wa'ter samples indicated a higher concentration of

9 . sulphur in the B generator.

10 MR. CIlURCIIILL: Objection. Irrelevant to the
.

/11 : issue, which is the frequency of oddy current testing as

2 >S
12 specified in' the proposed licensing condition.

p - -

;

13- JUDUE WOLFE: What page were you reading f rom ofj-

14 - the testimony?-

15 - MS. BRADFORD: I was referring to page 5.

16 JUDGE WOLFE: Since the question is derived f rom

17 -direct testimony of the witnesses, we deem the question-

18 relevant.
~

. .

19 Objection overruled.

20 - WITNESS WILSON: Will you repeat the question,

21 please? .f
- . /.

22 - MS. BRADFORD: Yes. The documents show that wate.:

23 samples were taken after the damage was discovered and that
,

73
24- |

_

a higher concentration of sulphur was found in generator B

25_; . than -in generator A, and yet it seems that the re was a greater

.

--, ._
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i am unt of damage in generator A.
1

MR. CIIURCIIILL : Your IIonor, could we have some
2

?

{ clarification. She seems to be referring to some documents,
,3

i

j and I'm sorry --
4

i

5 | MS. BRADFORD: That is licensee's document TER 341 .

I
i MR. CllURCIIILL: I don't know the name of that

G !
,

I
i document or what it's about. I also am still puzzled as to

7
!
i how this relates to the testimony. She said page 5,.and Ig

don' t know where on page 5 she 's referring to, and I doubt thatg

! the witnesses do either.ig

I
MS. BRIiDFORD : I'm sorry. It's the third line

11

A up f9ohl the bottom of the page, which states, "We had a clear
12

understanding of the. type of damage which occurred in the
1.3

3s
generator."

14

MR. CIIURCIIILL : Okay. And the document is?
15

MS, BRADFORD: The Technical Data Report.341.
gg

MR. CliURCIIILL : May the witnesses cce ne document
.

17

| before the question is asked on this?gg
I

|
gg ; MS. BRADFORD: Cive me one moment, please.

!

| mauso-)
20 i

i

| JUDGE WOLFE: What page of that document do you
21 }

| have reference to, Ms. Bradford? The witnesses will read it
22

j to t.hemselves and then answer your question.
03~ -

~
. *.

MS. BRADFORD: It is page V-1.
21

sj
,- I

M 'A . CIIURCliILL: Your IIonor, this document goes
25

.

1
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|

! to investigating the failure of the tubes to identify the
.

~ damagc me chani sms . Now, the damage mechanism was the source
,

''

3 of contention to the summary disposition. The summary
;

4 |
j disposition has already been established on the record and
.

5 i what the damage mechanism was. This re fe rence in the testimony

G
is merely referring to the f acts which have already beeni

7
: established and accepted on the re cord; that is what the
1

8 damage mechanism is.

9 A contention on the frequency of eddy current

10 testing cannot be bootstrapped into another issue which has
11

already been disposed of.
..t >S

'
12

MS. WAGNER: The staff joins in licensce's

--- objection.

14 MS. BRADFORD: The statement in licensee's

15 testimony states that they have a clear understanding of the
16 type of damage which occurred and the reasons therefor. I'm

17 :
just really testing that statement.

| .

i18 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, that clear understandj.ng

13 that type of damage and the reasons are on the record. They've

already been established in this proceeding in summary dispo-
21

sition. 'A

22 (Pause.)

} JUDGE WOLFE: All right. Pressing this a little

a fu rthe.r , Ms. B rad'fo rd , since the~ witnesses-have spoken to
)

|
their understanding of the type of damage, how does that bear'

|
1

-
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1 on the subject matter of this conten' ion which is questioningt
.

2
the method of determining the frequency of ECT tests?

le
3

MS. BRADFORD: It seems to me through this

4
testimony they are basing some reliance on the fact that they

5
; have determined with a degree of certainty the method or
1

0
the mechanism of the damage. And for that reason, they are

7
saying then that they are justified in conducting the eddy

8 current test with the frequency which they are stating here.

9
JUDGE WOLFE: Are you saying that the frequency

10
| of EC testing should be dif ferent in quality and volume between

11
Unit A and Unit B?

A p:
12

MS. BRADFORD: No, I am not. I am saying that

13
J '/ if they are saying they have a clear understanding of the

14
mechanism and based uposethat statement they are justifying

15
their frequency of eddy current testing, what I'm asking is:

16 have they really understood the mechanism because of the
17 i

statement which appears in this docuraent.

13
JUDGE KOLFE: Objection overrtiled.

10 i
WITNESS GIACOBBE: In looking at the stateraent

'O'
bn page 5 and its relationship to our eddy current test

61 program, what we are establishing here is that the type of*

22 mechanism that caused the cracking is one that required a very

23 -

disulphate, required a certain; spbcific corrodant source,

24
material, required a certain stress state.'

25 -d In additioty, we understand the cracks were.

:
.
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1

1 primarily located in the upper tubesheet region, that the
.O

2 vast majority of 1; hose defects were up there and not down f ree
n

3 span, and also that they were circumferentially oriented.

~ 4 '

So to the extent that that impacts our knowledge

5 of what the defect looks like in the generator and the types

|6 of defects that we' re specifically trying to address, we have

7 a very clear understanding. The things that you referred to

8 were part of an overall program, swipe samples, for us to

9 gain insight into what a corrodant was and how, in fact, it

to might have participated in corrosion reaction.

11 So I think we do have a very clear understanding,
it 30

12 and that understanding is that we have circumferentially
(,.h
r !

];d 13 oriented cracks.- The crack'ing mechanism is one that is very

14 rapid. If it was to occur, it would occur in a very short

15 timc~. Consequently ~, 90: days is ' sufficient: to' call 6w such;bhings
.

16 if they were to occur -- which we do not believe they will --
.

17 but-we ha e eliminated the sources of contaminant in the steam
I8 generator such that we feel that is an adequate time frame to

19 go'in and do an examination.

20 gg, BRADFORD: But then what you're saying is

that you do not understand wh), -- or you haven' t addressed why if21
.

22 the sulphate was the mechanism for cracking, why if there uas

23 mohe of it found in steam generator B why there wasn' t more-

yw J *

-( l

N-7f
24 damage or at leas't --

,

25 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I think you have to take a look-
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i

I at the swipe sample itself and try to understand that first of
4-7

q T-

2 all when we do a swipe sample, although we try to report it"

-
3 in quantitative measures such that we can try to assess a

4 quantitative distribution, it's really more of a qualitative. .

5 assessment, becau'se there are a number of factors that affect,

6 that particular number: the amount of. loose particulate on

7 the surface; how hard one swipes. I't's more of a qualitative

8 assessment that we use to make broad generalizations as .o

9 where our contaminant was.

10 So you can see 'that there was a largo dif ference

~11 between tlie upper areas and the lower areas. But the

A >S
12 difference between 'the two generators was'sms112in comparison.-

r8
t i

13 MS. B RADFORD: So you' re saying it might be a]p),
,

,

I4 random --

15 WITNESS GIACOBBE: In actuality, the differences

,

between the two generators are small enough that one couldn' t16

conclusihely say, "I have something of a signfficant differenceII

18. there."

19 MS. BRADFORD: Did you go back and take anotherli

'O sample?'

21 WITNESS GIACOBB5: I think you have to look at
. i.-

the overall program to try to understand the fact that we22

23 removed tubes, that we did surface analyses on tubes and
.

that the differences from generator to generator, when you24

! did.not.showdid a very detailed investigation as we did,25
-

.

+
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1 differences between the two steam generators. The more

-' 2 quantitative, more detailed evaluations tend to help us
.

3 home in on that we did not have a broad difference between

4 the two generators.

5 MS. BRADFORD: Did the leakage that was diccovered
o

0 '
since your last hot functional test exceed licensee 's

7 a&ninistrative limits?

O WITNESS WILSON: The leakage that was discovered

6 in the last test was conducted with steam generators in

10 different conditions than there would be if the plant was

11 in operation. The pressure on the primary system was about
.s . . -

'
12 350 pounds and on the secondary was roughly atmospheric, and

I3
;< the plant was es.sentially cold. That leakage was measured

14 about a gallon-and-a-half per hour.

"'
When you try to extrapolate that to equivalent

operating conditions, it could be in the three to four gallons

per hour range and, therefore, uns less than the proposed

license conditions for snutdown and examination.
|
| MS. BRADFORD: Is that the --

20 WITNESS WILSON: That's the seven gallon por hour

figure. /./

22 MR. BRADFORD: IIad you not set a limit -- maybe

93
wel re talking about dif ferent things here -- of .l~ gallons~

.

24;:.j per minute -- was that the limit?
/

WITNESS WILSON: No, that was not a limit. That' *
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I was simply a rmeasurernent to ascei-tain the* current leak rate

2 of the generator.,'

,.

3 MS. BRADFORD: I believe that under those
i

.

4 conditions, if you exceeded that leak rate, you would locate

5 .
the damage and reset the limit?

.

G WITNESS WILSON: Not correct. If ve excep:ded

7 | that leak rate, it would be acceptable to operate it until
i
!
~

8 we've reached seven gallons per hour, and then we would shut
<

9 down and locate the Jeak.
.

10 MS. BRADFORD: .And then reset the -

11 WITNESS WILSON: And then readj us t the base line
'

4 30
12 leak depending on wliat we found.

13 MS. BRADFORD: Have you reestablished an-,

)

14 . administrative limit?
t

15 WITNESS WILSON: No, we have not. The administra-

16 tive limit is still one gallon per hour. A base line of one,

17 a change o'f six, for a total of seven.

18 MS. BRADFORD: Can you teil me how much damage'

|

10 was identi fled on the outer tube wall using oddy current

|
testing in your various20 i tests?

21 WITNESS SLEAR: I',can tell you about how much. I

22 don't have the numbers in front of me. My recollection is

23 thrgt we perhaps found approximately 50 tubes that had OD.

hl 24 indications identified by eddy current that required plugging.

25 This is not. atypical. The.TMI-2 steam generators-

-

i
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1 were eddy current tested af ter they were installed but before
. . .g
' (,j 2 they were operated, and we had a similar situation where we

!'
3 eddy current test'ed them in the field and found what at that

" 4 time was proven to be manufacturing defects. And in fact at
f

5 TMI-2 before the generator was even operative, we took about

!

6 50 tubes out of service.

'7 : I think the reason for this is that the eddy

8 current testing that we're doing today, perhaps a decade or

9 more after the generators were built, is more sensitive than

10 the eddy current testing that was done when the generators
'

11 were originally built.
.s . , ~ -

: .< . , ~ -
| 12 MS. BRADFORD: Is your new, more sensitive eddy

(=qr

T ,) _ 13L current test able to detect small pits and dents?'

14 MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your Ilonor, I- object to that

15 question on the grounds that this hearing is to investigate

16 the accuracy of the repair mechanism to the repair joints.

17 This issue is part of contention 1.a for whether*

a

18 - or not as a result of this repaired unit there is a likelihood

19 of rupture. I don't see how the sensitivity or pitting or

' 20 denting has anything to do with the repaired joints.

21 MS. BRADFORD: Wl, thin the documents, I have-read

22 that small pi ts can frequently be sites - for future corrosion.

23 . Inithat' case, it seems to me that you need to be able to
.

-
-

.,

( )J 24 identify those small pits so that you will be alerted to
,

J
. 25 possible later damage.- *

. .

, - - ,,,,,,,------w ,
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MR. Cl!URCIIILL: Your lionor, that may or may not

' i '}'
'

he ---
i / 2 ,

-. v .

.
JUDGE WOLFE: Just a moment. Ilow does that relate

,

to this contention, even assuming there may be some problem

there?
5

* " **0' Y " **"" ** *'*

6

those small pits with eddy current testing until they have
7

boCome Corroded, then --

9
. JUDGE WOLFE: What does this have to do with the

me to n ng e q ency of M tests? % at's
10

the contention now. Where are you going with that sort of
11

i quesdfon? .

12

- ,D MR. BRADFORD: If there are indications that are
I3

- C/ .
not picked up yet by the eddy current testing, it seems tog

me that it would be prudent to set a frequency of eddy current, g

testing so that you can determine when these problems are
16

epnningg
17

r

: a wou seem o e a qua M a W e --

;- 18
i

a difference in the qualitative test, not the frequency. Is
39

lat conect, iMs . BraMord?'

20

MS. DRADFORD: (No response.)
21

J<

JUDGE WOLFE: Go ahead, Ms. Bradford.
,

I

MS. BRADFORD: My proposed --
23 :

*\ -

r~%; JUDGE WOLFE: If you could address yourself the
,,4

best you can, then we'll just --
25

.
.

r --s e -m.-.-. ,y-,---- ,- --r.v- -p, , . - - + - , . , , , . , - - , - - , - . - , , - - - - , . - - - - , - , , , , , , - . , , .----,,,,,,,,,----n-e-- --.,-----.-----,y e~v,
..
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1 MS. BRADFORD: It's just that my proposed TMIA
.

Q Exhibit 2 showed ghat there hre indeed .small pits and: dehts int 3 2
v. ,

-
i.

3 tubes that were taken out for destructive testing.

4 (Pause.)

5 JUDGE WOLFE: The Board has considered the

6 objection. Possibly the objection is well taken. There is

7 some question in our minds where you are going with this. To

8 get out the facts, we will allow the question. Objection

'9 cverruled.
.

10 Could we have the question read back?

11 (Whereupon, the reporter read from the record,

:t ,8
''12 as' re' ques ted. )

.~

[~ 13 JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. Bradford?
-\

14 - MS. BRADFORD: The pits and dents I was referring
.

15 to are in the outer dimension.

16 WITNESS SLEAR: The first comment I would like
.

17 ' to make is that the Exhibit 2, which was not allowed, was

18 referred to as indicating that there were small pits and

19 dents that were not detected. I would point out that that'

,

20 eddy current probe.-- the time frame of this report 'is like

i ThisFebruary of 1982, which was vyy early f n the program.~ 21

22 is a 5-10 standard differential probe not using the high gain.
.,

23 Itiis significantly different than the probes we currently use,

j 24 and have used to determine 100 percent of the generators. We

25 - currently use a bigger diameter probe which increases our
.

!

. . ,
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1 sensitivity. We have increased the gain setting on the

.,3
-f 2- ' standard differential probe to improve our sensitivity and '

v.
~

3 we have a two-probe inspection where if we find an anomaly

4 that we cannot decipher or understand by the 5-40 standard

5 differential, we use the 8 by 1 absolute probe to further

G. interrogate the tube and to find whether or not it is defectivo.

7 So I-think it is in error to draw a parallel
,

8 between what we' re doing today and this report which is over

9- ten years old.

10. To answer the question concerning: is your more

11 sensitive ECT probe able to detect small pits and dents from

11 :*S
12 the duter. dimension'.of the tube, the answer is -- and perhaps

( 13 twofold -- we are certainly sensitive to dents. The standard

14_ differential probe is a very good probe for responding to

15 dents, whether OD or ID. It 'gives a very large signal which

16 is very easy to differentiate.

*
I don't have in my mind any relationship between17 .

18 dents and the potential for safety significance. But the

19 answer to the question is: yes, we can detect dents. With

!

N regard to small pits, we have shown the sensitivity of the

i 21 oddy current probe in relatio.nship to defects that require
: j-

plugging and have shown that it is adequate to detect defects22

23 that require plugging by our existing tech specs.
,

J '

' There are undoubtedly small pits, very small pits() 21

i that are below the thrn hold of sensitivity for eddy' current25
.
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1 in our steam generator, as they are in every steam generator

.. }
2 in this country. ,Therefore, there certainly would be small
3 pits that we mc.y not detect because they are below the threshold

-|
4 of sensitivity. But any pit of the size or degradation of

5 the size requiring plugging is easily detectable by our

6 sensitive cddy current probe.

7 MS. BRADFORD: Did the judgment regarding the

8 frequency of cddy current testing take into account the damage

9 to the outer dimension of the tubes, the pitting?

10 MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your Honor, I suppose there is

11 no harm in allowing the question to go, but I think it is

2 >S
12 important that I get on the record that once again this issue-

h
r 13 on the f requency c1.: eddy current testing is encompassed within

.J
14- another issue which is within the hearing, which has to do

15 with the repair process;

IG Somehow or another Ms. Bradford's questions have

17 got to be related to the direct consequences or the results

18 of these tubes having beca repaired and the repair process
.

,

19 itself.

20 Talking about looking for pits, dents or anything

21 clso on the outer surface of the tube, I see absolutely no
a

22 relationship between that and the repair process which took

23 place up inside the tubesheet, the outer surface of which the.

joint is smashed against the inner hole of the tubesheet..f)
24

v
25 MS. BRADFORD: I'm not sure if that was an

.

,e,,v,,,--.-,-,,v.~,, _
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1 objection to my question or not.

.}
-

2 MR. CllURCIIILL: It very much is an objection, yes.}
..

3 MS. BRADFORD: I am asking about the judgment of

4 frequency of eddy current testing, which is what I thought thin

5 testimony concerned. I am asking the witnesses ---

6 JUDGE WOLFE: But this does not relate to the
t

7' eddy current testing for the tubes in the tubechect; isn't
,

.

8' that correct?

9 MS. BRADFORD: It relates to the eddy current

10 testing of all of the tubes.

11 JUDGE WOLFE: Objection sustained.

12 3
MS. BRADFORD: Were the detailed technical

13
f assessments referred to on page 8, item 4 cxtended to areas
v

14 outside the tubeshect?

15 WITNESS: WILSON: There was no repair outside the

16 tubenhee t.-

MS. BRADFORD: liow long do you predict it will17 -
-

18 take for TMI's Unit 1 steam generator to reach chemical
,

!

I9 equilibrium?

20 WITNESS SLEAR: Chemical equilibrium, as it's
.

I
21 referred to in this testimony { 1 ends itself to looking at

,

22 where we're trying to go with the steam generators prior to
.

23 going in for the eddy current test.
,

/ What we' re trying to achieve is allowing a period24

25 . of time in which perhaps any residual sulphate that might
*

.

-.. . - - - . - _ -
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:

remain on the surface goes into solution and is removed by

our cleaning process, the ongoing line exchange process. ItJJ 2,

! . -
,

w- also refers to the f act that we have looked at what our steam
3

generators have been in, a long-term layof f, haven't been
4

operated for a number of years. We wanted to allow a certain
5

period of hot operation such that the normal oxides typical
6

of a steam generator have been well formed and the surface
7

has been repassivated and that the system is in an equilibrium
8

state.
9

It also suggests that we considered the fact
10

that if, in fact, something were to happen that is unexpected,
11

1 that;There needs to be a certain period of time for that to12

occur. If one were to make the examination period too short,3 33,

r i

G
certain things might be overlooked. So it is a number o.f

g4

reasons that went into assessing when to do the examination.
15

And to say what is the exact time for chemical
IG

equilibrium to occur, it is possible it could occur in a matter
17

.

of hours. But to be . conservative, we set a longer period of
33

,

time to allow for a longer operation under normal reactor
39

operating conditions.20 I

I
MS. BRADFORD: When you say there are unexpected

21

factors that you f actored intS this , is that in the chemistry?
22

WITNESS GIACOBBE: There's nothing unexpected
23 .

i the chemistry. We have established very conservative
} 24,--
L i ) chemistry limits for this plant, and we have the on-line

25

.

I

!
i
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1 I

i capability of analyzing for that chemistry. So we don't expect
, i;

chemistry upsets or anything unexpected in that region.

3 #
MS. BRADFORD: I don' t understand your reference

4
of waiting for something unexpected.

5
WITNESS GIACOBBE: Anytime you change a system, j

you go hot, you go cold, you add oxygen, you remove oxygen,

7 there's a certain amount of chemical equilibrium that changes. I
!

8
Through hot functional testing, we have established that

9
nothing detrimental has occurred, nor do we expect that,

10
because we have tested it. We have put in limits which preclude

!11
that. !

'

,

-* 12 7 But to be conservative and to look at what is ;

#

. the best for this steam generator, what is the best for

14 s a fe ty , an extended period of operation allows us the best !
I

possible combination of operating conditions to establish
16 equilibrium plus optimizing when you should go in and do
17

eddy currbnt testing. It is really a balance when you look .

I

I.13
at the whole thing.

f

MS. BRADFORD: I have no more questions.

!20 .

21 ,

'.,

22

i

23 ,

*
.

24 .'.
~'! |

5'' 25
|

t
. i

;

i

.
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1 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Au?
,

~

%

/ 2 MR. AU: Common' wealth has no questions .
U" :.

3 JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. Wagner?

4 MS. WAGNER: Staff has no questions.

5 JUDGE WOLFE: Redirect?

-6 MR. CllURCIIILL: Yes, sir. I

7. REDIRECT EXAMINATION
,

8 MR. CllURCIIILL: Mr. Wilson, earlier on cross j

9 examination by Ms / Bradford, she asked something about /

.10 kinetically expanded tubes, and I believe your reply was that.

/. ..

Slear testifie'd earlier there are no kinetically exppnded11 Mr.

.e a*-
12 joint's in steam generators in nuclear plants.

:\

(~s{ - '13 My recollection of Mr. Slear's testimony is that
V

14 he was referring to repairs as opposed to original manufacture.

*

'15 Was that your reference, too?
|

16 WITNESS WILSON: Yes, that was my reference.

/
MR. CllURCilILL: You also in' response to the''

17 .

s

18 question shid that a new baseline sensitivity has not been

19 established for the steam generators. In your opinion, would

120 = that proposed license, condition require the establishment of a

21 new baseline before you go up; to power?
'

-j;
22 WITNESS WILSON: No. The axial' leak that was

23 roferred to has been plugged, and we consider the baseline
* m~

.

e 24 still valid as a ' conservative upper limit, and would not changej g.
8J ,

25 * i t.
'

- .

6

ime m ommmm m mmmmme e
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1 | MR. Cllul(Cl!ILL: So, that's in accord with the

~j |*

,

2 proposed license condition?
r .

.

v

3 WITNESS WILSON: I believe it is, yes.

4 MR. CIlURCiiILL: I have no o'ther questions .

5 JUDGE WOLFE: All right, we wi11 proceed with

G the Board's ques tions .

7 JUDGE LAMB: Could someone on the panel explain

8 for the record briefly the di f ference between di f ferential

o probe characterization and an absolute probe ECT measurement?

10 UITNESS SLEAR: Yes, sir, I believe I can.

11 Standard differential refers to the characteris-]
.-'g

12 tic df. a probe where the coils that are carrying the

(' 13 electricity whi ch is inducing eddy currents in the tube are
w ,'

14 i wound cir6umferentially'. There are two of them.
I

15 We compare one coil's signal to the other and

16 get a di f ferential signal . As the coils are passing down

17 th ro ugh th.c tube .and pass a defect indication, they become

18 unbalanced.

10 As the first coil passes the defect, it

20 unbalances the signal when compared with the second coil. Thot

21 results in the indication that you can see on an oscilloscope.
s

22 So that's the characteristic of a standard differential probe,

23 is., a circumierentially wound coil, two o f them, one bei.ng
h*

,

fm,, 24 compared to the othe r.
,)

25 In an absolute probe, the coils , instead of being
.
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1 wound circumferentially, are essentially axially wound.'

-- 2 Looking at sections of the tube, looking out like this, if die

_

3 tube is running down in front of me, you are looking out at

4 sections of the tube.

5 They are not compared to other coils, but ra th e r

G the upset in the signal from that individual coil itself

7 results in an indication which could be characterized as a

8 de fec t.

9 That's where you get the term " absolute," and it

10 is not a differential type of comparison between two coilsi

11 but rather it is one coil and the characteristic of the

* 12 geomdiby of the coi.1 is such that it is axially oriented

) 13 looking out at various sections of the tube.

14 The reason we call the probe an 8 by 1 probe is,
,

15 we found earlp in the program that in order to get 360 coverage~

IG you basically have to put eigh t coils around the circumference

17 because each one looks at an arc length of the tube. There fo rc

18 we ended up calling the study an 8 by 1 absolute probe.

10 We didn' t uniquely develop absolute probes fo r .

20 TMI- 1, b ut the 8 by 1 probe was in fact developed for us to get

21 360 degree coverage.
,

'1

22 JUDGE LAMB: I was looking at your testimony on

23 pqge five and wondering about the significance of the dif-
..

24 forence between liaving the differential probe characterization'

q

25 on all of the tubes and the absolute probe data on 800 of them.

'.

.

- - - - _
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I WITNESS SLEAR: 'I think I can explain the
,

,

- . }( - 2 difference fairly easily In the area of the kinetic.(~
U '

face

'

3 expansion, the tube itsclf is essen'tially coined into the

o f the tubeshset, so fif there is a ripple on the tubeshoot.g

/

5 there'will be a ripple on ' the tube.

As I menti.oned when .we were talking about the
6

-,,s.
,

7 sensitivity of the standard dif ferential probe to dents, it is
,

'

.,- 7 -
, ,,

8 .Very sensit;ive to dents'. A. ripple on the tube is similar to
- s,

~

9 a dent. -

10 [#
'!'h e re for e , the standard differential probe

sensitivity is reduced significantly in,the expanded area11 ,

eca$Ie of all' the signals that you're getting from these12

s
- ,

"

uni $haortantLhut prehent dents, and ripples in the tube.Q 13

v '

its[ 'The' absolute ' probe, on the other hand,
14 <

. ,
,.

15 background ~ noise ' level, if you will, is not significantly'

~... , .-

16 ,a ffected by these ripples, and therefore it is a better --
. . <
s .,-

i.e. , nurg sensitive -- probo,.to use in the area of kinetic' , . .

17

t- ..
-expansion. j ;18 ;

< .

'
, ' c j ,,

Thatiswhy'wetoo$'800 tubes and got a baseline'

19
' / '

.

.: -- ,

20 on them, pu( the ahnoluto probe in L,$e area of the kinetic
- .,

*

,~ .

2i " expansion totennute,we would have somethincj to compare it to
.

'
,,

.

.~ . . ,

.. .
in the futur's 1;o make sure wd didn' t have qngoing degradation.

'

22 -~,
. , ,

23'.
' r '";,. JUDPE'bAMB: The future tests will be which typei

. "

,,y y - ~

. .
.- : -:,

WITNESS SLEAR: The future tests would include,+

{' , .. | 24
i

'uj ' *

25 ; fo'r these 800 tubed' wlgere"we have some absolute probe eddy
,. . . -

.

e
ge q

N $sI

.?Y

" '' %;
s , ,

3 4. ,

>V
-

-- , .- .. , ,. -, . ,, _ , , - - - - . -..m - - - - . . . _ . ,
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f1s- current data -- some number of those would be examined on a

1
k4

,]$- peri dic basis to insure that there is no degradation, and for
2

f )
'

..

' ' ' the other tubes, and certainly for the free span of the tube,3
,

the record inspection would be the standard differential 5-40-
4

probe. But I would point that when the standard differential,y

5-40 probe gives us a signal that we cannot clearly interpret as
G-

a defect, we go in with the second probe, the 8 by 1 absolute,7

even in the' free span to further characterize and understand8
,

that indication.9,

.

/ JUDGE LAMB: At the top of that page you mention
10

,

'

that -- let me see if I can try and reconstruct this -- you |gg
|

1|L 12 would p onduct ECT at the subsequent shutdown refueling. My-

understanding is that you would do three percent of the tubes
.(-4 13

+

R~J- at'that time.g

WITNESS SLEAR: Yes, as a minimum; that's what is
15

16 required by the - Tech Specs.

JUDGE LAMB: Do you mean that you would only do
17 ,

j. U3
this once, or you would do this on each refueling?

I

g) _ WITNESS SLEAR: My recollection of the table in'
*

20 our safety cvaluation indicates that not only the three per-

cent examination, but all the other special examinations--there21

's.
is about a two or three-page table that talks about all the

22

special exams, and they include some discussion about these 80023
. .

tub'es in absoluto- data . But that would be done, at the minimum,'

247y,

' at the 90/120-day outage and at the next refueling. Then,'
25 ,

. . .

e

t
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,

/ obviopsly, as you do with any program, you continue to evaluate1,

| | ,

i /

'e~4 the data and conclude whether or not it needs to be continued
'

2
''v. /

/ to be examined or'if there is no need to continue the3 '/
4 ,c <amina tion.-

i !

[ JUDGE LA11B : So what would happen af ter that has5

g not yet been determined?

UITNESS SLEAR: It would be something that we, in7

conjunction with the NRC, would continue to work on.g

WITNESS WILSON: I would make one comment. In
9

/
10 any event, the standard Tech. Specs require examination frequenc/

4

of 12 to 24 months. Most plants, depending upon the fueling
11

I a .-

12 cyclot'tiha t they ' re on, really, in fact, examino at every refuel-' *

ing cycle the minimum three percent sample size.(1
~~

13

v

14 JUDGE LAMB: At the bottom of page five and the

15 top of page six you indicate that you have an extensive quali-

fication program on the repair which has tested kineticallyIG

17 expanded jpints out to five years of load cycling and 15 years

18 of thermal cycling.

I am not clear on the basis for that, what that
19

20 refers to.

WITNESS SLEAR: If you look at the operating
21

J-

22 history of a steam generator, it is subject to various cycles,

23 .stgrtup, shutacea, cooldowns and heatups.
,

In ileveloping the qualifica tion program for the''t 24
|*

25 kinetically expanded joints, we basically took a look at the
d

h
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1 design basis, heatdp and cooldown cycles, for example, and I'

;
''

(])
g '

2 believe there the design basis is 38 per year.
* My
l e.

3 We took that number and we multiplied it by 15
I ,

|'

4 and subjected the joint to almost 600 heatup and cooldown#
,

'

5 cycles as part of the qualification program. The obvious in-

6- tent was to insure not only that we had a joint which was per-

7 forming exceptionally well right af ter kinetic . expansion, but
I

|8 a joint . that we could expect to, over the years, continue to
I |

9 perform well. ,/.

|
,

i

10 So we basically took a look at the/ operating.

I

.
11 cycles a steam generator is designed for and tried to model'

! "* 12 them $c5 best we could in the qualification program..a . ,

'

,

M 13 JUDGE LAMB: You do not have this information+

,
5 1

\_./ ,/*

14 based on actual time, but. based;on'the number of~ cycles. involved?
!

< 15 ' WITNESS SLEAR: That is correct. It is based on

16 the number,of cycles., ,
,

/
,/. JUDGE LAMB: On'page seven and at,the. top of page17 -

cight,,your item 1 -- the bottom of page seven and the top of18
, ,

I
19 pago eight, I'm not clear'on why equilibrium must be reached in

20 order to get full benefits from oddy current testing. Could
4

. 21 you clarify -that for me? 7,'
. !.'

,! 22 WITNESS GIACOBBE: In order to derive full benefib

23 from the eddy current examination we wanted to assure that we
,

'
'

']
had the system hot and operating for some minimum period of24

a
25 ( time. That period of timo is not one that you could put a

.

- e .,or - - < , , - 3y, v.-, - - a e, , - - - - - _ . ., m - y - -~- ,ra- - w- --y3 ,- -9-
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| |
' quantitative hard number on; but conservatively we felt that |3

|

the time frame which we were looking at was one in which the'

2

|
sulfur, the chemistry, the tubes, everything, had a chance to3

i
I go into that chemical state, which is representative of a long-

4

term normal operating kind of state.
5

Uc felt that three months would be conscrvative6

and that is why that was chosen. 'It just allows the. system to
7

achieve the chemistry and equilibrium such that eddy current
3

testing is most meaningful. We didn't want to go in too soon
9

in the event that something was going on which was totally un-
10

11
expected to us; that we had an agenda operating cequence there.

~

~8 8 JUDGE LMIB: But between eddy current testing --
12

13 I'm trying to clear this up.in my mind. Det/cen the measure-~S

ments that you make in your eddy ~ current testing, the systemi
14

I /
presumably would be out of chemical equilibrium for part of eac 1

15

of those cycles, wouldn' t it, and in equilibrium for part?16

WITNESS GIACOBBE: I think in the terms in which
17 .,

we have used chemical equilibrium here, it describes coming
18

back from the long-term lay-up. ,

19

Once you've come back, the steam generator has
20

21 developed its oxide films that are typical of all steam genera-|
/

22 tors. We don' t anticipate and initially it would not show

23 if_anything else was going to occur.
. .

We felt that we were in a situation where we= 24

could have these tubes laid up for five years, and it was,

25

|
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' j34-
t appropriate'to have a certain break-in period, if you will,

.,

(' 2 that allowed system equilibrium to be achieved so that the
- Q)

,

3 steam generators were in a normal oxidized, passive state.

4 JUDGE LAMB: In other words, you would anticipate

5 during the'first cycle, it would require some time to get

G equilibrium, but that thereaf ter you wouldn' t destroy the

7 equilibrium when you conducted the cddy current testing?

8 UITNESS GIACOBBE: That's correct. Equilibrium

9 really refers to coming back from this particular long-term

10 outage.

11 JUDGE LAMB: That's all I have.

.S' ,S
12 JUDGE'HETRICK: To follow up on the last ques-"

13 tion, ..am- I correct that you are not saying that the results of(~,
s/

14 eddy current examinations after a short time would be inaccurat a

'15 or inappropriate;.is that correct?

16 WITNESS GIACOBBE: No. No way is that a reflec-

17 tion on th*c results of the eddy ' current exam. It is strictly

18 to allow a sufficient period of operation. One doesn't want to

19 be too short in the time frame, nor does one want to be too

20 long in the time frame. We felt that this was optimized for

21 the conditions of our generator.
6

22 JUl; 2 LAMB:' Uould you be able to determine when

23 you have reached equilibrium and, if so, how?
,

( '24 WITNESS GIACOBBE: As I stated, in reality

N./
's' equilibrium is probably going to be achievcd very quickly. Uc'

.

' mir -ti u sis i us ai - i ie
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have gone through extensive corrosion tests; we have gone

3

' j) through a number of hot functional tests. What we are looking
2.

r

t Primarily is the fact that there is some small amount of'3
|
' residual sulfur,perhaps remai,ning on those tubes; and this

4

11 ws that residual sulfur to be slowly removed under protec-
5

tive conditions that are afforded us by being hot and being
6

I
,

de-acrated. And so, we, from our own hot functional test, we
7

have learned that you can put the system on line, you can go
8

hot, and there is no problem in achieving chemistry within the
9

specifications we've established.
10

S therefore, equilibrium for all practical,
11

,

4 purp pos has been achieved, although ua still felt conserva-
12

-d tively the longer -- the three-month period would allow addi-
13

tional sulfur removal, additional pausivation; and that was a
14

conservative approach on our part.
15

JUDGE WOLFE: Crous-examination on Board questions.
IG

Ms. Bradford?
17 ,

MS. BRADFORD: Yes, I just have a few questions,
18

RECROSS-EXAMINATIONgg

MS. BRADFORD: On the qualification progran, how
20

did you factor in the history.of TMI to that program?21
: /. !
'

WITNESS SLEAR: What qualification program?
22

f1S . BRADFORD: The qualification of the joints
23

1.

which -- I assume that's what you are referring --
24,a

)
WITNESS SLEAR: The quali fication of the kinetic

25

~.

|

|
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1 expansion repairs? I

\ 2 MS. BRADFORD: Yes./
' ;

3 MR.*CHURCllILL: Excuse me, Your Honor; I would / -

4 have to object to that. I believe she may be referring to th

long-term corrosion testing that the question was asked about,Si

G with the 15 years of simulated operating experience. Excuse

7 me; if I could just find that. ,.

'
.|
/

8 (Pause.)
!

.9 MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your IIonor, I withdraw the
!

-1

10 objection. ,

,

11 MS. BRADFORD: Uould you like me to repeat the

. 4 t:
12 question?

,

f-~ 13 UITNESS SLEAR: Yes, please do.

- tr
14 MS. BRADFORD: I asked: how wouldjthe qualifica-

,

.

'
i
.

the expanded joint' factor in the idad time history15 tion test of
i

|.;-

16 and so' the down-time five-and-a-half year history of the

17 steam tube's into that testing?
.

18 UITNESS SLEAR: If you look et the kinetic expan-

sion repair 1itself, there are a number of key parameters which19

are the subject of another testinony, specifically Dr. Pai's20

. 21 testimony, that can affect thie, kinetic expansion and its per-
* s.

72 formance.

23 What we did was examine the TMI-l steam generator
.

i*
.

tubes as they exi'st today and confirmed that there is no change['} 24

k) in those key parameters as a result of either age or the25 *
,

4

b- imi oi nsma e
'

'
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'l .
corrosion pr cess, what-have-you, and, therefore, concluded' '

.
,

,

' ''j-{r that it was acceptable to use archive tubing in the qualifica-2
.(j

.

tion program; archieve tubing in the sense that it was tubing
| r

3
'

l' -
,

'

available on the shelf that is from the same heats that were4

installed in TMI-l but not tubing that had actually operated in'

5

TMI-1. The tubing allowed us to bracket such things as yieldo,

strength, which are important to the performance of the kinetic< - 7

/:

/ cxpansion process.8

MS..BRADFORD: I'm sorry; are you finished?'

9

!.

' 10' UITNESS SLEAR: I believe that's the answer to'~

,

11 your question.

:S 12 s MS. BRADFORD: So it did not take in the historyk

.

- ' 13 ' Of.the' tubes, but the geometry of the tubes?
U .

The answer is that it took-intoWITNESS SLEAR:14

account the history in terms of we examined tubes as they exist- 15 -

today in the TMI-l steam. generator for the properties which are16

important ,to the performance of the kinetic expansion, and we17

showed that those properties have not changed with time; and,
18

therefore, we casentially factored in what we had to the
19

qualification program and utiliked tubing in the program from20

heats that are installed at TMI-1, which allowed us to bracket
21

4.
22 such key paramotors as yield strength.

23 MS '. BRADFORD: That did not factor in -- let me

\i

- 24 ask you this question: does the loss of pretension have an' *

N
25 , offect on the joint?

| .

'

.

N - e ,
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1 WITNESS SLEAR: No; loss of pretension has no
. t

cffect on our ability to make a kinet'ically expanded joint.},i)
~

2

%-) ' i
3 MS . ';BRADFORD : .But it does add compressive load

/

to the tube, and that would be disdributed evenly over the4

I

5 length of the tubing, including that portion within the tube-

6 shect; is that correct?
>

7 WITNESS SLEAR: No, I don't think that's true at

8 all. As you think about a friction joint, which is what the
'

i
9 kinetic expansion process does, gives you a mechnical jo. int

! !
10 that's fairly long; thejointitself,thesix-inchqualifica-[

tion length within a fraction of an/
#

inch, several hundredi 11

j j

, * 12 poundP,' is essential.ly held by that joint. Therefore, a severa L

!.. - .

. 13 hundred pound change in proload wouldn't even be noticed by the
/i

l ~'/
14 top inches of the kinetically expanded joint. You can' t trans--

/
15 for the load up there. The load is essentially transferred

is within the'first portion,of an inch of the kinetically expanded

joint to the tubeshoot,.itself, and the rest of the kinetically17

18 expanded joint doesn't even see the presence or the absence of

19 several hundred pounds of load.

20 MS. B RADFORD: And the transition zone.

21 UITNESS SLEAR: nThe transition zone is, in fact,
f,

22 below the friction fit arca, and, yes, it would see whatever

23 change the rest of the tube docs, which is as you described, the
i*

.

j 21 load is distributed over the length of the tube., g,
i''!

25 MS. BRADFOItD: So there would be extra compressivo
.

.

6
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1
force applied to that, to the transition zone?

2 UITNESS CRONEBERGER: If I could, the qualifica-

3 tion basis from a] load standpoint of the joint was the tension
'

load. The tension load was based upon an axial condition.4

5 We are now talking in terms of loss of proload.

i

6 So the loss in preload simply is a delta reduction in tension

7 force which would be used for the qualification basis. The

8 loss of preload helps; it does not hinder.

9 MS. BRADFORD: I don't understand. Does the loss

10 of preload add the compressive force to the --

11 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: The force concerned with

C-4
12 the q*calification of a joint is a tension force. 'The tension

13 force is as a result of, among other things, the temperature

14 differential I discussed between tube and shell.

15 That force, as we have said in the testimony, for

IG the main steam line break is some 3,100 pounds.

17 The lecs of preload is simply a small c '.ange in*
.

18 the tensile load that would be applied to the tube. In no

19 case under those cooldowns, which are the design basis, do we

20 ever see compressive load.

21 fld. BRADFORD: B,ut when you're in a steady state
1/.

22 there is a compressive load on the tube, and this could be an

23 additional --
h*

a

24 WIT' NESS CRONEBERGijR: Yes, that's correct, but

25 that is a small number in comparison to the design basis for
*

.
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1 the tube.

''
- . 2 MS. BRADFORD: I see. On the three percent

!
~

sampling on every shutdown, how do you select the sample?3

4 UITNESS SLEAR: The tubes are intended to be and

5 are a random sample of the steam generator, with the further

G consideration that it is more ef ficient to perhaps do one row

7 at a time.

8 So in the past we have historically picked alter-

9 nate rows and essentially gone completely across the steam

10 generator,and then gone to another portion of the steam genera-

11 tor and gone completely across it. But, in general, it is

* 12 intenCed and it is a random sample of tubes throughout the

i-) 13 steam generator.f

14 Certainly, one key aspect of any future edcy

15 current examination is,if you have a tube that has an indica-

10 tion from a previous exam that it did not require to be plugged'

17 or taken out of service, that tube is also part'of the future

18 examination.

19 So you would clearly, on any future examination,

20 not only get a random sample of the steam generator, but you

21 would get a reinterpretation or a reinterrogation, I should say,
G

! 22 and a reevaluation to insure the existing known indications

23 haven' t changed with time, which is part of what we have just
*) i

A 24 completed in the last few weeks.
1 .

I N

25 MS. BRADFonD: So that's in addition to this thrce
j

'

.

'.

0

.
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1 |
percent?

")' WITHESS SLEAR: Yes.2
!

3 N6 * '.13RADFORD: You would add -- I can't even

remember all the --
4

WITNESS SLEAR: If you knew a tube from before5

had an indication in it, you would reexamine that tube in addi-G ,

tion to the Ll. ret. percent random sample.
7

.

The three percent random sample is basically8

looking for new problems on a statistical basis, whereas9

c:~.aining known indications is the continued assurance that
10

33 . number one, isn't required to be plugged,whatever is there,

8 and, gnimber two, that it isn't getting worse.no it's a problen
12

r in that case it's not a problem.i 13
--

MS. BRADFORD: I have no more questions.
14

JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Au?15

MR. AU: No questions,
16

JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. Wagner?g7 ,
,

MS. WAGNER: No questions, sir.
18

JUDGE WOLFE: Redirect, Mr. Churchill?
39

MR. CIIURCIIILL: No questions, sir.
20

JUDGE WOLFE: We will have a 15-iainute recess.21

22 (Recess.)
,

23 JUDGE WOLFE: Back on t.he record.
,

i'

~

24 MR . ',CIIURCIIILL: Your llonor, I realize that we

;
s

4 *
'8 O e d .
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1 made by one of the witnesses that does require some clarifica-
.. .

'Q tion. I believe there was an error. It has to do with re-2
t t

3 establishing the base lino.

4 May I ask one or two questions?

5 JUDGE WOLFE: This would be on redirect.

MR. CIIURCIIILL: Yes.g,

7 FURTilER REDIRECT. . EXAMINATION

'

8 MR. CllORCIIILL: Mr. Uilson,.if'you recall, I asked

9 you on redirect a question of whether or not, after this latest

10 leakage was discovered, whether. the base line leakage rato

11 would have to be reestablished in accordance with the proposed

# leak tilte condition...12

M 13 Could you tell me what the situation is on that,

b., ')
~

14 please?
.

15 WITNESS WILSON: Yes; I think I answered the
.

IG question before saying that no, we would not reestablish the

.17 base linc .,lcak rato, 'which is the current one-gallon per hour

18 leak rato.

19 In examining the Board notification, I was in

20 crror. In fact, we will establish a new base line leak rate on

21 restart of the plant.
'<

22 MR. CIlURCIIILL: Thank you.'

.

2:1 JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. liradford, anything with regard
,

. ;

'

24 to that. response?'. .

id
''

25 . MS. BRADFORD: No.

.

e
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1 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Au?

.%
'~I 2 MR. AU: No questions.
Nj '

3 JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. Wagner?

4 MS. WAGNER: No questions.

5 JUDGE WOLFE: Where do we stand now with respect

G to the next issue?

7 MR. CilURCIIILL: The next issue is Issue 1.c, and

8 the sponsors of that issue are up there at the witness table.

9 prepared for cross-examination on it.

10 This is the issue that includes Mr. Broughton,

11 our witness, whose scheduling. problems don't enable him to be

Ost
12 here past the and of the day today, so I think it lookslike the

M 13 timing may work out well,
t !

14 May I ask, Ms. Bradford, if it looks like you

~

15 may not finish this issue today, do you think you could at

to least finish with Mr. Broughton?

17 MS. BRADFORD: I think we'll be finished tod'y.* a
.

18 with Mr. Broughton.

19 MR. CilURCilILL: Thank you.

20 CROSS-EXAMINATION

21 MS. BRADFORD: On page four of your testimony,
/

22 the first full paragraph, you say "The initial power ascension

23 program was developed, prior to knowledge of the damage to the
*

i
.

| steam generators..." Was this slow power ascension -- was this24]
planned prior to this ki}owledge of the damage in recognition

~

25
.
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that five-and-a-half years of maintenance and cold shutdown

" w uld have an unknown and possibly damaging effect on all plant
2

systems, incluaincj the steam generators?
3

|

MR. Cl!URCIIILL: Your IIonor, I would object to
4

that question in all. respects except with respect to the steam'

5

generator.g

MS. DRADFORD: The Licensee has said that they
7

already had a slow ascension to power program in place and
8

that essentially it is unchanged.g

m qu ry ng w eder dat was a recognMon dat
10

the extended time was damaging to plant systems.
11

4 MR. CIIURCilILL: Your IIonor, the testimony is that
12

the power ascension program was in place already for other
13

y ~

reasons.
14

The purpose of that testimony is that the Board
15

has asked us how were the power ascension limits established?
16

The first point the witnesses are making is that the program
17

itself already was there without regard to the damage because
18

' we didn' t know about the damage.
gg

So the next step is, okay, that being the cace,
20

31 how, if at all, were the limit 3$ changed or modified because of
~

.

the steam generators?
22

Any questi n, therefore, about how it was estab-
23 -

h*
,

~ lished originally '.as an admission t hat a lay-up of five to five-g

and-a-half years would be damaging to plants is totally outside
25

-
.

w_._... . . . _ . . . . .
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1 the scope of their testimony.

A
( ) 2 MS. pRADFORD: Am I to understand that the
\_/

r.
3_ Licensee is saying that this slow return to power is only be-

4 cause there was damage to the steam generator?

5 . JUDGE'WOLFE: What Mr. Churchill says is that'

for you to pose a proper question, it should be whether, by6 '

7 virtue of the stress corrosion cracking to the tubes, the

'

8 original plans for power ascension have been changed.

9 Is that your question, or are you going right
,

10 from ground zero and asking why power ascension limitations

it were determined in the first place for the entire plant?

:2 >$
12 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, I am asking why the original*

j 13 slow power ascension --
'.

14 JUDGE WOLFE: That goes beyond the scope of the;
!

15 contention. The objection is sustained.
!

1G You may. query about in light of the repairs, |
|

whether anIy changes were made to the original power ascension17 i

'18 limitations.

19 MS. BRADFORD: On the bottom of page four, the

paragraph that starts on the bottom of page four and continues20

21 to page five, you discuss various pre-critical tests.
. < .

22 Did that include the hot functional test? -

23 UIT!4ESS BROUG11 TON: Yes. The pre-critical tests' "

.

24 referred to here did ' include the period of hot operation to

(f') |
s

-

25 test the steam generatory .
,

.

:-

- _ . . _ .. .. _
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,

MS..BRADFORD: And you end by saying the results
1

s .

2 (confirm the adequacy of the repair process and the operability$iQ.
I i
%. J I

of the steam generators.3 t

IIas that been changed by the recent discovery of
4

leakage?
5

WITNESS BROUGIITON: No, it has not.
6

MS. BRADFORD: On the bottom of page five you
7

' state that the 48 percent power point was chosen because, ,

8

among other things, it follows the tests which load the steam9-

10 generator tubes.-,

What are the tests which --ig

0 WITNESS BROUGIITON: There are two tests scheduled4 512
'

2 in the -test programs to be run at 43 percent power. Those arer) g3

^');

the loss of feedwater test, which requires the use of emergency
14

feedwater, and then immediately following that test there is a,
15

test which evaluates the transition to natural circulation,
16

which also, uses emergency feedwater but fills the steam genera-
17 ,

tors to a different level.18

Those two tests will cause different loads on~the
19

steam generator tubes than they would see if they were running20

at a steady state condition.21
(+

I don't know that we have quantified those loads,
22

but those are test's which would cause the steam generator to'

23
'

. .

sec loads which arc different from the previous operation duriny'

24N'
25 . the testi program.

'.
*

.

- _ . _ _ . . . . . . . . . .-
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1 MS. BRADFORD: " Previous operation during the
.; ;'

2 test program" meaning the ascension to 48 percent power, or --
.[jA ''

3 WITNESS BROUGIITON: Those are actually run at*

4 40 percent power, so it would be the first phase of the low

5 power testing, in the zero to five percent range, and then the-

6 increased power up to the 40 percent point.

7 MS. DRADFORD: At the top of page 6, beginning
,

8 five lines down from the top, starting " Experience from the

g steam generator pre-critical tests corroborated that 30-day

10 hold periods would provido adequate time for stabilizing the

11 plant and collecting statistically . valid data," would you

cxpan[on that?#
12

fi 13 WITNESS BROUGIITON: In particular, when uc did
a

14 the hot test program and were monitoring the steam generator

15 leakage, thero.wcro hold periods as part of that program which

16 were placed af ter various cooldown periods.

During those hold' periods wo did everything wo*
17 .

18 could to maintain steady conditions in the plant and frcquently

19 calculated the leak rato.

!

| 20 Mr. Sicar spoke earlier about statistical data
|

21 gathered with regard to the li k rate; it was gathered during

I that test program and allowed us to evaluate how repeatable the22
:
r

I 23 leak rate readings were.

|
* ~
.

24 So lt is primarily the experience we gained from| (~*}
| %/

-

25 leak rate monitoring as part oc that test program that wo used
.
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1 to assure ourselves that the period of 30 days trould be inore

,) |
('l 2 than adequate to allow a good evaluation of the plant leak rate .

O t |

3 MS.IBRADFORD: And then the monitoring was the

4 grab samples that you talked about earlicr?

5 WITNESS BROUGIITOM: Well, the monitoring is done

G both by looking at the on-line instruments that were mentioned

7 carlier and also by taking grab samples.

8- MS. BRADFORD: The next paragraph on page six

9 indicates that " Management reviews are scheduled prior to power

10 increases following the 48 percent power hold..." I don't

11 quite understand what that means.

t &:

12 How are you going to revicu -- first, what level'

13 of management; explain that.
V

14 WITNESS WILSON: It has been proposed that, in

15 addition to the normal plant and engineering review of test

16 data which'uill take place, there is a special senior manage-

ment grou1. which includes the plant vice-president, includes317

18 myself, includes a member of independent safety review. groups,

19 includes the president of the company, who will, in fact, sit'

20 doun and review with the people who perform the test and review >

21 the data and render a judgnent;, and confirm the judgment, hope-
. /-

22 fully, of the plant staff engineering that the plant is behaving

23 properly.
,

r) 21 MS. DRADFORD: The independent safety re tiew
i

_r

25 ' group is with the TPR, t;l at group?
.
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WITNESS WILSON: No. I think I said that on the
1

s ni r m n gement mmittee is one member from one of the com-*

2

pany independent safety review groups. That member is chair-3

man of what we call the GORB, the General Office Review Board,
4

and he is a member of that panel.,
,,

MS. BRADFORD: At the bottom of that paragraph,g

the last sentence indicates that management will be reviewing
7

open items at that time.g

What items do you expect open at that time?g

UITNESS WILSON: I don' t know that we expect any,
10

but if there are any, they will be reviewed.
11

, MS. BRADFORD: On the same page, on page six, yous*
* 12 ,

% have a quote from . the February TPR report, and it seems in this
33

report that 'the TPR was not sure that a month would be sufficient.
14

,

They state that a hold period of perhaps a month or more at 40
13

percent power should be considered.
IG

Have you knowledge of whether they have since
17

,

,

changed their mind.or more firmed up that hold period?
13

WITNESS WILSON: I think, as the testimony states
39

in the following paragraph, that in its May 16, 1983 report the
20

' TPR stated that "The GPU Nuclear response is satisfactory."
21

/.

They agree with our current tes t recommendati.ons.
22

f tS . IIRADFORD: I have no more questi.ons. Thank
7) ,

..
- ,.

gg you.
,

:

JUDGM NOLPH: tir. Au?
2."2 .

. .

4
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1 MR. AU: I.have no questions.

''[ 2 JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. Wagner?'

I;

3 MS. NAGNER: No questions.
'

JUDGE WOLFE: Redirect, Mr. Churchill?4

I MR. CilURCIIILL: No redirect, Your IIonor.5 '

G JUDGE UOLFE: Board questions?

7 JUDGE LAMB: Just a couple of quick questions.

g Uhen you refer to- a hold period, you mean holding at the speci-
.

fied power level; is that correct?9

10 WITNESS BROUGilTON: That is correct.

11 JUDGE LAMB: Do you hold the entire 30 days at

12 that Ybvol, if possibic?

13 WITL ESS BROUGIITON: Yes; the intention would be
I- }s
\J

14 to hold at 48 percent power for a period of 30 days; the'n con-
.

15 tinue the test program up to '75 percent; hold at 75 percent

1G power lovel for another 30 days.

JUDGE LAMB: If anything required shutdown during*
17 .

18 that period, would you repeat that for the entire 30-day hold?

19 WITNESS BROUGilTON: If we were unable to hold for

20 30 days due to plant problems, I think we would have to re-

evaluato what the problems war,e and determine how much, if any,21
'. /.

22 of the hold period needed to be recovered.

23 JUDGE LAMB: One other item. On page 5 you use a'
.

* ~

.

gg 24 picco of jargon; 'I wonder if>you would clarify it in normal' i

(J
25 , language. Under item 4, " normal line-ups."

'
.

l ' s
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WITNESS BROUGIITON: Yes. Itan 4 talks about
1 '

!

2) gaining additional experience in operating the plant with sys-2f 8- |O- A

tems in normal line-ups.. By that we mean having the systems3

which are needed for plant operation, operating the way that
4 .

they. would be at full power.5

S for example, if a system had two pumps, both6 ,

of which were required at full power, we would like to be at a7
.-

high enough power level so that we could be operating both of8

those pumps and it would look to the operators as it should atg

full power.g)

JUDGE LAMB: Thank you.
11

12 pA'- JUDGE IIETRICK: Page 6, where.you mention the 100A
~

. ,43 13' percent turbine trip test, is this a test that is normally done

t i

['~ g4 at any plant af ter an outage, or is this special for this par-

15 ticular plant rtartup?

WITNESS BROUGHTON: With respect to the TMI, which-
16

17 is the plant I can address, the normal test program with a full

18 power turbine trip test is one which might be'done when the'

plant is initially started up for the very first time; but itn3

-20 is not the type of test which would normally be done af ter a

21 refueling outage.
'

' s.

22 Now, in our case at TMI-1, we have changed the way

23 the plant responds when the turbine trips are in full power for
' ' ..

'

reasons independent of tha steam generator repair; but because*

- 24

q'', .

.

we had changed the plant response to that event, we felt it25 ,
- .

_

e
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1 proper to put that event in the test program.

) Therefore, for this particular test program we
''

2

3 had already decided to include this before the steam generator

4 issue arose.

5 JUDGE IIETRICK: Will there be any consideration

G of decay heat removal af ter this turbine trip test?

7 UITNESS DROUGIITON: Certainly, after any trip

8 from power, decay heat removal is a primary concern. This par-

9 ticular test doesn' t challenge the decay heat removal capabili-

10 ties of the plant very much, however, because the main feed-

11 water system and the condenser, which are normally used for

'" 12 removhi of heat generated power and decay heat removal, will

M 13 remain in operation.

14 JUDGE IIETRICK: Will there have been enough opera-
,

15 tion to reach equilibrium in decay heat?

IG WITNESS 13ROUGIITON: There certainly will not

17 have been onough time and power to reach the maximum level of

18 decay heat generation that we might expect, say, at the end of

19 an operating cycle. Depending upon exac tly how the power test-

20 ing goes, that will determine what the actual core decay heat
\

21 product inventory is at the time of the test.
',

22 With the hold periods we have added to the pro-

23 gram at the 48 and 75 percent plateaus, there will be more
h*

,

decay heat present for this test than there would be if we had-y 24

25 just gone straight to power and then tripped the turbine the
.
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1 first time we went to 100 percent.

)
.] 2 JUDGE HETRICK: But it will not be a challenge

3 i to the system because the normal heat removal systems will be

4 perating?

5 WITNESS BROUGilTON: That is correct,
t

G JUDGE WOLFE: Cross on Board questions. Ms.

Bradford?7

8 MS. BRADFORD: No.

9 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Au?

10 MR. AU: No questions.

11 JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. Wagner?
!

MS. WAGNER: No questions. !. gig .,y.

' 13' JUDGE WOLFE: Any redirect?-

-4

14 MR. CIIURCIIILL: No, sir.

15 ' JUDGE WOLFE: All right. May some of the wit-

is nesses be excused?

17 MR. CIIURCHILL: Yes; Mr. Broughton, as far as ue
,

13 are concerned, may be excused.

19 JUDGE WOLFE: All right; you are excused.

20 (Witricas Broughton excused. )

21 JUDGE WOLFE: Are we prepared to proceed to the
/
/e

22 next .tssue?

23 MR. CIIURCHILL: We are prepared, Your Honor.
~

JUDGE WOLFE: Ms. Bradford?24 .

, - - - .

'_' 25 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, Your Honor.- - -

, .

e

i

E
'
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' '

') MR. CllURCilILL: Your IIonor, may I ~make a comment?2

|
Perhaps it's in tl$e nature of an observation.

3

This piece of testimony has had us a little bit
4

|

. puzzled and we are not quite sure how to deal with it. The |5
|

G question as posed by the Board was whether or not -- this was

based on the intervenor's concern -- whether'or not the long-
7 i

1

term corrosion test program adequately simt lated the operating8
1

conditions of the reactor, j9
i |

'

|
/

Our problem came when we had our witness develop10

11
the testimony; the first thing he said -- and this is on page |

1h 12 threa.|b- actually, it starts at the bottom of page two and up

n the top of page three -- is that the purpose of the program
' -Q 13

i

was to verify that the mechanism for the. cracking which had
14

occurred would not reinitiate under operating conditions. That
15

issue had been dealt with extensively under Contention 2.b and
16

all of the issues of the other intervening party which is not7

18 longer a party; and the facts establishing the mechanism and

our assurance that it would not reinitiate were established on19

20 nummary disposition.

The witness then_went on to say that the only
21

,

/

22 possible relationship of the long-term corrosion tests -- this

23 is again on page three, the second paragraph -- the only rela-
.

i*

' tionship to the kinetic expansion repair process is to verify24

25 that the repair itself did not render steam generators
.

e
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1
susceptible to reinitiation of the corrosion; and, in fact,

Qa

'

2
that is exactly the issue that was established in summaryi

disposition.

4
We went along anyway, and we have provided the

5
answern to the questions. It is Licensec's position that every9

G
' thing from page four on has really already been determined in

7
a ruling by the Board.

8
We, nevertheless, have of fered the testimony and

9
do offer it.

10
JUDGE IIETRICK: Mr. Churchill, are you saying

11
that the question we posed concerning the adequacy of separa-

::t d'12
tion of operating conditionu by long-term corrosion -- do I

- understand you to say that that issue itself was settled in

14
summary disposition?

15
MR. CIIURCIIILL: The summary disposi. tion issues

16
that were settled were all of the contentions by this party and

17 -

the other one on the question of whether or not there was going
18

to be a likelihood of reinitiation of the intergranular stress-

19
assisted cracking that occurred. And, yes, those issues, it is

20
my position, were disposed of at some length. That was a very

21
large part of the whole summary disposition process.

22
It now turns out that this particular question --

23
and. I confess, I admit that I didn't really realize it when I.

,

! first saw the question; but in developing the testinony it

og * became glear, when our witness told un the only reason for that~
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i : program is to examine the question of reinitiation of
I

-
i

.

' corrosion.*
2

3 , I think I can point out in the Board's Order it-
I
'
self, back in the second part of it, a couple of statements: tha t:

4

address directly these particular tests wi.th respect to their
5

j simulation of the operating conditions.o

For example, on page 76, at the top paragraph,
7

the Board stated -- this is of your Board Order of Summaryg

Disposition - that " Licensee is continuing the long-term corro-
9

sion tests on actual OTSG tube samples under cor.ditions simu-
10

lating the environmental operating conditions with worst-case11

I 12 chemipliry coaditions that could exist in the primary system

within technical specification limits," and it cites our9 13

Statements of Fact Numbers 218 and 219.14

On the top of page 79, -- and so the position15

that we'ra in is we think the matter has been enccmpassed in
1G

17 umbrella by an issue that's already decided. ,

18
We have, nevertheless, presented the testimony

19 in response to the Board's question. Uc do believe that, in |
|

20 fact, the long-term corrosion test program has adequately simu '
.

lated the conditions by simulating worst case conditions,
21.

!.

chemical conditions, and the testimony so states.22

i 23 I just would like to point that out to the Board;
*l -

* that perhaps ue are being redundant because this issue has244

25 already been decided.
-

.

S
'

O
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1: JUDGE' IITpTBICK:'~ (What do you propose; that we
*. ,; ) -..

i.' drop t-J i's it,suo because it has already been decided?(N- 2
Q,b t

;

3 MR.'CIIURCllILL:,'tle did not object -- perhapsi ' '
-

~'
, ,

4 this innFt timely and' perh'aps we are late in objecting; I don't
I ..

'
s,

5 know., -
* r .

..

_) <

6 - i
' I believe w'e properly could drop this issue, but'

,
,

-
, ..-

7 I don't believe tha t/wo have' that strong of a leg to stand on

8 to drop it,- because I don't-believe we, the Licensee, were

9 timely in bringing thit; to'your attention.

But [ think, yes, it would be perfectly proper10 ,

1 <

11 . and prolgably the more r.easonable thi.ng to do to drop this
U - '-

'' ' '

issue (eas .having been encompassed.'in an issue that has already
'- ..a -

12
, , -

- r i(
7' 213 been decided. -

* * <
t
< ,i , p.n,

' 14 JUDGE IIETRICK: Mr. Churchill, one more question.6

/e
,- q,

15 Are you saying that the adequacy of simulation is irrelevant, -
a. t;

.? f MR. CilURCIIILL: No, sir.'

16 r
. , , ,

.*

h .
~ny e'

t JUDGE IIETRICK:[
s

or that it has already been17" ' P
'

*
'

/ ---' o. .

.

s .

'. N ; 18 settled? ? i';-
.,

d f8 e -

.
, ,

Ny 19 e MR. CIIURCIIILL: . I am saying that I believe that
,

' r , , - ,

w
~

n. .t ..
<

"'20 it has alread'f';been sett2,ed. I'm'not saying it is irrelevant.

, ?.
. . _

d'*

JUDGEWOLF'!j On,pageh8ofourMemorandumand(' ,

#
21

A ( : e.s ,-
. ,

,
-

Order.of . Tun.e 20w we set out the TNTir* Contention 2.b.l. Now,^
.!2: a

p .,, -.

I see nothing in E bat contention addressed to the subject matter( t23
-

-

,+ ..
.

f sy M *i Jof Content $ ion 1, " Issue 1.d.,.e .. ,,

t' :; 1
~

& ,

, %j , .
,.

,

Granted, 14 otw discussion of TMIA Contention 2.b.1,'d 25 - ',F> r,.

; n,-
-

g, , .
, _

* ' '# % ,,
_

9 - -% , p y! - .y .,

- .
,,

s . < . _

*' - a ,%.3
.. a
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1 i
we may have addressed what you have already pointed out to us

') at pages 76 and 79'of our Memorandum and Order, but there we'

2
t

3 were, at most, collaterally discussing and accepting the state-

ments made by the clients in your Motion for Summary Disposition.
4

S I don't think that uhat we stated at pages 76
5

and 79 are dispositive of the question or the Issue 1.d.g

7 Do you agree, Judge lletrick, or not?

JUDGE IIETRICK: It seems to me that so far as it8

9 appears, it may be regarded as a peripheral issue in the Order

10 regarding Motions for Summary Disposition.

Perhaps I'm being excessively cautious, but I
11

"* 12 think,the wording of. Issue 1.d focuses very definitely on a

[) 13 specific issue, which I think deserves a little more attention.

JUDGE WOLFE: In any event, I erred. I turned'

ja

back two pages too many in our Memorandum and Order of June 1,.
15

and it seems that TMIA Contention 2.b.1 -- actually, pages 76
16

17 and 79 are,, addressed to TMIA Contention 2.b.2. But the reason-

18 ing is the same.

19 In any event, what is it you're sceking,

20 Mr. Churchill, some sort of guidance now? We are not going to

21 dismiss the contention at this late stage.
4

22 Do you want us to give you some further explana-

23 tion of what we sought in framing this Issue 1.d?
;.

'

24 MR. .CIIURCIIILL: No, Your IIonor. I wanted toh

j 25 , point out -- yes, I was looking for guidance, but I think I've
| .

!
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j59 j
'

. . 1 gotten it.

)'_\
''

2 I wanted to point out that I did believe this
's J !

3 issue had been endbmpassed, The main part of their Contention 2

4 was that corrosion would reinitiate -- or, actually, I think

5 what they said is that we haven't demonstrated that it will not

G rcinitiate; that was the main part of Contention 2. Then there

- 7 were the sub-parts af ter. Those were the "becauses."
,

8 We put a lot of effort into our motion. describing

9 cxactly why we believe it won't reinitiate. That, I think, the

10 Board agreed with. Now it turns out, when we started to write

11 our testimony for this other issue, that l'_ became clear to us

that liie only purpos.c of the long-term corrosion test program..
* 12

/N 13 was to provide or help provide the reaasurance, the assurance
V

14 that it would not reinitiato, and we have already established

.

15 that.

1G Now, we do have our testimony on the record. Wo

17 are perfectly happy to go forward with that. I think this has,

18 boon helpful in that at least it puts it in context so that we

19 can have in our minds how this relates to the issues that have
;

L' 20 already been considered in summary disposition, j

21 Uc are willing (ogoforwardwiththistestimony,!
. i.

22 Your IIonor. !

.'
I

23 JUDGE WOLFE: All right.
h

.

*

'% 24 Cross-examination, Ms Bradford? [
.

. v)
,

25 MS, BRADFOrd: Yes.
_

.

e

I

4

L
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1 CROSS-EXAMINATION

2
} MS. ,BRADFORD: On page 3 of your testimony on

4.
3 the bottom of that page you state that the tests were not

4 designed to confirm that Licensee-has provided reasonabic

5 assurance against the possibility of mechanically induced

G tube ruptures caused by various transients.

Does this mean that flow induced vibration was

8
| not part of your long-term corrosion test?
:

9 i'

UITNESS CRONEBERGER: The possibility of

10 damage whether by flow-induced vibration or normal heat-up and
11 cool-down cycles was treated as a separate issue in accordance

4
-

It was not part of the12
with accepted industry code rules.

9 13 . .

corrosion estimate.'

14 MS. BRADFORD: So the tubes that are a part of

15 this test are not also undergoing the same conditions that

IG they would see in steam generating?

17
WITNESS CRONEBERGER: The tubes in this test

18 program are being exposed to cycling axial loads, which are

!' a reflection of the heat-up and cool-down cycles.19

i og
As a result of analysis, it was concluded that' ~

21 in fact frcm a fatigue damage standpo!it flow-induced vibration

h 22
was not predicted to be a concern. So from a long-termi

'3
s t6pdpoin t, the long-term corrosion test did not simula te

'

.

~ l a flow-induced viliration effect.
~

25
MS. 3RADFORD: Would it not have made this test

. - - - - - -
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1 a more conservative one to subject the tubes to all of the
N
N

.'C/'
t 2 conditions that they may sec, that they see during operation?

. t

3 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: Again, the purpose of the

4 test was to evaluate corr 6sion damage dnd not mechanical fatiguo
.

5 ! damage. . As far as the objective in trying to understand

G corrosion damage, it was determined that the loading cycles

7 simulating heat-up and cool-down were sufficient to predict

* 8' the effect of stresses on corrosion.

9' MS. BRADFORD: When a tube is corroded, does it

10 tecome weakened?

11 WITNESS GIACOBBE: You will have to define

"corre, bed . " General corrosion would not weaken a tube, but
as .

* 12

f(~% 13 in specifically trying to address the point you would need to
Qi

14 clarify it.

15 MS. BRADFORD: I'm talking about numcrous cracks.

16 Would that type of damage weaken the tube?

17 WITNESS GIACOBBE: The base metal, itself, in*
,-

18 regions away from the corrosion or cracks are not weakened.

19 The crack has to be taken for itself, and the extent of the

20 area that it takes up; to the extent that that reduces cross-

21 sectional area,.that would redpco the load-currying capability,
./

22 but the material, itself, maintains its full integrity.

23 MS. BRADFORD: You said away from the crack arca;.

) i

. 24 what about at the crack arca? Is that area weakened?

25 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I think I need to got at what
.

-
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i

I you are really trying to drive at. The corrosion mechanism

affects a very localized area. To the extent that it has

damaged that area, the area is damaged. That's true.

It is not some insidious thing that has an

5
effect in the areas away from the corrosion areas. That area

6
is still maintains full integrity. So to the extent that you

,

have removed some metal or put a crack there, in any analytical
'

' '9
work that we have donc to study that, that would most definitely

9
be taken into account.

10
MS. BRADFORD: .I am not interested in the area

11
away from the cracked area. I am interested in the. localized

* 12 ~#* .

area of the crack, and I'm just trying to determine whether

' (Mi- that area would be weakened.
13

U
14

MR. CilURCIIILL: I didn't hear a question there,

'

Your lionor.

16
JUDGE WOLFE: I didn't either.

17 '

MS. BRADFORD: Will that area, the localized area'

18
of cracking, be weakened?

19
MR. CIIURCIIILL: Your Honor, I object to this

20
question. It has been asked and answered at least twice.

21
JUDGE WOLFE: I .gouldn ' t hear the last two or

.

22
three words . of- the1 question.

23
g MS. BRADFORD: I asked if the localized area,

#Np which contains thh cracking would be weakened as a result of:b/
25

that cracking. ,
, ,

.

_ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: The answer to that would
s.

)-

2 be yes,
3

t
; e,

3 MS. -BRADFORD : And it would be then subject to --

4 ! that would be a stress area in terms of flow-induced vibration

5 or other mechanical stress?

6 JUDGE WOLFE: llold it. Is thir another question ;
7 now, or is this a continuation of the first question.that

8 has been objected to?

9 MR. CIIURClIILL: The witness answered the question

10 that was objected to before I could reassert my objection, so

11 I think we are onto a new question.

2 d,- .

12 JUDGE WOLFE: What did you say?

a- 13 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: If I understood the question

14 correctly, it was whether or not in fact the weakened area

15 of a defect, weakened as a result of corrosion damage, was

I0 any credit being taken for the strength in the middle of that

17 '

arca? -

18 JUDGE WOLFE: What was your answer?

IO WITNESS CRONEBERGER: My answer was we wouldn't

20 : give any credit to the strength in the vicinity of the corroded'

21
defect. /

!,

22 MS. BRADFORD: Thank you.

23 JUl>GE WOLFE: All right. I didn' t hear that.-

* -

.

24E
) gg,.BRADFORD: Does this long-tern corrosion

4 test test if the corrosipn has an ef fect on the ductility of

i
l
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| the tube?1

~

(f
2 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I think you have to go backi

% I
a

3 and- look at all th.e work we have done to study the pro'ertiesp
-

,

: 4 of the tube. First of f, from the active tube removed from

5' the generator, we did test the mechanical properties, ductilityi

G if you will, of that tubing. That tubing has not shown any

7 loss of ductility. It maintains as full ductility as new
,

8 tubing. The long-term corrosion test program, itself, is not

9 designed to. assess ductility, if you will. However, one can

10 make.some qualitative inferences from the testing that we have

11 done; and in looking at the results to date, we have not seen

:1 ,8
12 any 16ss of ductility.

.

) 13 - MS. BRADFORD: The tests that the licensee did/^f\

14 the initial corrosion test indicated that the steamont

15 generator tubes ac' TMI are highly sensitized. Does this

16 condition, that is that highly sensitized condition, cause any
.

17 weakening *- just the actual sensitized condition of the tubc?

18 f MR. CHURCHILL: . Your Honor, I would object to

this question. The issue is the adequacy of simulation of-

19

20' operating conditions by the long-term corrosion test. I

21 think she is asking about -- IJdon't know what she is asking
.

. J.

22 about, but it doesn't have _ anything to do about simulation of

23 the operating conditions.
,

,
-

.

~24' MS.lBRADFORD: The documents that I read indicate(q,

.f,'

' ~

25 that the tube that. is heavily sensitized is more susceptible
,
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I to corrosion and cracking, and I am just trying to find out
~

| if that condition ,in itself, that being sensitized, has an2

3 effect on the strbcture of the metal. I am trying to find out

4 why it is more susceptible to this corrosion.

5 JUDGE WOLFE: Are you asking whether they

6 . simulated sensitized tubes; is that what you are asking?
|

|7 MS. BRADFORD: No. They used actual tubes, I
I

8 believe.

9 JUDGE WOLFE: To tie this question in, you will

10 have to rephrase it or make it known how your question is at all

!11 directed to the adequacy of the simulation of the operating

.;t >::
12 conditions.

x
I3 MS. BRADFORD: When a tube is highly sensitized,

I4 is the microstructure of that tube affected?

,
15 M R '. CIIURCIIILL: Same objection.

.

16 JUDGE WOLFE: Try it once again. The third time

17 'he charm.should be t

10 MS, BRADFORD: I'll try it again. When a tube

19 is heavily sensitized, as the tubes at TMI-l are, does that

20 affect the microstructure of that tube, and is that reflected

'
"1 l in your testimony? ,
*

22 MR. C!!URCIIILL: I have the same objection, Your

23
J Ilortor . I. don' t see any relationship to the simulating of the
J

operating conditio'ns.in the test.
.

25 JUDGE WOLFE: Objection sustained, i

*

|

|

|
L
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i We gave you three chances there, Miss Bradford.

> 2 MS. ERADFORD: In the long-term corrosion test,
,| ..

3 ! the studien do show that the actual steam generator tubesI

4 showed wear at 170 degrees; in that correct?

'5 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I'm afraid you haven't giveni

|
'

6

| me enough to go on.
~

7 MS. BRADFORD: I think in the Battelle study --

8
that was reference document 62 --

9
MR. CIlURCHILL: Your Honor, I might be premature

10
in my objection. I might point out, however, that that report

11 is not a report of the long-tena corrosion program. It's a

4 'U
12 ?

report dealing with what is called a short-term corrosion

T 13 evaluation, and it was not designed to simulate operating

14
conditions. It was designed to simulate the corrosion condi-

15
tions that caused the cracking in the first place.

IG
I think anything from that document would be well

outside tlIe scope of this issue.17

18
MS. BRADFORD: I am simply laying some groundwork ,

19 I want to ask the witnesses if my assumptions are correct and

20
if they agree with the statement, and how they took it into

21
ef fect in the -long-term corrosion test.

f 22
JUDGE WOLFE: We will see how you go along.

23 Yo( are always subject to a motion to strike on anything youi .

I
, 21 get into that rela'tes to the short-term testing. Anything that1

25
relates to the short-ter.a testing may be stricken.
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1 - MS. BRADFORD: I will withdraw the question for
s
.T=
Jf')_

2 the moment. I'm s,orry.
v

3 Could you explain to me what a pickling process

14 is?

5 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Sure. A pickling process is

6 a process which, in reference to what we are doing here,

7 . refers to the tube manufacturing process. After a tube is

8 formed and drawn to its shape, in a long shape, and then

9 annealed, it will have a heavy metal scale on it. To remove

10 that metal scale you subject the tube to an acid bath. This

11 acid bath dissolves the oxide film on the surface of the tube.

I h12 MS. BRADFORD: And is that ualque to each plant?

I'
%)

- I'm trying to find out if the pickling process at TMI is

14 different than it might be --
.

15 UITNESS GIACOBBE: The pickling process is
.

1G common. Two vendors may use different acids, but in' general

II ' *

the pickling is a common-process used in steam generator -

18 tubing.

I9 MS. BRADFORD: In your Jong-term corrosion test,

20 what sections of the tube are represented in that test?

21 JUDGE WOLFE: Miss Bradford, when you ask a
/.

22 question, always the last five or six words are lost. I don't

23 hear-you..
~

~

[} MS. BRADFORD: I'm sorry, Judge Wolfo.24

V
25 ,

JUDGE WOLFE: Please use the microphone.
,.

6
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1 Now start.again, Miss Bradford.

7,Q
2

j MS.,ERADFORD: In the long-term corrosion test,i

fI r
3 what sections of tube -- that is what area of the tubes then

'I are represented?

5 WITNESS GIACOBBE: In the test program, we try

0 to take a campling from a variety of locations such that we

7 would get an overall assessment of how tubes from various

8 locations would respond to the test, so we actually had tubes

9 from very high up in the generator where we had a lot of

10 cracking, and we had tubes from the mid section of the tube-

II sheet, and we had tubes from the freespan, and then tubes from-

< . ~ -
(**et

,

various axial locationa across the generator; so we tried to,

/ I* as best we could, get a good sampling of the tubes that were
s

14
in the steam generators.

15 MS. BRADFORD: How many tubes are represented

iin the long term corrosion --
*

17 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I just don't see how*

18 this is related to the contention or to the issue, which is

19 the adequacy of simulating the operating conditions in the long -

20
term corrosion program.

21 8tJ ge Wolfe, my last question isdMS. BRADFORD:

22
as to how many tubes are being tested --

23 .

; JUDGE WOLFE: How many what have been tested?.
-

,

:'t-

( ')- MS.'BRADFORD: Tubes are being tested. I am
x-

25 -
trying to determine the size of the sample, the data sample'

-
-
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1

1 on which they are basing their judgments.
T

i' 2 | MR. CilURCIIILL: ' Your Ifonor, we weren ' t asked ,
f

3 and they didn't 8aise questions about the results of this

4 test or the size of the sample or what was tested. The only

5 issue that was brought up and quoted here in their response

6 | to the summary disposition and to your order vas they werc
!

7 questioning whether or not we simulated the operating conditions

8 adequately in this test. I don't nean to be too technical

9 and I don' t mean to split hairs on this, but we have struggled

10 throughout this proceeding to try to understand what the

11 intervenors are getting at, and respond and prepare as best

5 12 SU
we can.

13 In this case I thought for sure we know what we

14 were up against, and now these questions seem just about

15 another subject altogether.

I6 JUDGE IIETRICK: I find it rather hard to put a

17 boundary that excludes the sample size from the question of

I8 simulation of operating conditions in the tests. Perhaps one

19 could construct an artificial boundary there, but it seems to

20 me that it is a fair question.

21 JUDGE WOLFE: Ob ection overruled.

22 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Could I please have the

23 queption again?
* -

.

24
3 MS. BRADFORD: Ilow many tubes in the steam

25 generator are being tested in this long-term corrosion tes t?

l
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1 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I don't have an exact number
s
") 2 of tubes being tested. I can' count them up. But when we.look~

/s
(,) i f

:| at the samples an'd how to select samples, it was clear that3

4 one could not pick a statistically large enough sample to

5 test every possible combination of tubes in the generator.o

6 IlowcVer, looking at the date and how the heats responded and

7 where-the testing occurred, and what the properties of those

8 tubes were, we felt that if we took representative samples of

9 various heats and various types of damage shown on different

10 tubes, one could adequately bound the conditions that existed

11 in the generator, because clearly one could never test enough
,8

11 32 tubes'or look at 30,000 tubes in the generator, so we had to
.

fy 13 look at look at what all of tho' data in total told us about
V.

14 how' tubes responded and take a significant sample from those,

15 and that's exactly what we did.

16 We tried to bound our conditions.

17 MS. DRADFORD: llow many heat numbers, metal.

*

u heat numbers, are represented in the steam generator?

18 WITNESS WILSON: I can try to answer that. My

0 | recollection is approximately 60 different heats.
I

21 NS. BRADFORD: And do these heats -- is it your
.1

22 experience that the varying heats respond differently?
23 WITNESS GIACOBBE: No. We did, in fact, do a

*
'

,

24
(''S very extensive analysis of heats and their response in steam
%.)(

generators to corrosion., No, we could not find a correlation between25 '

,
,

,
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|

| heat number and any propensity for cracking. It was an overall1

|'T'
2 random datum.

*

3 gg , 'h3RADFORD : Did you conduct that test at TMI,

4 or was that at one. of your contractors?

5 WITNESS GIACOBBE: We, in fact, did heat analysis.
,

6 MS. BRADFORD: Did you get any information that

7 there was, indeed, a difference between the heats that any

8 of your contractors who did the studies had found, that they

| 9 made a finding that there was a difference in susceptibility?

10 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Not ca a heat basis. We found

11 nothing that indicated that a particular heat or group of heats

A >S
12 were $ny more susceptible than any other heat.

9 13 ' MS. BRADFORD: A licensce's document, Technical

14 Report 008, Revision 3, states that cracks would occur lower

15 in the tube in the areas more susceptible to intergranular

IG stress-attacked cracking. I think that's how it is put,

II
*

due to surface anomalies or residual stress.

18 What would cause the residual stress?

IO First of all, do you agree with that statement?

20 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I think I need to look at

21 that before I answer. -
j.

22 (Pause.)

23 MS. BRADFORD: I cannot locate a page number,-

,

}
but would you agre'c with that statement ~ that areas lower in

'

25 the tube are more susceptible to intergranular stress cracking
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| due to surface anomalics or residual stress? Would you agree1

''
2 with that statement?

3' MR. ''CIIUPCIIILL : Could I ask for a clarification

4 on what you mean? Lower in the tubes than what?

5 MS. BRADFORD: Closer to the lower tubesheet
.

!
G ' area.

I
'

7 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: I really think we need

I8 ' to understand the context in which that statement is made in

9 order to respond.

10 WITNESS WILSON: I will just make one gross

11 observation, that the actual experimental data indicates that

the ciSIScking is all up high, not 1sw, so that would be contra-4 12 ~

4 13 |.dictory to your conclusion.,

( ) |
''

14 | MS. BRADFORD: Are there areas in the tubes other

15 than the transition zone and the heat-affected zone where one

IG would expect residual stress?

17 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I'm sorry; would you repeat,
,

18 that?

19 MS. BRADFORD: Are there areas other than in the

20 transition zone and the heat-affected zone where one would

21 ' expect residual stress on the tubes?
;,<

22 WITNESS CRONEBERCER: The residual stress due

23 to .the forming operation should be local to the rolled joint,

24
j the transition, an'd immediately adjacent to the transition.

25 MS. BRADFORD: And there would be no other

.
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1 residuals; there would be no other stresses on this tube other

I
2 * than in those areas?

3 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: F~om a. residual.streusr

4 standpoint?

5 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

6 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: Only to the extent that

7 there will be forming stresses.

8 MS. BRADFORD: That portion of the tube that

9 passes through the support plate, is that exposed to a particu-

10 lar stress not seen in the rest of the tubing?

11 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I do think that at

-% ,9
-

12 least' this should be related somehow to the repair, itself.

A 13 If she can relate that question to the repair, the repair

I4 doesn' t take place near the support plates; it is all up inside

15 the other tubing.

IG JUDGE WOLFE: Isn't that so, Miss Bradford?

17
. MS. BRADFORD: Yes, it is.

18 y just viant to make::the comment right now thatn' .

-

i
i

19 it is very difficult for me to separatc~out in my mind the need'

20 for the repair and'the repair, itself. Af ter all, the steam

21 it comes on lin;j.will rely on the full lengthgenerator when o

22 of the tube, and there was damage in other areas of the tube

23 otiger than that which is encompassed by the new joint.
'. -

24 JUDGE WOLFE: Are you saying there wasn't enough
)

25 repair work done?
,

.
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1 Ms, BRADFORD: I'm asking what these corrosion --
. . .

(~))N
L'

2 JUDGE WOLFE: .If that is your question, is that
?\_

anissueinthiskroceeding?3

4 The issue in this proceeding from the notice of

5 i hearing until now is the kinetic repair process, nothing else.
I
'# Is that an objection?;

7 MR. CIIURCIIILL: Yes, sir.
.

8 JUDGE WOLFE: Sustained.

9 MS. BRADFORD: On the bottom of page 4, continuing

to to page 5, you discuss six heatup/ccoldown cycles which have

11 been completed. Are tubes subjected to load variations in this

"" 12 '*#
test?

,

,

13
~ ( WITNESS GIACOBBE: Tubes, in fact, are subjected

(_
14 to' load variations to simulate not only operational loads, but

15 also cooldown loads.

16 MS. BRADFORD: And what are those loads?

17 .. WITNESS GIACOBBE: The actual values are 500

I8 pounds operational or 1,100 pounds cooldown.

19 MS. BRADFORD: It continues to say that final . '

20 metallographic examinations are now in progress.

21 IIave they been completed?

- WITNESS GIACOBBE: They . a re s till1 unde rway .

3 MS. BRADFORD: Can you explain to me, on page.,,
.

20

G('h
7, the second full' paragraph in the middle of the page' -- that

23 describes some test loops which were subjected to cooldown
,

.

-

--ius- i u us i e
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1 cycles. That paragraph continues that, "These cycles provided

.A ;

( 2 tile most rigorous test sequence." Why was this testing more
3

a I
#3 rigorous than the^ rest of the testing?

4 WITNESS GIACOBBE: This particular phase of the
,

" 5 long-term corrosion test allowed for the introduction of oxytyen
],

-6 during the cooldown. If you recall from the failure analysis,

7 oxygen is a requisite for corrosion, so we actually introduced

8 oxygen to assure that the simultaneous effect of the environ-

9 ment load and oxygen were all coexistent at that particylar
b

10 time; so that was the most rigorous portion of the test.

11 MS. BRADFORD: Were you able to detemine how
,1 v f-

12 much oxygen was neccied to activate the sulfate?

h 13 WITNESS GIACOBBE: In this particular test weQ
.

14 saturated with oxygen to preclude any threshold considerations,

15 gg yg had to saturate the solution with oxygen so that there

16 was more available oxygen present for the corrosion to take

II *

place.

18 MS. BRADFORD: I understand that you suspect

19 that oxygen entered the system not only because the system was

20 open, but also through the IIPI injection. Approximately how

21 much' oxygen comes in through that system?

22 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I don' t know that number off

23 thd top of my' head..

| r 24 MS.'BRADFORD: Do you estimate that it would be;

a significant amount of -oxygen?
*

;

I
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1 WITNESS GIACOBBE: During the IIPI, the solution

:)3('') -
Ehat was entering the system was saturated with oxygen,2 so

%_ 1

one has to calcu1Ite the dilution of oxygen in the system; I3

4 just don' t remember the number.

5 MS. BRADFORD: Is.that a normal situation that

G !!PI flow is saturated with oxygen?

7 WITNESS GIACOBBE: No, that is not normal. That

8 was done for a specific purpose at that time, and we do not

9 normally introduce oxygen in water during cooldown.

10 MS. BRADFORD: Is the purpose that that is some-

11 thing that would occur during plant- life?

h12 WITNESS CRONEBERGER: My recollection -- if you

d('')
13 are referring to the functional test in 1981, my recollection

1

14 of that test is that we did perform a modification that pro-

15 vided a mechanical tie between the two trains. All we were
.

16 trying to do at that time was to perform a test to demonstrate

II that, in f'act, the system as modified functioned properly.

18 There would be no reason for repeating that test'in the future.

-19 MS. BRADFORD: Just recently -- when you perform

20 a bubble test, Vou.do have to introduce air into the system;

21 isn't that correct? 7
. /.

22 - WITNESS GIACOBBE: That's correct.

23 MS. BRADFORD: How do you rid the system of-

~

24

(~~]q
oxygen after such an introduction? Ilow is that oxygen removed?

%.
WITNESS GIACOBBE: There are well-established*

.

9
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1 procedures for removing oxygen. I'm not sure you want to go,

2 into the technica. details on that.

3 MS . 'BRADFORD: Was that done af ter the most

4 recent bubble test?

5 WITNESS GIACOBBE: The generators are not filled

6 at this time. The system is still open. It will be once we

7 close the system down. The system will be de-aerated, but it

8 is not currently.

9 MS. BRADFORD: These long-term corrosion tests,

10 are they still ongoing?

11 WITNESS GIACOBBE: No. As we said, the tests
.1 . C-

12 have been completed, and we are now in the final evaluation
A

13 phase of the program, taking specimens and constructively
x -

14 ovaluating them, and making metallographic specimens to

15 examine. That's the phase we are in right now.
,

IIG tis . BRADFORD: And it tested the effect of the

17 joint unde normal operating conditions?

18 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Yes. We had specimens in the

19 test program that had received the same type of kinetic

20 expannion and had the same transition region as we do in the

21 generator. -'
f

22 MS. BRADFORD: Can you tell me if corrosion

23 prdducts -- we heard earlier today that corrosion products can.

' 24 become wedged in the crevices. Would that have any effect on
,

25 the diciensions of the tube?
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1 WITNESS GIACOBBE: I'm not sure if I understand.

<)'"

2
( ) The corrosion prod,ucts which I think you are referring to

e
3 regarding the blocking of the defects, no, that does not

4 affect the dimensions of the tube.

5 MS. BRADFORD: Not the dimensions; on the tube

8 itself, does it have a damaging effect on the tube, itself?

7 WITNESS GIACOBBE: In reality, the tube is

8 more -- the tubesheet tends to suffer corrosion rather than
8

the tube.

10 MS. BRADFORD: If corrosion were to re-initiate
,

II -- well, let me ask you -- I asked this morning a question

4 S -

The other thing that the study noted12 about the swipe samples.

13 was the distribution between each generator. For instance,
%.J

14 in generator A it was concentrated most in the periphery, I

15 think, if I can understand the diagram which I received, whereas

16 in generator B 75 percent of the damage was in one-half of

thegenerakor.
18 Can.you explain or has your testing -- have you

19 been able to understand why that distribution was?

!. WITNESS GIACOBBE: The corrosion mechanism, itself,

21 has been understood, and we believe we know exactly why tubes

22
corroded. As to the exact reasons why, we have differences

i

l= 23 and(variations from steam generator to steam generator, we[ .

,-

I' ' ;[ ' . do not understand why there would be differences. There are. 24

%./
25 - many, many parameters affccting corrosion. The three main ones,

,
,

? -

t

| .. .. . .. .

|
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l i of course, are stress, concentration or environment, and
!'s

~

2 ' susceptibility. He know susceptibility was the same for all
*

!

3 the tubes. We knbw there may be variations in stress and

4 that could account for the possibility of why we got variations

5 in location, and we believe the environment, the overall environ-

|
6 ment aspect, was the same; uo there may have been some variations

7 in stress. One cannot analyze that on an individual basis.

8 MS. BRADFORD: And so that was not taken into

9 account within your long-term corrosion tent?

10 WITNESS GIACOBdE: We chose vorst case stress

11 condit i.on s , and that way we bounded the worst case.

* 12 0' MS. BRADFORD: I have no more questions.

3 13 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Au?

-

14 MR. AU: Mr. Dornsife will cross-examine.

15 CROSS-EXAMINATION

16 MR. DORNSIFE: In your. summary on,page 9 of your

17 testimony you indicate that this test program provides a

I18 clear basis for evaluating, forJovaluating steam. generator tube
!

19 performance over approximately a one-year period.

20 Do you plan to perform any additional corrosive

21 testing, and what assurances do you have that one year is ;

|
'22 adequate?

23 WITNESS GIACOBBE: At this time we are not
.s.

,

24 planning any additional corrosion testing. IIoweve r , one would'

,

25 look at the corrosion mechanism which we are addressing now,
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and that happens to be reduced sulfur corrosion, which, by1

"
.

our short-term corrosion test program that we ran, indicates2

) .

3 that it is a very' rapid corrosion phenomenon. We chose to

4 go on to the long-term corrosion test program to add adequate

5 assuriince that any potential effects of long-term periods would
~

/.-
G not be overlooked, and we feel that the results have shown_/

7 for this one year that we have not seen any damage in the

8 sulfate-containing loops, and feel that that is adequate at

9 this time.

10 ~ MR. DORSIFE: Thank you. I have no other

11 questions.

4 12 ir * JUDGE.WOLFE: Miss Wagner?

') 13 MS, WAGNER: I have no questions.

14 JUDGE WOLFE: Do you have redirect, Mr. Churchill ?

15 MR. CHURCIIILL: May we have just a moment?

16 JUDGE WOLFE: Yes.

17 (Pause.)*
,

18 MR. CHURCHILL: No redirect, Your Honor.

19 JUDGE WOLFE: Are there Board questions?

20 JUDGE LAMB: What is the current status of these
,

21
t
;

tests? Are these done, or are they still in progress? Are
:e

22 some of them completed; where are we on these tests?

23 WITNESS GIACOBBE: On the corrosion test program,
.

~J i

24q the operational phase, the actual subjecting of the tubes to

25 the environment is completed. We have disassembled the test-
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1 loops, and we are now doing metallographic destructive ['

,

2 examinations of the specimens. /
'

!
_.

JUDOE LAMB: So you do not intend to cont'inue3

4 these in the future?
.

.

5 WITNESS GIACOBBE: We do not.

G JUDGE LAMB: Now, in your tests you introduced

7 oxygen into the system. Since you saturated it, presumably

i
8 this was not introduced in the same quantity that was experiencad

9 or would be experienced in the operating system; is that correct?
.

I
10 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Any time that we open up the

11 steam generators for repairs, we, in fact, do expose them to

.sn .e
12 saturated oxygen conditions, and for that reason we wanted the

9 13 saturation when we went into that phase of the program.

14 JUDGE LAMB: When you say " saturated,."'d6 youa.i..

15 mean saturated with respect to the partial pressure of oxygen
i

16 in the air? /

17 WITNESS GIACOBBE: That's correct.*
.

18 JUDGE LAMB: And you feel that you get the '

19 the naturated oxygen conditions when you open up the operating

20 units?

21 WITNESS GIACOBBE: When we go in to do mainton-
!.

22 ance in the steam generators, we, in fact, achieve saturated

23 oxygen, which is approximately six to eight parts per million
* i
.

q 24 of oxygen.
_

25 JUDGE LAMB,: Does oxygen limit the reactions in
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1 I this system, in this corrosion mechanism that you have come |
T |

' '' -) 2 up with?
i .,

*
,

;
3 WITNESS GIACOBBE: There is a threshold for;

i

4 oxygen as it affects the electro-chemical potential of the

5 specimens over which we will not get corrosion. We have

G demonstrated that in the absence of oxygen or at low potentialsj

7 the corrosion process does not occur.

8 JUDGE LAMB: Is that reaction rate proportional

O thereafter.to the oxygen concentration, or does something else

10 limit the corrosion?

11 WITNESS GIACOBBE: There are, of course, many

** 12 thing'h' that would influence the corrosion; the concentration

X 13 of the corrodant. specie, and the potential. In reality, the

14 effect of oxygen is to affect the electro-chemical potential.

15 so as you vary oxygen you will vary electro-chemical potential.

1G There will be a limit below which you will not get cerrosion

17 because the potential will be too low for the corrosion process

18 to occur; but there will be a band, and once you are in that

19 band there may be s'ome influence on time, but in reality the

20 corrosion will-occur.

21 So to answer you,r question, if we are below,
s.

22 if we are de-airing as a normal operating condition, the

23 . corrosion process cannot occur. To say at what point we
b

l introduce oxygen so that now becomes corrosive, I don't have'

'

25 that number for you.-

,

.
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JUDGE LAMB: But in the saturated condition,
3
"jk 2 w' hat then is the ' limiting factor on corrosion? Is oxygen the
A ') . f"~

3; limiting. factor or is there some other constituent?

4 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Certainly if we were to remove,

5 the corrodant, as we did,.now oxygen is no longer a factor at

6 ! all. In the absence of reduced sulfur forms, there is no
,

'7 corrosion'; Our tests'have demonstrated that, and we, of course,

8 have had our steam generators in an oxygenated condition on

8 several occasions, and have gone in and done the eddy current

10 testing. We have looked at known defects, and we have seen

11 no change, so at this particular time we believe the system

4 12 is'sut3i-that we are.not in a corrosion condition whatsoever,
.

x - .

13 'f-g ' irrespectivec of the oxygen concentration.
~ ,[ V

14 ; JUDGE LAMB: Cosld you defina for us -- or could

15 someone on the panel please define for us the word " heats"

16 as you have used it in your testimony some 15 or 20 minutes

II ag'?. .,o

18 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Heats refers to the primary
.

19 ingot from which a particul.ar rod or batch of tubes was made.

20 In other words, you pour an ingot. sFrom that' ingot there are

21 billets made, and these bi'llets are then ultimately transferred
fi. '

.So the h'at is the identification given on that |
22 into' tubing. e

23 b i];1ct , and each individual tube from there on carries that
-

.

'
~

~' 24 particular identification.
(s- . 25 JUDGE LAMB: So that in the steam generator you

,

~

~ \
l

11
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1 have several of those billets which were the source of the

2 tubing?

3 WITNESS GIACOBBE: That's correct. I believe

4 we stated 60-some.

5 JUDGE LAMB: That's all I have.

G JUDGE HETRICK: I just want to make a point

7 about the heats. I think the word in your last question might

8 have been ingot, not billet. The heat corresponds to an ingot.

9 WITNESS GIACOBBE: Ingot.

10 JUDGE IIETRICK: I have one question about stress.

11 Your testimony at page 8, paragraph 2 states that !' specimens

8!L 12 were N aded at a level corresponding to steady state loads
..

13 during heatup, cold shutdown and operation.")

~

'4 These different situations refer to different

15 aspects of normal operation; is that not correct?

IG WITNESS GIACOBBE: That is correct.

17 JUDGE HETRICK: Are there then some situations.

.

18 where stress could exceed,the accident situation?

19- W1TNESS CRONEBERGER: Yes; clearly some of the

20 accident transients might produce higher tube stresses than

21 those included in the program.,
. !-

22 JUDGE IIETRICK: Would there be any point in tryinc

23 to . simulate such abnormal stress conditions in these corrosion
- ,
'

24
i tests?

'

25 WITNESS GIACOBBE: We attempted to do that by

,

______ _____ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 putting in'C-rings. If you look at,the loadings of the C-
'

%
'

2 rings, we loaded.those to the yield strength, which is in'

i
excess of any loacE that would be experienced in the transient;3

!

4 and it is for that reason that we put C-rings in, because we

5 could not test eve:.y possible load condition.

G We felt that we would go to the maximum load

-that one C-ring coultk tolerate, which was the yield strength,7

8 and, hence, we would bound any other transien t load that might

9 exist.
<

10 JUDGE WOLFE: Is there cross-examination on

11 Board questionc ?
,

212 d, ' '- MS. BRADFORD: No, I don't have any questions,< -

13 Judge Wolfe.

14 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Au?
,

15 MR. AU: No questions, Judge Wolfe.

16 JUDGE WOLFE- Miss Wagner?
.

17 MS. WAGNER: No questions.*
_,

18 MR. CIFJRCIIILL: No redirect, Your Honor.

19 JUOGM WObFE: It is now S:00. The Board has

20 a long everting before 'it, from 7:00 v,til 10:00. I thir 'c. under

21
, thosc circumstances -- ar.d it has been a long day for everyone
i

'

1 !.

r 22 -- we wi11 recess the evidentiary hearing and renew tomorrow
i

23 at.9:00. Vou are all welcome to attend toni.ght.
- i

the parties |'

24 I would like you very much to be here,c
,

!-

that is, from 7:00 untti 10:00. We stand in recess. |25

(Whereupon, a t 5 : 00 p.m. the hearing was adjourned,
Ito be reconvened at 9 : 00 a .m. on Tuesday, June 17, 1984, in

Middletown, Pennsylvania.)
.
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